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Business Tianjin - June 2009

Dear Reader,
The first Tianjin-assembled Airbus A320 took its maiden flight in May. It
represents just one of over 700 orders for Airbus airplanes to be assembled and
tested right here in the city over the next several years. In the same month,
Air Asia began service of its direct route between Tianjin and Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. These two auspicious events spotlight Tianjin as the destination of
choice for growing industry and business.
Nationwide, the economy has begun responding to the economic stimulus
announced last November. Aside from exports, major industries are showing
signs of rebound; lending, investment and manufacturing all rose a month ago.
Several economists predict that China will in fact reach its 8% GDP growth target
for 2009. For details, turn to the economy report in this issue of Business Tianjin.
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One of the greatest concerns with resuming and sustaining such rapid economic
growth is its measurable effects on the environment. Pollution in China’s most
industrial regions now tops many global “worst” lists. And an unrestrained
pursuit of affluence has resulted in exponential usage of raw materials and
creation of waste. This month, Business Tianjin features the first half of a report on
greenhouse gases and global warming. It addresses the current status, projected
future and efforts both domestic and international to curb heavy industry’s effect
on global climate change.
Businesses seeking to establish themselves in Tianjin may need to conform to
emission regulations in the near future. This issue reviews current policy on
emission trading in China.
And whether going green or going for gold, there are restrictions on entrance into
the domestic market. Part two of an article on overseas investment covers equity
and asset acquisition, among other means of doing business in China.

PHOTOGRAPHER: W. Jian, Mathias Kattanek
DISTRIBUTION: Huang Hanqing
ADVERTISING: InterMediaChina
PUBLISHING DATE: June 2009
Business Tianjin is FREE
ONLY for Members
TEL: +86 22 2576 0956
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Last but not least, Business Tianjin sat down with decision-makers from three
burgeoning industries in Tianjin, and asked them how they became leaders in
their respective fields. Take a moment to read over these insightful dialogues in
the fields of aviation, education and hospitality.
As always, we welcome your input and inquiries. If you are interested in
contributing to a future issue of Business Tianjin, or just have questions or
comments on an article, please don't hesitate to reach out to us at the contacts on
this page.

For editorial enquiries please contact:
editor@businesstianjin.com
For advertising enquiries please contact:
sales@businesstianjin.com

Sincerely,

For projects and suggestions please contact:
gm@businesstianjin.com

Jamie Michael Kern
Managing Editor – Business Tianjin
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TIANJIN NEWS
Sino-Euro Aviation Safety
Management

The 5th master’s graduation ceremony
of the Sino-European Aviation Safety
Management Project was held in
Tianjin on 28 April. Supported by
Airbus on fund and technology, the
project was initiated in 2001 with
strong support from the Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC). The
Civil Aviation University of China, the
French National University of Civil
Aviation and the French National University of Aeronautics and Astronautics
collaborated to share aviation safety
management technology from Europe
and China. Forty-three students received a
Master’s of Aviation Safety Management,
making a total of 259 graduates to date.
30 April
8th Euro-China Forum

and China in the 21st century".
Xinhua, 30 April
Crowne Plaza reigns over Binhai

Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai Hotel,
a member of IHG Group, opened its
doors in the dynamic city of Tianjin on
16 May 2009. Mr. Michael Wu of IHG
Group, Mr. Sun Zhi Jun, Chairman of
Sheng Guang Company, Mr. Joseph Zitnik, Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai Hotel
General Manger, and government of¿FLDOVIURP7LDQMLQ0XQLFLSDO3HRSOH¶V
Congress attended the soft-opening
ceremony. The Crowne Plaza Tianjin
Binhai is a 388-room, 5-star international hotel located in the Tianjin Airport Industrial Park. It is within walking
distance of the Tianjin International
Hot Spring Golf Course as well as the
$GPLQLVWUDWLRQDQG*RYHUQPHQWRI¿FHV
in the Industrial Park. Tianjin Binhai International Airport and Airbus Industries
are just a 10-minute drive away.
16 May
China-assembled A320 takes
PDLGHQÁLJKW

The 8th Euro-China Forum, the first
ever in China, was held in Tianjin on
28 April. The theme was strengthening
cooperation between China and the EU
to face global challenges. Attendees discussed issues such as business cooperation and the development of the Binhai
New Area. Former German Chancellor
Gerhard Schroeder delivered a speech
titled "The relationship between the EU
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7KH¿UVW$DLUFUDIWDVVHPEOHGRXWside Europe in the Airbus Final Assembly Line China (FALC) successfully
completed its first flight on 18 May,
according to Airbus. The aircraft took
off from Tianjin International Airport at
10:42 and landed at 14:56. “This A320

assembled in China unquestionably
demonstrated the same quality and performance as those assembled and delivered in Hamburg or Toulouse,” said
Fernando Alonso, Senior Vice President Flight & Integration Tests, Airbus.
This first aircraft will be delivered to
Dragon Aviation Leasing in June and
will be operated by Sichuan Airlines.
Chinese customers have ordered more
than 700 aircraft from Airbus. Eleven
A319/A320 aircraft are scheduled for
delivery in Tianjin in 2009 and the
FALC production rate will be ramped
up to four aircraft per month by the end
of 2011.
19 May
Sheraton rewards secretaries

Sheraton Hotels hosted a Starchoice
event in honor of “Secretaries Day” on
24 April. Local secretaries and assistants
were invited and given prizes ranging
from free hotel stays to complimentary
brunches. Sheraton also announced
plans to open two more hotels (one in
Heping district) by the end of the Q4
2009. On 27 April, Starwood Hotels
& Resorts launched the largest dedicated hotel customer contact centre in
Guangzhou. The centre books rooms
and car transfers at Starwood hotels,
handles SPG redemptions, and staffs an
account management desk (call 4008
688 688 or 8008 688 688).
- 7 May
SGS to set up wind tech center
Global leading third-party inspection,
verification, testing, and certification
company SGS SA decided to spend 40
million CNY to create a wind technology center in Tianjin, inking cooperation

Biz Briefs

agreements with the local government.
SGS-CSTC Standards Technical Services, a Chinese joint venture of SGS, announced that the center will become the
¿UVWWKLUGSDUW\WHVWLQJFHQWHULQ$VLDIRU
wind turbine blades and is set to begin
operations in 2010.
Trading Markets, 5 May

Samsung LED plant opens

CETC to invest 1b CNY in photovoltaic base
Chinese conglomerate CETC and the
Tianjin government plan to jointly establish a new company in Binhai district that will invest a total of 1 billion
CNY to construct a solar cell base, according to a contract signed 30 April.
The base is expected to expand from
100MW to 500MW. The parties will
also jointly invest 2 billion CNY to set
up a base for the research and development of photoelectric technology in
Tianjin's Airport Industrial Zone and
HVWDEOLVKD0:WKLQ¿OPFHOOEDVH.
-/03DFL¿F(SRFK0D\

Samsung has set up its first Chinabased light-emitting diode (LED)
manufacturing base in Tianjin. Tianjin Samsung LED has a starting capital of 30 million USD, and local officials say, "initial investment to the
Tianjin manufacturing base would
reach 90 million USD."
BizChinaUpdate, 10 May
Dow Chemical to build
logistics center
Dow Chemical, a leading industrial
chemical giant based in the US, will
spend 200 million USD creating a
chemical supply chain logistics center

in Tianjin. Dow Chemical (China)
Investment, the investment vehicle of
the US company, inked the cooperation agreement with the administrative
committee of the Nangang Industrial
Zone. The center will provide liquid
chemicals storage service and could
handle 9 million tons of liquid chemicals per year.
Trading Markets, 5 May
Tianlian Public Utilities invests
30.55% in Binhai Gas
Tianjin Tianlian Public Utilities on 12
May announced it invested 8,778,000
CNY in Tianjin Binhai Gas, becoming a new shareholder with an equity
interest of 30.55%. Tianjin Gas Group
and Tianjin Infrastructure Construction
hold 41.67% and 27.78%, respectively.
ACN Newswire, 12 May
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Sheraton Tianjin Hotel offers free
rooms
Sheraton Tianjin Hotel is encouraging
and rewarding travel with the launch
of its biggest promotion yet – Free
Weekends. With this unprecedented
offer, both new and existing customers
of the Sheraton Tianjin Hotel who stay
a minimum of two consecutive nights
between 11 May and 31 August 2009
can earn one free weekend night (Saturday or Sunday). This offer is valid
with existing corporate rates and the
free weekend night is applicable only
in selected room categories. Other conditions apply. “Sheraton Tianjin Hotel
Free Weekends is our effort to recognise our customers’ partnership with
the hotel,” said GM Richard Deutl.
13 May

ciation of Southeast Asian Nations,
along with counterparts from Japan,
China and South Korea, decided in
February to increase the size of the
reserves pool to 120 billion USD
from 80 billion USD, speeding up
their plans to respond to the global
crisis. The Southeast Asian nations
will contribute 20% of the total
amount.
%ORRPEHUJ0D\
Manufacturing rebounds as
stimulus plan spurs investment

FINANCE
CITIC lending slows
Lending at CITIC Bank will slow
over the rest of 2009, said Chen
Xiaoxian, chief executive of the
country's seventh-largest lender,
on 29 April. Chen did not go into
details. Total lending by Chinese
banks in the first quarter reached
4.58 trillion CNY, close to the
government's minimum target for
the whole year of 5 trillion CNY.
The banking flagship of China's
top financial conglomerate, CITIC
Group, reported that net profit
last year rose 61% to 13.32 billion
CNY (1.95 billion USD).
Reuters, 29 April

China’s manufacturing expanded for
the first time in nine months after declines in export orders moderated and
investment surged because of the government’s 4 trillion CNY (586 billion
USD) stimulus package. The CLSA
China Purchasing Managers’ Index
rose to a seasonally adjusted 50.1 in
April from 44.8 in March, CLSA AsiaPacific Markets said on Monday. An
official manufacturing index released
on 1 May also showed growth, adding
to signs that China’s economic recovery is gaining pace and global demand
is stabilizing.
%ORRPEHUJ0D\

China, Japan to contribute 38.4b
USD to reserves pool
China and Japan will contribute
38.4 billion USD each to a foreignexchange reserve pool designed to
help Asian nations respond to a financial crisis. South Korea will add
19.2 billion USD to the fund, South
Korea’s Deputy Finance Minister
Shin Je Yoon said on 2 May. Finance
ministers from the 10-member Asso-

7% Q2 economic growth
forecasted
Chinese annual economic growth will
rise to 7% in Q2, up from 6.1% in Q1,
according to The State Information Centre (SIC). It also said that China would
continue an appropriately loose monetary policy but that record loan growth
was not sustainable. "Interest rates and
reserve requirements should be adjusted
reasonably, and open-market operations
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should be conducted flexibly, to maintain sufficient liquidity in the money
market," said the think tank.
5HXWHUV0D\
New loan growth declines
Credit extended by China's banks in April
may have dropped to under 600 billion
CNY (about 87.85 billion USD) after
staying above 1 trillion CNY for three
straight months. Despite the sharp monthon-month decline, the scale and growth of
April new loans were "more reasonable"
WKDQWKDWRIWKH¿UVWWKUHHPRQWKVWKLV\HDU
China's new CNY-denominated loans
hit 4.58 trillion CNY (670 billion USD)
in Q1, according to the People's Bank of
China. In March alone, new credit loans
increased 1.89 trillion CNY.
Xinhua, 5 May
GM China sales set new record
in April
General Motors' China business hit a new
record last month with vehicle sales up
50% from a year earlier. GM and its Chinese joint ventures sold 151,084 vehicles
in April, driven by demand for Buicks
and small-engined, 3,000-dollar "bread
vans" produced in cooperation with local
auto maker Wuling, GM said. "Our new
product offensive, which is still in its early stages, has helped get customers into
our showrooms and increase demand
across the board," said Kevin Wale, GM
China's president and managing director.
AFP, 6 May
Falling food prices bring down CPI
China's consumer price index fell
1.5% in April from a year earlier, reÀHFWLQJIDOOLQJGRPHVWLFIRRGSULFHV
the third straight month of decline.
Producer prices also dropped. However, economists don't see deflation
as a major threat to the economy.
April's CPI fall widened from March's
1.2% decrease but was in line with
the median 1.5% decline forecast by
16 economists surveyed earlier by
Dow Jones Newswires. Food prices,
a key component of CPI, fell 1.3% in

Biz Briefs

April from a year earlier, with pork
SULFHVGRZQDPLGWKHVZLQHÀX
outbreak. Non-food prices fell 1.5%.
7KH:DOO6WUHHW-RXUQDO0D\
Fortescue Metals to seek China
ÀQDQFLQJ

Hunan Valin Iron & Steel Group
executives said China's sovereignwealth fund may help finance expansion at Fortescue Metals Group
through debt. The comments – along

with Canberra's approval on 8 May
of a tie-up between Anshan Iron &
Steel Group and Gindalbie Metals
– underscore the trend of Australian miners turning to deep-pocketed
Chinese investors who are keen to
secure overseas resources. Wang
Jun, vice party secretary of Hunan
Valin Iron, said Fortescue is talking
to China Investment on a possible
debt investment, such as a convertible-bond purchase. He said Hunan
Valin Iron would also help Fortescue
WDONWR&KLQHVH¿QDQFLDOFRPSDQLHV
RQSRVVLEOH¿QDQFLQJ
7KH:DOO6WUHHW-RXUQDO0D\

billion shares of China Construction
Bank from Bank of America for 7.3
billion USD. The purchase price
amounted to 4.20 HKD a share. That
represents a discount to CCB's close
of 4.91 HKD a share on 11 May.
Shares of China Construction Bank
recently traded at 5.04 HKD. The
stake represents the total amount the
US lender could sell after a lockup agreement expired last week.
The lockup covered about one-third
of Bank of America's stake, which
before the sale comprised 16.7% of
China Construction Bank.
7KH:DOO6WUHHW-RXUQDO0D\

Temasek, Hopu, China Life
fund buy BofA’s CCB stake
A group that includes Temasek
Holdings, Hopu Investment and
China Life Insurance purchased 13.5

Industrial output up 7.3% in April
China's industrial output rose 7.3% in
April from a year earlier. The figure
was down from 8.3% growth in March,
and 11.0% in February, according to
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earlier data issued by the government.
,WZDVDVPDOOÀXFWXDWLRQLQDJHQHUally upgoing trend," said Lian Ping,
a Shanghai-based economist with the
Bank of Communications. "It's rather
unlikely it will go back to a rate of
around 5%." Growth in industrial output – a main gauge of activity in factories and plants across China – hit lows
of little more than 5% at the end of last
year.
AFP, 13 May
Exports decline, but factory
investment rises

China's exports plunged 22.6% in
April from a year ago, the sixth
straight monthly decline. April's
decline in exports, to 91.9 billion
USD, is bigger than March's 17%
drop and suggests China's trade sector has yet to see much relief from
the prolonged drought in demand
brought on by the global downturn.
Demand for imports remains weak.
Imports fell 23% to 78.8 billion
USD, putting China's trade surplus for April at 13.1 billion USD.
Meanwhile, China's investments
in factories and property development jumped 30.5% from a year
earlier in the first four months of
the year to 3.71 trillion CNY (543.2
billion USD), thanks to a slew of
bank loans for government stimulus
projects.
AP, 12 May
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LAW & POLICY
China to let foreign-registered
companies open accts at
local banks
China's foreign-exchange regulator
said on 5 May it plans to allow companies registered overseas to open
foreign-currency accounts at domestic
banks, ending the practice of restricting this business to just foreign banks.
The State Administration of Foreign
Exchange said the move will help
ensure the safety of domestic firms'
funds used for overseas investments,
SDUWLFXODUO\GXULQJWKH¿QDQFLDOFULVLV
The draft rules also require banks to
treat transfers of funds between such
foreign-currency accounts and domestic accounts as cross-border transactions.
7KH:DOO6WUHHW-RXUQDO0D\
China officials withdraw order
to smoke

After public outcry, a county has
GURSSHGDSODQWRRUGHULWVRI¿FLDOV
to collectively smoke nearly a quarter of a million packs of cigarettes.
The Gong'an county government
in central China's Hubei province
was persuaded to change its policy,
which had originally called for
Gong'an government employees to
light up 230,000 packs of locallyproduced cigarettes within a year
or risk being fined – a move that
was interpreted as a way to help the
Hubei tobacco industry. While announcing that it had given up the
scheme, the Gong'an government
sought to defend its motives, saying

it was actually meant to rein-in the
sale of smuggled or fake cigarettes.
AFP, 6 May
China pledges ample supply
of money to spur recovery
The Central Bank said the economy
performed “better than expected” in
WKH¿UVWTXDUWHUDQGSOHGJHGWRNHHS
money flowing into the financial
system to sustain growth. The People’s Bank of China will ensure an
“ample” supply of money, it said on
6 May. New lending surged sixfold
to a record in March as banks supported the government’s 4 trillion
CNY (585 billion USD) stimulus
package. The recovery’s foundations
aren’t solid, with new lending overly
concentrated on government projects
at the expense of small businesses,
the Central Bank said. The report
highlighted “positive changes” in
the world’s third-biggest economy,
echoing remarks by Premier Wen
Jiabao on 11 April.
%ORRPEHUJ0D\
&KLQDWROHWRYHUVHDVÀUPV
RIIHUFRQVXPHUÀQDQFLQJ
China issued draft rules for allowing
non-deposit-taking foreign institutions to offer consumer loans to
its more than 1.3 billion citizens.
Foreign and domestic institutions
with minimum total assets of 80
billion CNY (12 billon USD) in the
past year will be allowed to set up
financing companies that provide
consumers with loans for buying appliances and other goods, according
to draft rules posted on the China
Banking Regulatory Commission’s
website on 12 May. Loans for cars
and property are barred. CompaQLHVPXVWKDYHDWOHDVW¿YH\HDUVRI
experience in providing consumer
loans and have been profitable for
WKHSDVWWZR¿VFDO\HDUV
%ORRPEHUJ0D\
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LOGISTICS
Cargo throughput likely down
1.9% in April

Cargo throughput at main ports
across China was estimated to reach
500 million tons in April, down 1.9%
from a year earlier, a primary calculation conducted by the Ministry of
Transport (MOT) showed on 6 May.
Daily throughput was expected to be
3.2% points higher when compared
with March. Cargo throughput for
domestic trade will likely stand at

340 million tons in April, up 0.1%
compared with the same period last
\HDUWKH¿UVW\R\JURZWKLQ
according to the MOT.
China Daily, 7 May

international shipping service sector
and more favorable policies will be
granted to registered companies in
the zones.
&KLQD%ULH¿QJ0D\

Shipping tax break for foreign
ships extended
Shanghai’s local government has
announced that it would extend
the tax break for foreign-registered
ships until 30 June 2011, in line
with its goal of making the city a
major international financial center
and shipping hub by 2020. The
Yangshan Port will also allow shipping companies registered there to
be exempt from business tax meted
on their international shipping revenue. The exemption also includes
tax from revenues of logistics companies and warehouse operators.
There are plans of building trial
zones in Yangshan Port to help the

U-Freight expands in China

U-Freight continues to increase its
presence in China through a range
RIVWUDWHJLFRI¿FHRSHQLQJVDQGUHORcations that will help to consolidate
the group's involvement in one of
the world's busiest and most important freight markets. The develop-
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ments place the U-Freight group in
a strong position to ensure a high
SUR¿OHLQWKH&KLQHVHLPSRUWDQGH[port markets. In China, the company
operates under a number of brands
including U-Freight China, Shanghai Rijin, Dalian China Express
and Shanghai Renaissance – each
serving different trades or types of
industry.
(\HIRU7UDQVSRUW$SULO

ODUV7KHSUR¿WVOXPSFDPHLQVSLWHRI
a nearly 27% rise in revenue, as the
company benefited from increased
government outlays on infrastructure and other public works projects.
China Railway, China's largest builder
of railways, highways, ports and other
mega-projects, listed on the Hong
Kong and Shanghai stock markets in
March of last year.
Market Watch, 29 April

capital injection for China Eastern
Air Holding, which owns 60% of
the listed unit, comes on top of the 7
billion CNY it has already received
from Beijing, said Liu Jiangbo, a
vice president of the parent company, on 13 May. "The funds will be
XVHGWRHDVHWKH RSHUDWLQJ GLI¿FXOties of the group," Liu said, referring
WRWKHSDUHQW¿UP
7KH:DOO6WUHHW-RXUQDO0D\

China triples wind power
capacity goal
China has more than tripled its target for wind power capacity to 100
gigawatts by 2020. The nation is
aiming for an annual wind power
growth rate of 20% for the foreseeable future, said Feng Junshi, an
official with the National Energy
Administration. The new target is up
from a goal of 30GW announced by
the government 18 months ago. China currently has 12GW of installed
wind power, but that is set to grow
to 20GW by next year.
AFP, 5 May

Alcatel-Lucent signs with China
Mobile, China Telecom
Alcatel-Lucent said on 27 April it
had signed two agreements valued
at 1.7 billion USD with China Mobile and China Telecom to provide
network upgrades, integration and
maintenance services in 2009. The
agreements were secured through
Alcatel-Lucent Shanghai Bell,
Alcatel-Lucent's Chinese flagship
company. The agreement with China
Mobile is valued at about 1 billion
USD, while the China Telecom deal
is valued at about 700 million USD,
Alcatel-Lucent said.
Reuters, 27 April

China Unicom registers Q1 3.6b
&1<SURÀW

TELECOM & TRANSPORTATION
Railway annual profit hit by
4.1b CNY forex loss

China Railway Group said on 28
April net income for 2008 nearly
halved from a year earlier because of
a 4.1 billion CNY (601 million USD)
foreign-exchange loss after it placed a
large portion of the proceeds from its
Hong Kong IPO into Australian dol-
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China Mobile to buy stake in
Taiwan telecom
China Mobile will pay 527.9 million
USD for a 12% stake in Far EasTone
Telecommunications, the companies
said on 29 April. The two companies
also signed a strategic agreement to
work together on new businesses,
roaming, and to jointly make telecommunications-related purchases.
China Mobile said the deal gives it
the ability to provide comprehensive
coverage as communication grows
between China and Taiwan.
3&:RUOG$SULO
China Eastern parent gets 2b
CNY govt injection
China Eastern Airlines’ parent company has received a fresh 2 billion
CNY (293 million USD) cash injection from the government. The latest

China Unicom, one of China's three
major state-owned phone companies,
said on 29 April it earned 3.6 billion
CNY (525 million USD) in the first
quarter following its merger with rival
&KLQD1HWFRP7KHSUR¿WIRUWKHWKUHH
months ending 31 March was equal to
0.15 CNY per share, the Beijing-based
company said. It said no comparable
¿JXUHVZHUHJLYHQEHFDXVHODVW
year's financial reports were not prepared under the same standards.
AP, 27 April

To subscribe to our daily Biz Brief
E-newsletter, please email
bizbriefs@businesstianjin.com

Numbers

102%

0.7

China's investment in infrastructure
projects has soared, rising 102% in
WKH¿UVWTXDUWHUIURPODVW\HDUVDLG
the National Bureau of Statistics.

China Petroleum and Chemical Corp, Asia’s biggest refiner,
expects the nation’s oil-product demand to grow at 0.6 to 0.7
times that of the gain in gross domestic product, said Zheng
Baomin, director of investor relations.

98

5,000

Yum Brands Inc., parent of the KFC and Pizza Hut chains, opened
QHZUHVWDXUDQWVLQ&KLQDLQWKH¿UVWTXDUWHURIDQGLVRQ
track to open at least 475 throughout the year.

In January, against backdrop of falling
computer sales and a US recession, Microsoft announced a plan to cut 5,000
jobs, or about 5% of its 96,000 staff,
over 18 months, in an attempt to save 1.5 billion USD a year.

4,100,000,000,000
Worldwide losses tied to bad loans and securitized assets may
reach 4.1 trillion USD by the end of 2010, the International
Monetary Fund said.

2025
The Japanese government projects that the country's robotics
business will grow to 6.2 trillion yen (62.6 billion USD) by 2025,
as caregiving robots become sophisticated and safe enough to
enter homes.

30%
Walt Disney Co. is developing an
Internet subscription service and
may consider trimming studio
output, after the division posted
a 97% decline in operating income for Q2. Disney announced that it would buy a 30%
stake in Hulu.com, bringing popular TV shows such as "Lost"
and "Grey's Anatomy" to the video website.

35,000
Apple Iphone users face an array of more
than 35,000 downloadable applications
ranging from 99 cents to 900 USD.

1.3%
Growth in Asia – including Japan, Australia and New Zealand
– will probably slow to 1.3% this year, from 5.1% in 2008, reported the IMF. The economies may expand 4.3% in 2010, as
the recovery is expected to be gradual.

3000
16-month-old Agatha Holloway
of Cobham, Surrey, Britain, was
born three months prematurely.
Physically small at just 15lbs, she
needs a massive 3,000 calories a
day – more than a fully grown man – until she catches up with
other youngsters over the next year or so.

1,660,000,000
$ \HDU DIWHU WKH  0D\ HDUWKTXDNH &KLQHVH LQVXUHUV KDG
paid 1.66 billion CNY (243 million USD) in claims from areas
affected. Insurance for village and student housing has been
given priority.

60%
Alibaba.com will cut fees for internationally focused customers by 60%.
The website provides listings for mostly
Chinese manufacturers to find buyers
at home and abroad, taking membership fees in return. The
company estimates just under half of its subscribers are moving to a cheaper package when existing deals expire.

100,000
Several US airlines are rolling out technology to bring wireless
Internet service to hundreds of aircraft – a move that promises
to allow passengers almost continuous access to the Web and
HPDLOZKLOHÀ\LQJ7KHDLUOLQHVKRSHUHYHQXHIURP,QWHUQHWDFcess fees will cover the installation costs of roughly 100,000
USD per aircraft for the most widely used service.

150,000,000
The World Bank approved loans totaling 150 million USD to
support China's efforts to protect its cultural heritage and
environment.

10
Porsche Automobile Holding SE and
Volkswagen AG, two storied names in
German car making, will merge their
operations, uniting 10 auto brands
under a single company.

34,000,000,00
Regulators stress-tested the 19 largest US banks among other
firms needing to strengthen their buffers against potential
losses over the next two years. Bank of America has the largest
shortfall, 34 billion USD.
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Dialogue

The Sky is Not
the Limit
Dialogue with DATO’ Sri Tony Fernandes, AirAsia CEO
On 2 April 2009, AirAsia CEO DATO’
Sri Tony Fernandes launched a new
era of international travel between
Kuala Lumpur and Tianjin when the
maiden flight landed on the grounds
of Binhai International Airport. AirAsia’s 8th route into China intends to
contribute towards enhancing bilateral ties between ASEAN and China.
Fernandes is the founder and figurehead of AirAsia, and on the auspicious occasion of the inauguration
ceremony of the KL-TJ route, Business
Tianjin had the opportunity to converse with Mr. Fernandes on the new
route and the his remarkable journey
with AirAsia.
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Please tell us about your journey
with AirAsia and the intentions
in creating the T ianjin-Kuala
Lumpur flight.
My journey with Air Asia started
back in 2001 with much less resources and money. At that time, all we
had was the dream and passion to fly
in Asia. We never thought that one
day AirAsia would fly in London or
China. We originally came to China
in 2004 through Macau. But with
coming to Tianjin, we feel that the
journey has just started in China. We
were in talks with the Tianjin Airport
for the past 3 years and finally our
red plane landed here today with the
support of all the people present. The

beauty of the Kuala Lumpur – Tianjin
route is that it will help China to connect to more than 140 destinations in
Southeast Asia, and the same applies
to people coming from Southeast
Asia to get connected to more parts
of China. The route will act as the
platform for bringing Southeast Asia
and China closer.

Dialogue

Do you believe that expansion in a
downturn market is favorable?
Despite the global economic downturn, we at AirAsia are going against
the trend. While all the aviation industry is suffering from the crisis, we
are on the road to expansion. This
is because of our faith and love for
China which helped us in building the
Chinese network. China today is the
global economic powerhouse and we
could not have arrived in China at a
better time. Tianjin is the long awaited
route for many Malaysians and
ASEAN countries and we are confident in our brand and our new Airbus
330. We believe that this new opening
will prove to be a new gateway for our
connection with Tianjin and Beijing.
How can AirAsia convince passengers of it maintaining both low cost
and safety?
Low cost carriers are sometimes known
as low cost and low service, but AirAsia
has worked very hard towards establishing its services. We have a fantastic cabin

crew, great food and phenomenally safe
records. AirAsia is changing the perception of the low cost carrier which means
that a low fare doesn’t mean low quality.
In terms of staff, food, entertainment, Air
Asia is regarded as better than the majority of other airlines. Our technology has
been great throughout the aviation world,
which makes our product predominately
a high-quality product.
Which honor or award are most
proud of, and which do you aspire
for?
Presently we are really delighted by the
award we just received for the “World’s
Best Low Cost Carrier” as voted by
15 million passengers. The award we
want to win is the “Best Airline of the
World” but right now we just want to
focus on giving our passengers superior fares and superior value.
What are your plans for the next
year?
Our future plan is to improve upon
our already outstanding quality and

continue our expansion in China, as
we are moving forward with two or
three more destinations. In 2009 we
also plan to make a big push in India,
wherein we will fly in five destinations,
and further in Vietnam. The present
economic recession will not slow us
down. We believe that there are two
ways in dealing with the recession,
either to cut growth and cost or take
advantage of the opportunity going in
the market and capture more market
share. This year we plan to purchase 14
more aircrafts and next year 24 more
aircrafts, including three more A330
for this year and four for the next year.
During a time when many regional
low cost airlines are closing or
restructuring, what is AirAsia’s
plan to overcome economic
challenges?
Generally, the jet fuel is very high in
China; we have been working hard
on it, but still haven’t made much
progress. I think we have to change
people’s mindset to what is called a
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“volume game”, i.e.: you can make
big margins with very few flights but
if you lower your costs slightly and
increase your volume you can make a
huge profit overall. This may take quite
a few years but we believe we can do it.
I appreciate some of the Chinese airline authorities assisting in this process
by offering low airport fees and other
incentives.
What is your opinion about low cost
airlines and their function in China?
I believe China will tremendously
benefit from the low cost airline. We
opened many parts of Southeast Asia
to tourism that were never opened
before. China presently doesn’t have
a low cost airline and the reason is
that it may threaten national carriers. In terms of infrastructure, China
has developed so much and built airports. But with person transportation
services there are always two models:
a low cost model and a premium
model. A country benefits when it has
both systems in place. By creating a
low cost airline, you reduce overall
costs, which opens new markets and
opportunities to generate value.
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How have your experience and
knowledge gained in finance at
Warner music and at Virgin communications assisted in developing
AirAsia and your management role?
I was initially inspired to start AirAsia
because of my former boss, Richard
Branson, founder of Virgin Atlantic
airlines, and then by the success of
Easy Jet airlines from England. Although I come from an accounting
and finance background, I am also a
musician and enjoy playing all kinds of
musical instruments which is a bit different from other airline CEOs. I believe that the airline business is a very
inefficient and once you come from
the outside you have fresh ideas and
you trust that anything can happen.
I feel Tianjin is a very good example
of this – no airlines from Singapore,
Thailand ever flew directly to Tianjin.
But AirAsia did because we all come
from different fields, anticipate differently and take advantage of undiscovered opportunities.
If you had to choose one of the
two options, which would it be
and why:

a. Flight Frequency or number of
destinations: Flight frequency, because through this we get volume in
terms of advertising, staff, ticketing,
all these things go much further. Also,
with flight frequency you not only get
quantity but quality.
b. Package offers or always low cost:
Low cost because I believe low cost
beats package deals any day.
c. Airbus or Boeing: Definitely Airbus. We currently fly over 60 Airbus
aircrafts and have orders for over 220
more, including the largest one-time
order in the world - 175 A320s. We are
Airbus all over.
d. Primary location airports or secondary airports: Depends upon the
cost, wherever it’s cheaper we will go.
e. Last-minute offers or internet offers:
Internet offers because our revenue
model is one of creating demand. For
instance if someone sees the advertisement with no intentions of travelling
but then sees an AirAsia advertisement
that offers a flight to Bali for around
200RMB that’s 4 months from now, the
person then decides to travel. Our em-
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and external. Internal branding is what
we focus on. We spend lot of time in
training our staff about the brand.
Are you planning to open Tune
Hotels in China?
Tune Hotels opened around 3 years
back. I applied what I learned about
hospitality from the airlines industry
and transferred it to the hotel business. At present we have 6 hotels and
we will be opening 30 more soon.
Hotels have a unique quality of their
own: there are no oil charges and no
national hotel chain, and you can
open one anywhere. I believe Tune
Hotels will be a global brand soon
which means we plan on coming to
China soon.

phasis is always on creating demand.
f. Internet sales or travel agency model: Either one, we started as an Internetbased model, we still prefer Internet,
but we are open to either option.

in our branding strategies. Firstly, we
have a very strong color; our logo is
our name AirAsia.com, which is in
itself unique. Then we promote ourselves through Manchester United
and sponsor Formula 1 racing. Seem-

"There are two ways in dealing
with the recession: either cut
growth and cost, or take advantage of the opportunity and
capture more market share."
Tell us about AirAsia’s branding and
promoting strategy.
In the beginning, most of our branding was done through word of mouth
but since then we have evolved a lot

ingly, in AirAsia we spend a lot on
the branding activities. Every single
employee in our organization is our
brand ambassador. We believe branding depends upon two things: internal

Will there be a new low cost
terminal in the future?
Initially the Malaysian government
rejected our plan of building a low
cost terminal, but indeed gave us a
very good deal of building a new terminal for 30 million passengers that
will be the world’s biggest. We will
also be involved in designing it, but
still we have to negotiate our charges
with the airport authority. It’s a big
challenge but we believe we will get
through it.
What major support has government provided you during the
expansion phase?
Firstly, they have helped us build a
low cost airport in KL. Secondly, they
have provided us with routes. But the
biggest support we got from Malaysian government was to get a level
paying fuel, which indeed helped
us grow from 2 planes in 2002 to 87
planes in 2009, from 200 staff to 6500
staff, and from 200,000 passengers in
2002 to 24 million passengers today.
We are positive and we look forward
to the same support from the government in China.
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Fighting Swine Flu without a Panic Button
Caijing Magazine, 15 May 2009
Risk in the latest outbreak of flu – officially
named H1N1 – has eased somewhat.
So far, widespread person-to-person
transmission has not been reported, and
propagation of the disease has slowed. The
flu's ravages have been less severe than
what experts feared.
Nevertheless, a high alert issued by health
authorities is necessary out of concern for human life and public
well-being. Without such a reaction, emotions and wishful
thinking could overpower science.
However, high alert does not mean disrupting lives or work
routines, or an all-out mobilization. Except for seriously infected
areas, the government and the public should be watchful without
panicking, opting for prevention without confusion.

On bumpy road, Chinese exporters
tap into home market
Xinhua News, 18 May 2009
A trade fair was co-organized by Guangdong and Hong Kong-listed e-commerce
giant Alibaba.com. The two-day fair aimed to help small Chinese
exporters tap into the domestic market amid weak overseas demand.
The financial crisis and global slump in demand for made-inChina products have taken a toll on tens of thousands of exporters in Guangdong, which produced more than a quarter of China's foreign trade last year.
In the first four months this year, Guangdong exported 98.5 billion USD worth of goods, down 17.8% year-on-year. Its exports
continued to decline for the sixth consecutive month since last
November. Nationally, exports in the first four months totaled
337.42 billion USD, down 20.5%.

The flu epidemic thank broke out amid a global economic
crisis is highly inopportune. This challenges the international
community to set priorities. The international community at
this point can work together to prevent a global outbreak; its
members must also keep watch over costs to the economy when
planning preventive measures.

The Chinese government has been making favorable policies to
encourage exporters to shift from their focus on overseas markets. But as many once-thriving Chinese exporters sought to tap
into the domestic market, they found themselves facing a bumpy
road.

China’s stimulus goes to work

Nanjing talks deliver new pacts

BusinessWeek, 18 May 2009

Taiwan Journal, 1 May 2009

Sales of commercial boilers at Tianjin
Baocheng Group are on track to grow
40% this year, to 25 million USD. Founder
Chai Baocheng attributes the demand
and construction boom to the recent
586-billion-USD stimulus package.

The Taiwan Exchange Foundation and mainland China’s Association for Relations Across
the Taiwan Strait concluded their third round
of talks on 26 April. Newly-inked agreements
range from cross-strait flights to finance to
crime fighting.

Greater Tianjin, currently the fastest-growing region in China,
is making use of a sizeable portion of the stimulus. Among
local projects are new sea port, airport runway, train station,
high-speed rail connections, wastewater treatment plants and
hospitals.
State control over the largest companies and banks has made
capital injection fairly easy, and yielded rapid results. Q1 fixedasset investment surged 29%, compared with 25% last year.
Banks opened 676 billion USD in new loans in the same quarter,
more than all lending in 2007.
In the wake of such short-term success, some economists warn
of viewing government spending as “an economic cure-all”.
Spending on questionable pet projects and speculations – waste
and corruption – occur more easily when government allocates
resources. Furthermore, state spending would only slow reforms
to open the economy to competition.
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Daily round-trip passenger flights will increase from 108 to 270
per week, with cargo flights bumped from 30 to 112. Six more
mainland airports (27 in total) will receive Taiwan flights.
Financial cooperation is to cover supervision of firms, regulation
of conduct, currency and clearance, and permission for firms to
establish offices on either side of the strait.
Crime-fighting pacts target corruption, drug smuggling, human
trafficking, kidnapping and white-collar crime. This includes
serving judicial documents, conducting investigations and confirming judgments and awards. No longer able to take haven
across the strait, criminals will be repatriated by law enforcement
agencies.
Analysts consider the new pacts signed in Nanjing as “a demonstration of political goodwill and a determination to improve
economic ties”. They follow President Ma Yingjeou’s policy of
lowering tensions by focusing on practical business issues.

Feature Story

Global Warming and
Greenhouse Effects (part 1)
By Dr. Med Chottepanda
Development Consultant Teaching Faculty
Hebei University of Technology, Tianjin

W

hat is Global Warming?
Global Warming is defined as the increase
of the average temperature on Earth. The
United Nations Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) concludes that anthropogenic
(human-caused) greenhouse gases are responsible for most
of the observed temperature increase since the middle of
the twentieth century, and that natural phenomena such as
solar variation and volcanoes probably had a small warming
effect from pre-industrial times to 1950 and a small cooling
effect afterward.1 As the Earth is getting warmer, disasters
like hurricanes, droughts and floods are likely to occur frequently, according to scientific study.2 Global surface temperature increased 0.74 ± 0.18°C (1.33 ± 0.32°F) during the
last century. Even though the average temperature of the air
near the Earth’s surface has risen a little less than 1°C over
the last 100 years, it has been responsible for the conspicuous increase in storms, floods and raging forest fires we
have seen in the last ten years, say scientists.
Climate model projections summarized in the latest IPCC
report indicate that global surface temperature will likely to
rise a further 1.1 to 6.4°C (2.0 to 11.5°F) during the twentyfirst century. The uncertainty in this estimate arises from the
use of models with differing climate sensitivity, and the use
of differing estimates of future greenhouse gas emissions.
Some other uncertainties include how warming and related
changes will vary from region to region around the globe.
Most studies focus on the period up to 2100. However,
warming is expected to continue beyond 2100, even if emissions stop, because of the large heat capacity of the oceans
and the long lifetime of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.3
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Figure 1: Change in Global Temperature, 1880-2000

(source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming)

What are Greenhouse Gases?
Many chemical compounds found in the Earth’s atmosphere
act as “greenhouse gases”. Like the transparent walls of a
greenhouse, these gases allow sunlight to enter the atmosphere freely. When sunlight strikes the Earth’s surface, some
of it is re-radiated back towards space as infrared radiation
(heat). Greenhouse gases absorb this infrared radiation and
trap the heat in the atmosphere. Many gases exhibit these
“greenhouse” properties. Some of them occur in nature
(water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide),
while others are exclusively human-made, such as certain
industrial gases. Over time, if atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases remain relatively stable, and the
amount of energy sent from the sun to the Earth’s surface
balances the amount of energy radiated back into space, the
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temperature of the Earth’s surface remains roughly constant
and at the comfortable level for human habitation.4
Major Sources of Greenhouse Gases in the United States
In the United States, greenhouse gas emissions come primarily from the combustion of fossil fuels in energy use.
Energy use is largely driven by economic growth, heating
and cooling needs, as well as changes in the fuel used in
electricity generation. Energy-related carbon dioxide emissions, resulting from the combustion of petroleum, coal,
and natural gas, represented 82 percent of total US anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions in 2006 (Figure 2).

The levels of several important greenhouse gases have increased by about 25% since large-scale industrialization
began around 150 years ago (Figure 3). However, during the
past 20 years, about three-quarters of anthropogenic emissions came from the burning of fossil fuels. Concentrations
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere are naturally regulated
by numerous complex processes collectively known as the
“carbon cycle” as illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Movement of Global Carbon Dioxide
(in billion metric tons of carbon)

Figure 2: US Greenhouse Gases Emissions, 2006
(million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent)

Source: Energy Information Administration, Emissions of Greenhouse Gases
in the United States 2006 (Washington, DC, November 2007)

Methane comes from landfills, coal mines, oil and natural
gas operations, and agriculture, while nitrous oxide is emitted through the use of nitrogen fertilizers, from burning
fossil fuels and from certain industrial and waste management processes. Several human-made gases, such as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), per-fluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6)are also released as byproducts of industrial
processes and through leakage.
Figure 3: Global Carbon Dioxide Emissions and
Carbon Dioxide
Concentrations, 1751-2004

Source: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Carbon Dioxide Intormation Analysis Center.

The movement of carbon between the atmosphere and the
land and oceans is dominated by natural processes, such
as plant photosynthesis. While these natural processes can
absorb some of the net 6.2 billion metric tons (7.2 - 92.2
+ 90.6 - 120.2 + 119.6) of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions produced each year (measured in carbon
equivalent terms), an estimated 4.1 billion metric tons are
added to the atmosphere annually. This positive imbalance
between greenhouse gases emissions and absorption results in the continuing increase in atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases.
What is the Greenhouse Effect?
The sun is the Earth’s primary energy source and we can
feel its heat from over 150 million kilometers away. The
sun rays enter our atmosphere and shower upon on our
planet. About one third of this solar energy is reflected
back into the universe by shimmering glaciers, water and
other bright surfaces. Two thirds, however, are absorbed
by the Earth, warming land, oceans and atmosphere.
Much of this heat that radiates back out into space is
trapped in the atmosphere by greenhouse gases. This process is called the greenhouse effect.5
What Effects do Greenhouse Gases have on Climate
Change?
Rising concentrations of greenhouse gases produce an
increase in the average surface temperature of Earth over
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time. Rising temperatures may, in turn, produce changes
in precipitation patterns, storm severity and sea level,
commonly referred to as “climate changes”. The IPCC
suggests that Earth’s climate has warmed between 0.6 and
0.9°C degrees over the past century and that human activity affecting the atmosphere is “very likely” an important
driving factor.6 It further states that “most of the observed
increase in globally averaged temperatures since the mid20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in
anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.”
World carbon dioxide emissions are expected to increase
by 1.8% annually between 2004 and 2030. Much of the
increase in these emissions is expected to occur in the developing world, where emerging economies such as China
and India fuel their economic development efforts with
fossil energy. Emissions from the countries outside the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) are expected to grow above the world average at
2.6% annually between 2004 and 2030.6
Is Global Warming Fact or Fiction?
On 2 February 2007, the United Nations scientific panel
studying climate change declared that the evidence of a
warming trend is "unequivocal" and that human activity has "very likely" been the driving force in that change
over the last 50 years. Leading climate scientists are now
90% sure that human activity is heating up the planet.
They present various scenarios that show where global
warming could take us by the end of the century. The
IPCC asserts in its report that global warming is “very
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likely” human-induced, based on the consensus arrived
by 700 scientists, 2,500 reviewers and countless government officials. The report continues that “numerous
long-term changes in climate have been observed. These
include changes in Arctic temperatures and ice, widespread changes in precipitation amounts, ocean salinity,
wind patterns and aspects of extreme weather including
droughts, heavy precipitation, heat waves and the intensity of tropical cyclones."7
Critics, however, often referred to changes in the Sun’s
radiation to account for global warming. They have argued that the Sun may have contributed about 45-50%
of the increase in the average global surface temperature
over the 20th century, and about 25-35% between 1980
and 2000.8 Although scientists have found fluctuations in
the sun's radiation, critics claim the effects are nearly 20
times weaker than human-induced warming. They state
that there has been no increase of solar brightness over the
last 100 years. Solar cycles led to a negligible increase in
brightness over the last 30 years, but this effect is too small
to contribute significantly to global warming.9
Global Warming Petition Project
In December 1997, then US Vice-President Al Gore participated in a meeting in Kyoto, Japan, during which he
signed a treaty to ration world energy production based
upon fear of human-caused global warming. Mr. Gore and
his supporters at the United Nations and elsewhere have
claimed that the "science is settled" – that an overwhelming "consensus" of scientists agrees with the hypothesis
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of human-caused global warming, with only a handful of
skeptical scientists in disagreement.1
In response to the Kyoto Protocol and Mr. Gore’s claim,
the Global Warming Petition Project was initiated in
early 1998 by a group of physicists and physical chemists who conduct scientific research at several American
scientific institutions to reject the hypothesis of humancaused global warming. As many as 31,478 Americans
with university degrees in science – including 9,029
PhDs, signed the Petition.10 It is evident that these American scientists are not “skeptics” as Gore claimed. These
scientists are instead convinced that the human-caused
global warming hypothesis is without scientific validity
and that government action on the basis of this hypothesis would unnecessarily and counterproductively damage both human prosperity and the natural environment
of the Earth.

An increased global
temperature between 1.5
and 4.5°C is estimated for
the next 25 years.
The renewed petition campaign in 2007 was prompted by
an escalation of the claims of "consensus", by the release
of the movie "An Inconvenient Truth" by Mr. Gore, and
related events. Mr. Gore's movie, asserting a "consensus"
and "settled science" in agreement about human-caused
global warming, conveyed the claims about human-caused
global warming to ordinary moviegoers and to public
school children, to whom the film was widely distributed.
In response to this claim, a new campaign for signatures
was initiated between 2007 and 2008. The majority of the
current listed signatories signed or re-signed the petition
after October 2007. Claims of “settled” science and overwhelming “consensus” were unsuccessful in convincing
the United States government to initiate energy rationing.
While the intent of the Petition Project may appear genuine and in good faith, we cannot ignore the politics behind
the claims of each group. Results based on scientific evidence found by neutral groups, such as IPCC, carry credible voice.

of 2100? Well, we have to know how much carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, aerosols – dust and smoke – are
going to be there, because those changes are likely to warm
or cool the climate. We know it's going to be warmer. That's
virtually certain with all the scientific evidence.
Socioeconomic factors will affect climate change; things
like global population, standards of living, demand for
fuels (cars) and use of available technology (coal and oil
power). A common measure of living standard is energy
intensity, a multiplication of population by GDP per
capita by energy consumed per unit of GDP. It's critically important.
An increased global temperature between 1.5 and 4.5°
C is estimated for the next 25 years. Very recently, the
IPCC narrowed it to between 2 and 4.5°C. They call that
"likely". Normally, “likely” means 2/3 to 90% chance of
occurrence. This means there's a 5-7% chance of an increase less than 2°C (lucky), or greater than 4.5°C (really
unlucky), according to Stephen Schneider, climatologist
at Stanford University.11
(Part II will discuss China’s environment and plan of action.)

______
1. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2007), Climate
Change 2007: The Physical Science Basics, Contribution of Working
Group I to the Fourth Assessment Report, 2007.
2. Lindinger, Karin, New York Times, 30 April 2007.
3. Solomon, S. et al. (2009). Irreversible climate change due to carbon dioxide emissions, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 106 (6):1704-1709.
4. US Department of Energy (2008). Brochure #: DOE/EIA-X012,
May 2008.
5. Thilo Kunzemann, New York Times, 30 April 2007
6. Energy Information Administration, US Department of Energy
(2007). International Energy Outlook 2007, Washington, DC, May
2007.
7. IPCC (2007): Summary for Policymakers, 2007.
8. http://www.fel.duke.edu/~scafetta/pdf/2005GL025539.pdf
9.http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7108/abs/nature05072.html
10. http://www.petitionproject.org/review_article.php
11. Valdis Wish, ALLIANZ Knowledge, June 2, 2008. (http://
knowledge.allianz.com/en/globalissues/climate_change/
global_warming_basics)

What will Earth's climate be like at the end of this century?
Prediction is hard. What do we need to predict the climate
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Emission Trading in China

C

Simon Bai

Winners Law Firm

hina is widely thought to be
overtaking the United States as
a major country that contributes
to global greenhouse gas emission, although per capita it produces far less
emissions than developed countries. The
country's environmental woes are taking a
rising economic and diplomatic toll, which
is why China is under pressure to speed up
efforts to control emissions. Drawing upon
the experiences of Europe and the US, China
has now embraced emission trading as a way
to meet environmental challenges.
China's 11th Five-Year Plan (2006-2010)
calls for cutting energy consumption per
unit of GDP up to 20% by 2010 while reducing major pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide
(SO2) by 10%.
Emission trading, operating through a cap
& trade system, is a market-based mechanism. It provides economic incentives for
reducing pollution and requires companies
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unable to limit their emissions to pay a
price for extra credits in order to discharge
pollutants, while those who successfully cut
emissions – whether through energy efficiency or new technology, etc. – will be able
to sell credits thus earned.
Emission trading is sometimes seen as a
better approach than a direct emission tax
or direct regulation, although environmental tax is also deemed a necessary supplementing measure to curb pollution. By
solely aiming at the cap, it avoids the consequences and compromises that often accompany other methods. It can be cheaper
and politically preferable for existing industries because the initial allowances are often
allocated with a grandfathering provision
where rights are issued in proportion to
historical emissions. Emission trading allows flexibility but also increases efficiency
in the reduction of emissions. Instead of
government regulations dictating how the
private sector meets pollution control goals,
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the market helps rationalize the process. Moreover,
emission trading is conducive to the development of
new and cleaner technologies which are more environment-friendly.
It has to be noted that there do exist shortcomings of
emission trading schemes, such as problems of complexity of a well-functioning system, verification and
monitoring, enforcement, transparency and sometimes disputes over the initial allocation methods and
cap standard.
China first initiated a pilot SO 2 emissions trading trial
program in 2002. The program allows companies in the
provinces of Shandong, Shanxi, Jiangsu and Henan, as
well as the cities of Shanghai, Tianjin and Liuzhou, to
trade emission credits with the China Huaneng Group,
the country’s largest power producer. The program was
hardly successful due to negligible economic incentives
and slack enforcement, among other reasons.
Jiangsu’s provincial government announced in November 2008 that a water pollution emissions trading system
would come into effect in 2009. Some 266 enterprises that
discharge effluent into Lake Tai, which has been suffering
from serious pollution, are required to buy permits from
other firms if they exceed their emission quotas. Initial
pollution permit prices are set by the government rather

than the market. The trading system is more of a government-administered allocation system rather than marketbased trading.
Several years after the launch of the SO2 emissions trading trial programs, China is still evaluating the feasibility
of setting up a national emission trading system. Industry insiders say this is due to complications that arose
regarding permit allocation.
The Shanghai Environment and Energy Exchange and
Beijing Environment Exchange were launched in August
2008 to provide a platform for carbon emission credit
trading and environment and energy-related equity and
emission credit trading.
Tianjin Climate Exchange (TCX), co-founded by China
Petroleum Corporation Assets Management Co. Ltd.,
Tianjin Property Rights Exchange and Chicago Climate
Exchange (CCX), was officially launched in September
2008. TCX aspires to grow into a nationwide emissions
trading platform. It focuses on SO2 and chemical oxygen
demand (COD, a measurement of water pollution) at its
initial stage, with CO2 trading to be rolled out at a later
stage yet to be approved by the State Council.
CCX, one of the shareholders of TCX, is the world's first
and the only voluntary and legally binding greenhouse
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gas emissions trading system,
which launched trading operations as early as in 2003. It
is also the world's only global
system that offers emissions
trading covering all six major greenhouse gases: carbon
d i o x i d e ( C O 2) , m e t h a n e
(CH 4), nitrous oxide (N 2O),
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) and
perfluorocarbons (PFC).

conducted on the Shanghai
Environment and Energy Exchange. SO2 and COD will be
the first two pollutants traded
once the scheme takes effect
later this year.

C omp are d wit h Shang hai,
Tianjin municipal government has yet to put forward
any similar emission trading
program that covers major
polluting industries in the city,
Located at Tianjin's Binhai
which operates under a cap
New Area, TCX will impleand trade system. Undoubtment the Binhai Comprehenedly, such a system requires
sive Reform Plan, approved
enormous coordination among
on 13 March 2008 by the State
different government agencies,
Council, which aims to facili- Tianjin municipal government
legislature and regulatory bodtate the clean development
ies, accurate computation of
has yet to put forward an
of Binhai New Area and to
emissions and a realistic total
emission trading program
establish an emissions trading
cap level, reasonable allocathat covers major polluting
market in Tianjin.
tion of quota, local legislation
as well as effective monitoring
industries in the city.
TCX's members include entiand verification methodology.
ties with mandatory emissions or energy conservation
Tianjin municipal government is not historically known
requirements, liquidity providers who do not necessarfor its entrepreneurship or progressive leadership. But it
ily emit themselves or are not required to cut emissions
is high time that Tianjin stepped up its pace in formuand energy consumption, along with auction participant
lating and implementing an effective emission cap and
members.
trade program that will make TCX an active exchange
with liquidity.
In April 2009, Shanghai government announced that it is
introducing China’s first municipal trading mechanism
It is debatable whether China is now ready to adopt a
as a means to curb pollution.
nationwide permit-based pollutant emission trading
scheme. It is, however, indisputable that exchanges such
Ever since the establishment of The Shanghai Environas those in Shanghai, Beijing and Tianjin will be ineffecment and Energy Exchange in August 2008, Shanghai
tive in making China greener and more environmentgovernment has been vigorously enforcing its green
friendly unless all such trading systems are tied in to a
agenda, as evidenced by its recent shutdowns of 500
nationwide system of cap and trade.
megawatts of coal-fired generators, plans to decommission still more inefficient plants and an ordinance against
The introduction of a more comprehensive national
the construction of any new coal-fired power plants. New
scheme is only likely once the existing exchanges have
investment which fails to meet energy efficiency criteria
proven successful and gained sufficient experience.
could be denied land-use approval. Shanghai is now initiating an even more ambitious plan.
The Shanghai’s Pollution Discharge Right Trading Scheme
will require more than 300 companies, whose emissions
comprise over 80% of the city’s total discharge of pollutants, to purchase a credit that allows them to discharge
within a quota. Beyond the quota, a company has to purchase credits from other enterprises which emit less than
the quota or otherwise have surplus. The trading will be
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One of the biggest full-service firms in Tianjin, WINNERS (㆑㝖㔪㬇㬣㹒㰚)
provides legal service in Mandarin, English, Japanese, and Korean. WINNERS was
named “Tianjin Law Firm of the Year” in 2008 and 2009 by Asia Legal Business, a
testimony to our achievement as the market leader in Tianjin.

Tianjin Event Report

Bringing Down Under up to Tianjin
The Australian Trade Commission at the Tianjin Trade Fair
by Joei Villarama

G

enerously spread over one section
of the hall were booths promoting
developments in various provinces,
while another section showcased
the special zones in Tianjin including TEDA
and Eco City. Across this building lay another
section for products all proudly manufactured
in Tianjin while beyond that were the stalls
of foreign-owned enterprises optimistic about
their foray into China. This was the Tianjin Trade
Fair held at the International Exhibition Center, the
massive building with the grand ceremonial staircase
decked in flowers for the occasion.
Last 18-22 April, hundreds of businesses and
special development areas participated in
the annual gathering of exhibitors. Among
the foreign pavilions, one booth stood out:
instead of promoting products individually, it
brought together manufacturers of consumer
goods from Australia wanting a crack at the
burgeoning Tianjin market. This is the second
year the Australian Trade Commission has
graced the event, and this time they chose
to focus on consumer rather than industrial
products.
Australia is known for its abundant minerals
and as a holiday destination, but people are not
as aware of its wide range of consumer goods.
This fact prompted Trade Commissioner Tony
Zhang to highlight in trade fairs the quality
products manufactured down under. He is
pleased to announce that since last year, China
has become Australia’s largest trading partner,
surpassing Japan. More than 60% of the
exports to China are minerals, iron ore being
number one, but the consumer goods sector is
growing rapidly.

agency so youshould follow us’. It’s
the other way around. We have to
understand what they need and what
they want from us.” In this way,
Zhang’s organization saves companies
time and money by linking them
up with importers and distributors.
Companies can skip the headaches
and precious time wastage by going
straight to proven and reliable
partners.

For Australian companies hoping to break
into China, Tony Zhang advices they should
consider each province or city as a separate
market. “They cannot enter the market at
once. They need to treat them separately and
find different agents to do the business in each
province.” Austrade can thus facilitate the
process through their expansive network of 15
offices across China. They have formed close
ties with the local business and government
community so they are always ready to bridge
needs by introducing companies.
In 2004, Austrade won the World’s Best Trade
Promotion Agency Award. Aside from their
offices around the globe, they have 50 offices
throughout Australia so they know who are
the exporters of what and where. Their goal
is simply to add value to these companies.
“Each company has a business agenda. You
can only get them together if you add value
to their business,” explains Tony Zhang.
“It’s not a case of ‘we’re the government

Bemco, a wholly Australian-owned company,
is an export consolidator in the food industry
that partnered with Chinese importer Apple
Gourmet. Its five-year presence in China
has witnessed trade growth from 10 to 20%,
a reflection of the Chinese consumers’
changing tastes. Its biggest sellers are biscuits,
juice, milk and yoghurt. Australian wine,
exemplified by Blue River and Craneford
Wines, are also making inroads in the market.
Vastrade has more than 20 years of SinoAustralian trade cooperation under its
belt, with a wide range of businesses from
petrochemical to power, from construction to
food. It carries the Blue River series of red
and white wines produced by an old winery
that has its water sourced from snow-capped
mountains. Vastrade has distributors in the
southern part of China but not yet in Tianjin,
thus the eager participation in the Trade Fair.
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Reinforcing brand and image is
another way to add value to the
company. By participating in trade
fairs beneath the umbrella of the Trade
Commission, potential customers will perceive
the exhibitor as having good quality and
having the government’s stamp of approval.
They also make a bigger impact as a group
rather than as individuals.
Joining the trade fair this year is Lightning
Ridge Opal Company Director Philip
Tramontanas, who has been coming to Beijing
for five years promoting and selling black
opal. For him, the key to opening the market
for this precious stone is education. “You
need a good representative or agent to take the
opal to the marketplace. People are afraid to
invest in the gemstone unless they are properly
informed about it.”
One of the biggest lessons he’s learned in
China is that people tend to say “yes, yes,
yes” but don’t “do, do, do”. The pitfall of
not delivering on your word can be avoided
by having in writing how concretely you are
going to be of service to one another. Another
tip is regular contact “so you can see they are
working for results that benefit both parties.”
Ian Yan, Director of Aussia Pharma, says
that a lot of trade he does with China is
in the south, which is also true for other
participating exhibitors. Markets in south
such as Guangzhou opened up earlier than
the northern ones, so Tianjin has quite a lot of
catching up to do. However, since the Chinese
government has been drumming up a lot of
interest in the area and shining a huge spotlight
on it, exporters are welcoming the opportunity
to expand their business and plug into yetuntapped territories.
Meanwhile, Austrade is there holding ajar the
door for those ready to fling it wide open.

International Exhibition Center

Legal Assistance

LEGAL INFO FOR OVERSEAS INVESTORS
SEEKING TO ESTABLISH THEIR OWN BUSINESS
ENTITY IN CHINA (PART II)

Mr Julian Yu

Mr Francisco Soler

by attorneys
Mr Julian Yu and
Mr Francisco Soler,
Garrigues Shanghai

2. ACQUISITION
Under Chinese law, an overseas investor can
acquire Chinese companies. Given that Chinese
companies include both domestic companies and
FIEs, different acquisition laws and regulations1
will apply depending on whether the company to
be acquired is an FIE or a domestic company.
According to these rules, there are two ways of
carrying out an acquisition: Equity Acquisition or
Asset Acquisition.2
2.1 Equity Acquisition
In Equity Acquisitions, a foreign investor either
acquires equity in a target company or subscribes
a share capital increase in the target company.
In Equity Acquisitions, all of the target company’s
rights and liabilities are attached to the equity and
thus remain with the target company after the acquisition. Therefore, when carrying out an Equity
Acquisition, it is important that the foreign investor has an extensive due diligence report drawn
up on the target company in order to detect and
quantify any actual or potential contingencies

that it may indirectly assume following the acquisition. In addition, tax incentives from which the
target company benefits and any losses that may
be used to offset future profits when calculating
Enterprise Income Tax shall remain with the target company after the acquisition.
The advantages of Equity Acquisitions are:
- Continued existence of the target company;
all existing licenses and benefits will continue
to exist;
- Lower tax burden;
- Simpler procedure compared to Asset Acquisitions, in most cases.
The disadvantages of Equity Acquisitions are:
- Need for a comprehensive due diligence report
due to the potential risks attached to the acquired
equity;
- Need to agree on specific rules and mechanisms for the handover of control in the
target company in order to properly allocate
duties and responsibilities to both parties to
the acquisition.
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2.2 Asset Acquisition
In Asset Acquisitions, a foreign investor
either directly purchases the assets of a
target company and uses such assets to
establish an FIE, or establishes an FIE
and uses it to purchase the assets of a
target company.
As Asset Acquisitions involve the purchase of a domestic company’s assets,
none of the target company’s liabilities
will be transferred with the purchase
of such assets. Furthermore, any existing tax benefits will not be transferred
either, since these attach to the target
company rather than the acquired assets.
The advantages of Asset Acquisitions
are:
- Easier control of the risks attached to
the acquired assets;
- Possibility of partial acquisition of
the target company, excluding the unwanted parts of the target company’s
business;
- None of the target company’s liabilities will be transferred.
The disadvantages of Asset Acquisitions are:
- Higher tax burden;
- Incorporation of a new FIE is inevitable, and more time-consuming;
- Any tax benefits enjoyed by the target
company cannot be transferred to the
acquired assets.

2.3 Restrictions
An FIE will only be entitled to enjoy
incentives for FIEs if the foreign investor
holds 25% or more of the share capital
after the acquisition.
The acquisition of a target company will
also have to comply with the requirements set forth in Chinese laws and
regulations on land and environmental
protection, etc. Moreover, a company
that has been converted into an FIE or
established as an FIE after the acquisition will also have to comply with the
Foreign Investment Industrial Guidance
Catalogue.
2.4 Approval
The approval is the same as the one for
establishing an FIE: the acquisition must
be approved by the MOFCOM or its
local offices at provincial level. Furthermore, the MOFCOM at State level is
responsible for approving acquisitions
involving key industries, national economic stability or the transfer of effective control of well-known trademarks
or trade names.
2.5 Due Diligence
The importance of due diligence is
undeniable when dealing with acquisitions as regards engaging in business
with Chinese partners.
Nevertheless, the due diligence process
in China can be challenging and timeconsuming, as cultural differences may

A comparison between taxes applicable to
Equity Acquisitions and Asset Acquisitions

Seller

Asset Acquisition

Enterprise Income Tax on the transfer of
the assets;
Business Tax on sales of intangible
property and real estate;
VAT on inventories;
Stamp Duty;
Land Appreciation Tax on capital gain
from real estate property

Equity Acquisition

Enterprise Income Tax on capital gains;
Stamp Duty
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Buyer
Deed Tax on
acquired real
estate;
Stamp Duty

Stamp Duty

prove problematic and render Chinese
targets less cooperative in terms of disclosure of information to foreign investors.
It is advisable that foreign investors
carry out a due diligence review focusing primarily on four areas: legal, tax,
financial and reputation.
2.5.1 Legal Due Diligence
The legal status of a target company is
of utmost importance, since matters
such as rights and liabilities, regulatory
compliance, third party claims and
ownership of assets may be determinant of the value of the deal and the
precautions to be taken by the foreign
investor during negotiations with the
Chinese party.
The following matters are important
when carrying out a legal due diligence
in China:
- Property ownership: Is the building
occupied by the target company owned
by it? Are trademarks or other intellectual property rights owned by the target
company?
- Land ownership: Is the land occupied
by the target company a piece of stateowned land or collectively-owned land.
Could it even be owned by the army?
- Contract risk: Is there any significant
risk of liability arising from the contracts to which the target company is a
party? Have any guarantees been provided by the target company to secure
its shareholders’ or directors’ obligations? Are there any change of control
clauses?
- Potential debts: Does the target company have any debt that is not recorded
in its accounting books or not identifiable through an analysis of the contracts
made available?
- Shareholder structure and business
scope: What is the ownership structure
of the target company? Has the target
company been operating within its
business scope?

Legal Assistance

2.5.2 Tax Due Diligence
Likewise, it is also very important to
assess the target company’s compliance
with tax laws and regulations, since tax
liability in China can be quite severe
and entail serious consequences.

are not very sophisticated, all the information tends to be linked.
2.5.4 Reputational Due Diligence
In addition to legal, tax and financial
due diligence, it is also very common
for foreign investors to investigate the
reputation of their future business
partners and/or senior management.

of trade in which the raw materials,
auxiliary materials, components and
parts, as well as packaging materials are provided by the foreign party
and subsequently processed and assembled by the Chinese party. The
finished products will be sold back
to the foreign party.

The following matters are important
when carrying out a tax due diligence
review in China:
3.3 Franchising
The objective of this type of due
Chinese laws allow companies or in- Payment of taxes: Has the target comdiligence
is
mainly
the
identification
dividuals (the franchisee) to establish
pany been properly paying its taxes in
of
"off-balance
sheet
risks"
or
other
a business using a franchisor’s busiaccordance with its tax base?
business risks that are not detectable
ness methods, registered trademark,
- Withholding of taxes: Has the target
through legal or financial due diligence.
patent and other resources by paying
company been properly performing its
Reputational due diligence focuses on
a franchise fee to the franchisor in actax withholding obligations?
key people and the entities involved
cordance with the franchise contract.
- Transfer pricing: Has the target comin a given transaction or joint venture,
pany been complying with transfer
their background, reputation, track
In summary, there are quite a few
pricing regulations?
record and litigation history.
methods for an overseas investor to es- Preferential tax treatment: Does the
tablish his business in China, although
target company fulfill the
there are still various restricrequirements for any preftions existing within these
It is not uncommon in China for
erential tax treatment it has
options. With full analysis
been enjoying?
Chinese companies to have several and comparison between
these vehicles, and based on
- Real estate tax: Have all real
sets
of
accounting
records.
the needs of his business, an
estate taxes been duly paid
investor heading to China
by the target company?
3. OTHER WAYS OF DOING
can always find the most suitable way
- Other tax obligations: Has the target
to lay down his first footprint in this
BUSINESS IN CHINA
company been complying with statutoForeign enterprises can still conduct acold and dynamic nation.
ry obligations in relation to issues such
tivities in China, such as sourcing, en_________
as tax registration and invoice usage?
1.Provisions on Mergers and Acquisitions of
trusting Chinese companies to conduct
Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors for
processing or assembling, franchising
2.5.3 Financial Due Diligence
acquisition of domestic companies by foreign
and management contracting, without
Financial due diligence of Chinese
investors; and Provisions for the Alteration of
the need to incorporate FIEs.
targets can be extremely difficult, since
Investors' Equities in Foreign-funded Enterprises
it is not uncommon in China for Chifor equity acquisition of FIE by foreign investors.
3.1 Sourcing / Trading
nese companies to have several sets of
2. However, the possibility of asset acquisition
Chinese laws allow foreign enterprisaccounting records: one set for the tax
of a FIE by foreign investors is not clear because
es to import from China by entering
authorities evidencing fewer profits
currently there is no available law on it.
into international purchase and sale
or more expenses and other sets for
contracts. If the sourcing activities
internal use. Sometimes it’s even posrequire regular presence in China, for
sible that the target company doesn’t
example, an office or local staff, the
maintain a complete accounting record,
foreign company must incorporate an
Garrigues has over 13
which will make it even more difficult
FICE to buy from the Chinese market
years of experience in
for the foreign investor to verify the
advising companies in their
and export afterwards.
investments in China. The
financial health of the target company.
It is very important to properly crosscheck between the legal, tax and financial due diligence reviews, because in
China, given that recording structures

3.2 Processing or assembling
The processing and assembling
trade, which includes processing
with imported materials and assembling with imported parts, is a type

team of experienced Western
and Chinese professionals at Garrigues Shanghai
provides legal advice to foreign companies on a wide
range of issues such as incorporation of companies and
negotiation of joint ventures, commercial contracting,
M&A, tax, real estate, employment, intellectual property,
arbitration and infrastructures, as well as to Chinese
companies with investments abroad.
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June Economy Report
By David Kwon

Trade
Exports keep declining; is China ready for a possible delayed
rebound in external demand?
Chinese exports plunged 22.6% in April from a year
ago, the sixth straight monthly decline according to
Chinese Customs data. Also, Chinese demand for
imports continue to be weak. Imports fell 23% to 78.8
billion USD, putting China’s trade surplus for April at
13.1 billion USD. Nevertheless, a “torrent in banking
lending” meant to boost the economy lifted spending
on factories and other fixed assets, reported AP on 12
May. Although April’s exports of 91.9 billion USD are
nearly two billion more than in March, China’s overall
trade sector has yet to recover from the continued
global demand contraction.

year for government orders to finance infrastructure
projects aimed at boosting employment and stimulating
demand. However, a two-thirds drop in new lending
from March to April suggests that spending may
moderate in the coming months as the economy
absorbs the huge inflows, reported AP.
Investment in the private sector remains relatively
weak, and potential risk of bad debt and waste from
excess investment in factory capacity and other projects
is soaring. Given the protracted weakness in overseas
demand for China’s exports, the Chinese government
regards the spending as necessary for a recovery.

“Although much of the new bank lending has not
yet turned into faster growth in economic activity,
because of the time lag
Trade Numbers (in billion USD)
between lending and actual
January YoY February YoY March YoY
April
YoY
demand, we do expect fixed
Export
90.5
-17.5%
64.9
-25.7% 90.3 -17.1% 91.9 -22.6% investment to accelerate in
Import
51.3
-43%
60.1
-24%
71.7
-25%
78.8
-23%
the coming months,” reported
Trade Balance
39.2
4.8
18.6
13.1
Tao Wang, an economist
w i t h U B S . “A s a r e s u l t ,
Despite of fall in exports of heavy machinery and we expect orders to rise and industrial production to
other industrial equipment, exports of clothing, shoes, rebound.”
plastics and other labour-intensive consumer goods have
increased, suggesting some recovery in demand. American Many economists are blaming Beijing’s stimulus efforts
retailers have begun ordering to restock low inventories for relying too heavily on an assumption there would
amid signs that consumer spending may be stabilizing, be a quick rebound in global demand for cheap Chinese
wrote Jing Ulrich, chairwoman for China equities at J.P.
Morgan, in a note to clients. “Nevertheless, operating
conditions for Chinese exporters will remain challenging
for some time,” she said, noting that orders at a recent
spring trade show in southern China's Guangdong fell
17% from the autumn show.
Meanwhile, China's investments in factories and
property development jumped 30.5% from a year
earlier in the first four months to 3.71 trillion CNY
(543.2 billion USD), thanks to a slew of bank loans for
government stimulus projects. The growth rate was 1.9
percentage points higher than in January-March, the
National Statistics Bureau said.
China’s banks issued about 5.2 trillion CNY (757
billion USD) in new loans from January to April this
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exports. Stephen Roach, Asia chairman of Morgan
Stanley, argued that the Chinese government had
miscalculated and was “clinging to antiquated policy
and economic growth strategies that presuppose a
classic snapback in global demand… That leaves China
ill-prepared for what could well be the defining feature
of the post-crisis world – an enduring US-led shortfall
of external demand.”
In the past decade, China’s rapid growth has relied
heavily on fixed asset investment – primarily in
factories that make cheap goods for export throughout
the world – and in real estate to house the increasingly
affluent masses. A collapse in both exports and real
estate has cut year-on-year GDP growth in the country
from 13% in 2007 to 6.1% in the first quarter of this
year and prompted the government to launch a series of
economic stimulus measures, reported Financial Times
on 12 May.

The US economic crisis
and the Obama administration’s
large spending plan have
recently become a major
obstacle for China’s
continued growth.
Currency
Other developing countries’ currency depreciation strategy
against China
Currency swings add to China’s trade uncertainly, wrote
AFP on 7 May. The news agency further noted that China’s
exports could suffer if other developing countries’ currencies
fall sharply against the dollar, making their exports cheaper.
Recent “intense fluctuations” in the exchange rates of
certain developing nations add uncertainty to the outlook
for global commerce, said the Chinese commerce ministry
on its first-quarter external trade report on 6 May. The
report, without specifying the names of these countries,
indicated that “if the currencies of certain developing
countries with similar product composition depreciate
sharply, this would have a big impact on the price
advantage of Chinese goods.” Already, some international
manufacturers have moved their facilities to countries
such as Vietnam and Bangladesh because of cost-increase

in China, in part due to the steady rise of the Chinese
currency in the past years.
Can China get out of the US dollar trap?
Since the global financial crisis broke out, the Chinese
government has been struggling with one dilemma: how
to maintain the value of its enormous foreign reserves held
mostly in US dollars and US assets? While China’s projected
6.5% growth and its 2-trillion-USD foreign reserve left the
world hoping that China would stimulate the global economy,
Beijing sees it more like the Sword of Damocles hanging over
its head, stated Wenran Jiang, Mactaggart Research Chair of
the China Institute at the University of Alberta and a senior
fellow at the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada.
China has long kept its CNY exchange rate low by pegging
it to USD. This resulted in double-digit growth of China’s
economy and exports nearly every year, helping the central
and local governments create more jobs for its 1.3 billion
citizens. China’s “twin surpluses” of trade and capital led
to the accumulation of its enormous foreign reserves.
Beijing then began purchasing US treasury bills as a way
of recycling its reserves for safe investment returns. This
allowed the US to keep running “twin deficits” of trade
and budget while China became the largest creditor of
United States of America. The US economic crisis and the
Obama administration’s large spending plan have recently
become a major obstacle for China’s continued growth.
Chinese regulators believe that the huge US foreign debt,
budget deficit and infusion of printed dollars will lead
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USD oil-for-loan deal with Kazakhstan. Another
10-billion-USD agreement, with Brazil’s Petrobras, is
under way. Similar deals have been signed with Venezuelan
oil companies, ExxonMobil and other western oil majors.
Jiang says that Beijing is apparently more determined than
ever to avoid being snared in the traps of a “T-bill republic”. It is instead
trying to become a “hard-asset republic”. Its challenge is
to take just enough steps to walk away from the dollar,
but not too fast or in too dramatic a fashion that it might
hurt its USD holdings. China may not be the saviour of
the world financial system as many thought and hoped,
but its gradual move away from the dollar may eventually
serve a long-term utility in the reorganisation of the global
economic order.

to inflation and depreciation of USD. This process will
substantially bring down Chinese holdings in US treasury
bills and other assets, which are worth well over 1 trillion
USD now. Wenran Jiang quoted Paul Krugman, 2008
Nobel Prize winner in Economics, saying that China has
now fallen into a “US dollar trap” and cannot get out of it,
nor will anyone come to its rescue.
Beijing is taking two measures to resolve this problem.
First is to change the structural of the cause of the financial
crisis, calling for the use of IMF Special Drawing Rights
(SDRs) as a global super currency to replace the USD.
A few days before the G20 meeting in London, Zhou
Xiaochuan, governor of China’s central bank, stirred global
controversy by advocating the idea of a new international
currency. Beijing, however, acknowledged that this is
rather a long-shot proposal. Beijing is taking its first
practical step: strengthen the CNY in the global market. At
G20, Beijing stated that it would inject 40 billion USD into
the IMF, possibly in the form of purchasing SDR bonds,
thus pushing for IMF changes on its voting share. Also,
China signed currency swaps worth more than 120 billion
USD with several countries.
The second step for Beijing is to diversify its global
investment from low-return T-bills and volatile securities
to energy and resource assets around the world. Chinese
mining companies have bought three Australian mining
assets totalling more than 20 billion USD since February.
In the energy sector, China has entered a new wave
of large deal-making with major global players. It just
signed a 25-billion-USD agreement with Russia for 15
million tonnes of crude annually for 20 years, starting in
2011, while providing loans to Russian oil and pipeline
companies. Beijing also has just concluded a 10-billion-
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Chinese Stimulus Package
Despite possible signs of China’s 4-trillion-CNY (586
billion USD) stimulus plan, the central bank warned in its
quarterly monetary-policy report that recovery is not yet
“solid” after the economy performed better than expected
in the first quarter. This year in the first quarter, the
Shanghai Composite Index rose 44 %, reported Bloomberg
on May 11.
Contradictory figures: manufacturing, real estate and
money supply
Chile’s Codelco, the world’s largest copper mining
company, said May 7 that “dynamic” demand for the
metal in China is helping to trim global stockpiles. Also,
the stimulus plan, a six-fold increase in new lending to a
record in March, and a fledgling recovery in real estate are
said to be fuelling investment growth and an economic
revival. Chinese manufacturing expanded in April after
record contractions last year. General Motors Corp., the

Chile’s Codelco

Economy

biggest overseas automaker in China, said its sales in the
country rose 50% last month to a record. Overall vehicle
sales rose 25% to a record 1.15 million units.

The stimulus plan, a six-fold
increase in new lending
to a record in March,
DQGDÀHGJOLQJUHFRYHU\LQ
real estate are said to
be fuelling investment growth
and an economic revival.
A stabilizing global economy may help Chinese exporters
overcome thousands of factory closures and the loss of
millions of migrant workers’ jobs. Eight out of nine leading
indicators tracked across the globe by Credit Suisse Group
AG, including manufacturing indexes and US consumer
confidence, have bottomed since the start of the year.

In China, however, there are still signs of weakness,
including a 3.6% drop in power generation in April from a
year earlier, reported by the official Xinhua News Agency
on 6 May. Power generation is usually a simple and rather
accurate method to assess country’s expansion. Trade
figures, in contrast, usually have much more underlying
implications to economic expansion, embed many exceptions,
and can simply be manipulated. “We’re in a ‘no man’s land’
now where the leading indicators look very good but the real
economy hasn’t yet begun to rebound,” said Paul Cavey, an
economist with Macquarie Securities Ltd. in Hong Kong.
While investment is surging, economists estimate that
April’s lending figure may be about 600 billion CNY
down from a record 1.89 trillion CNY in March. M2, the
broadest measure of money supply, rose 25.3% last month,
down from 25.5% in March, according to the median
estimate of 20 economists. The People’s Bank of China has
pledged to ensure an “ample” supply of money to sustain
growth, while cautioning that new lending is overly
focused on government projects, small businesses lack
credit, and bad loans may rebound.

Three-month CNY trends
CNY vs USD

CNY vs GBP
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The Place to Meet
Dialogue with Mr. Joseph Zitnik, GM of Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai
center. The hotel’s goal is to become
the heart of the Airport Industrial Park
so that all the businesses there have a
quality, central place to meet and eat
while adding some fabric
of life to the area.

Could you tell us a bit about
Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai?
Crowne Plaza is part of Intercontinental Hotel Group and is the company’s 5-star meeting hotel brand. At
the Crowne Plaza, we are known for
being “the place to meet” so we focus
specifically on the business meeting
market. We open facilities in citycentralized locations in which there
are many opportunities for business
meetings. The Crowne Plaza Tianjin
Binhai will be located next to the
Airport Industrial Area, and will have
388 rooms on 10 floors that cater to
meeting planners and business executives. Two of the ten floors are “Crown
Plaza Club” for high-level business
individuals. We are opening a Fun
Pub, Japanese restaurant, Chinese
restaurant and all-day dining restaurant. For business purposes, the hotel
will have a large Grand ballroom and
many meeting rooms. Regarding
recreation, the hotel will feature a Tea
Tree Spa, an in-door tennis center,
indoor swimming pool and fitness
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What distinguishes
Crowne Plaza Tianjin
Binhai hotel from
others in TJ?
The Crowne Plaza offers modern, high-tech
equipment and resources
for businesspeople for
meeting and personal use.
Also unique to this hotel
is that we are the only hotel in Tianjin offering free
airport transportation for all guests.
We believe that convenient and free
transportation further adds value to
our customers.
What led you to this hotel?
I’ve been with IHG for 7 years. Before
coming to Tianjin, I worked in Shenzhen,
Thailand and Sanya. Coming to Tianjin
gave me the opportunity to work in north
China, which was exciting for me because
it allows me to witness Tianjin’s amazing
development.
How does this post in Tianjin differ
from your previous assignments?
In Tianjin, it is the first time I will be
working as Area GM so I’m responsible for many different hotels covering
three different brands.
What challenges have you and
your colleagues had to overcome
here before this hotel opening?
One of the big challenges is staffing
especially in this location trying to
convince people to change their lives
and take a risk to work in a new hotel.

How has the Global Financial Crisis
influenced the hotel industry and
the Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai?
Prior to the crisis, most hotels were
getting 70-80% occupancy and now
they are around 40-50% so it has been
a big drop. For the foreseeable future,
this trend looks to continue and so it
makes things a little bit more difficult
for a hotel opening. However, we see it
as an opportunity to gradually improve
occupancy at a steady rate. In October,
because of the 60th anniversary of the
People's Republic of China, the government will begin to make visas more
difficult to obtain, which will affect the
last quarter of this year.
What is the marketing strategy of
the hotel?
Our strategy is to build our base of
the businesses in the Airport Industrial Park and the surrounding areas
and forge excellent working relationships. We like to work one-on-one
with businesses so that they feel like
this is their second home and build
upon these relationships to gear up
for 2010.
What measures are in place to ensure that your guests receive the
utmost service and satisfaction?
Evaluations of the service are constantly being conducted by people
from inside and outside the organization in the form of mystery shopping
and other service valuations. We then
monitor this by detailed guests’ surveys and every month we get results
back from the London office. From
there, we develop key drivers or areas
to improve and then we create our
action plan to solve these items. Our
brand’s motto is “Great Hotels Guests
Love”, so we have rolled out numerous initiatives in the areas of financial
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performance, guest experience and
responsible business practices. At
IHG, we also think responsible business means being a “green hotel” and
doing what we can not to impact
the environment too much. Each of
IHG’s hotels has to receive a “green”
accreditation.
Are there any differences in
requests between Chinese and
foreign guests?
Chinese guests expect higher-quality
Chinese food. As a result IHG has
partnered with famous Chinese food
companies to help ensure our Chinese
food is trendy and top quality. Foreign guests frequently request CNN
and the international newspapers.
Although there are some slight variations in preferences, all guests expect
clean rooms, good service and guest
recognition.
Many other hotel chains have
begun utilizing the internet to
increase sales and promotion.
What type of online services does
the Crowne Plaza offer to potential
guests?
On our website, IHG.com, we offer
local room specials. We also have
a lowest internet rate guarantee so
if someone finds cheaper hotel fees
elsewhere, we will reimburse them
the difference. Approximately 25% of
our business now comes from the internet sales. We also have a program
for meeting planners to get special
access on our website so that they can
book meetings at special rates. We try
to develop a direct online relationship
with guests.
Could you define in few words
your business philosophy?
Work hard and good things will happen. If you are dedicated in what you
do and you try your best and you work
at it, the results will show. I encourage
my staff to give their full efforts in order to accomplish our goals.

After 20 years of managing
international hotels, what are your
criteria for a top hotel?
Guest recognition is the most important aspect of a great hotel. If we have
information in the computer about
a guest’s preferences then we try and
provide them those services so that
they know we appreciate them choosing our hotel. We plan on setting a
new benchmark for hospitality.

Work hard and
good things
will happen.
What are your future business plans?
Along with the growing Tianjin market, IHG plans on opening up more
hotels in addition to its existing 7 hotels in Tianjin.
What has been your greatest
professional accomplishment
working in China?
My greatest accomplishment will be
opening the Crowne Plaza in Tianjin.
I think of accomplishments more as
what we can do for someone else. In
Shenzhen, I opened a hotel there and
donated part of the revenues to building a school for an orphanage.
Are there any additional thoughts
you would like to share with our
readers and the business
community?
We hope that everyone will have the
opportunity to visit the Crowne Plaza
Tianjin and try some of our restaurants and upcoming activities.
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Taking HR Beyond
By Joei Villarama

Panel discussion at the China Economic Review's HR conference

I

t’s no trade secret. CEOs and
managers have always extolled
that people are the company’s
greatest asset. But it remains to
be seen whether these are mere utterances that make good sound bites or if
these are actually taken to heart, lived
and practiced in their companies.
According to Novartis China’s HR Director Jennifer Jin, 30-35% of people
leave the company because of managers with whom they don’t like to work.
There are people who refuse to work
for certain bosses because of differences in values. In a comprehensive
study of 700 senior-level leaders done
by Hewitt Associates and the Human
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Capital Institute, only 7-10% of organizations hold managers or executives
accountable for developing the people
who directly report to them.
The HR role is traditionally, like most
office work, buried under mounds of
paperwork. It’s only in recent years
that the industry has been taking HR
beyond pay slips, labour laws and
health benefits and into the realm of
talent and potential development. In
the spirit of tracking and sharing innovations in the HR field, China Economic Review held an HR Recruiting
and Staffing conference on 19 March
at the Grand Hyatt Beijing with
speakers from different industries.

For companies struggling with a
considerable amount of turnover,
lacklustre managerial performance,
and a seeming dearth of talent, the
forum was an eye opener. One of
the main messages was to promote
talent within the organization by
finding room to promote local “potentials” in the organization. The
key word is “potential”, which is differentiated from “performance”. As
Jennifer Jin quipped, “High potential
leads to high performance but high
performance doesn’t lead to high
potential. People need to be able to
navigate in different situations and
organizations.”

Human Resource

Chris Rowe, Senior Partner at IWNC
China, linked the current mess in
which companies find themselves
to their tendency to promote based
on performance and not potential.
“In my career in sales, I have seen a
number of fantastic salespeople promoted to become dreadful sales managers,” Chris relates. “So the company
takes two hits: they’ve lost their best
salesperson and they’ve de-motivated
the rest. You have to get quite hard
and focus on learning agility because
that is the core ability to go further
and further.”

most of the speakers come from or
work with big multinational companies with many tools at their fingertips. How then would such concepts
and strategies apply to smaller companies with fewer resources? Airbus’
Hersen replied that it’s not at all costly financially, but it does cost time,
creativity and consistency. “It costs
time to reflect where the company
wants to go.” It could also be something as simple as “giving somebody
the chance to do something he or she
hasn’t done before.”

According to Hewitt Associates’ study
on “The State of Talent Management”, lack of accountability is one
of the greatest barriers. Only 5% of
the organizations surveyed had the
“capability to grow people in their
jobs and provide feedback to support
employee development consistently
across the organization”. Most companies track headcount and turnover but
few measure the effectiveness of talent
management programs and fewer still
“align their human capital investments
with their business strategy”.

Jennifer Jin also reminded not to discount “big company issues” that exist;
whether an outfit is big, medium or
small in size, what’s important is that
the team is aligned along one vision.
“It’s never too early to do people development. Without people, you can’t
move the business.”

Through the years, leading global
companies have developed sophisticated and comprehensive tools for
talent selection and retention. Employees have regular evaluation talks
with their direct supervisors about
what they need to do to get promoted; there are references against which
employees can check their progress
and performance, thus
“Potentials are the
e mp o w e r i n g t h e m
t a l e n t s o f t o m o r - The chief executive must be convinced that with the ability to obrow,” said Benedicte
jectively self-evaluate.
H e r s e n . “A n y o n e personnel development is his or her duty, These companies have
shou ld k now w hat
praised not only
and the managers should know it rests on been
future he or she has in
for the hard skills that
the company. Turn the their shoulders, too.
they develop among
potentials into future
those they train, but
talents and talents into
for the soft skills pracfuture leaders.” This reminded me of
Another misconception the forum
ticed by their leaders.
the story of a young, ambitious man
panellists wanted to break was that
who worked for a wholly foreignpersonnel development is solely an
Indeed, the best advertisement in the
owned enterprise in Tianjin. He was
HR function. It is actually the recompetitive search for talent is the
tasked to translate documents and
sponsibility of the line management,
company itself. A good company gets
handle the residence requirements
while the role of HR is to be its driver
employees excited and eager about
of the expat managers, among other
and champion. The chief executive
recruiting their friends and acquaintadministrative duties. After more
must be convinced that personnel
ances. Employees are the best ambasthan one year in the company, he was
development is his or her duty, and
sadors, so if you like working for the
looking for bigger challenges where
the managers should know it rests on
company you will invite others to join
he could gain more insight into the
their shoulders, too. In each team,
you. As Chris Rowe put it, “Be a great
business. Finding that he didn’t have
the leader should know each person’s
place to work for, so it’s a ‘thank you’
this type of future in the company, he
strengths, what areas they should derather than a ‘please do’.”
jumped ship to another that gave him
velop and how far they could develop.
the opportunity to hone his skills in
In a company, there are naturally
Maximum’s Managing Director Emile
negotiation and have more creative
managers who would be more aware
Mac Gillavry’s graphically powerful
control over his career path.
of this than others (who merely rely
presentation drove home the point
on HR).
about employer branding and the
One forum attendee observed that
employer value proposition. AcWhen pharmaceutical company Novartis assesses the potential of a candidate, it uses a three-point formula:
1) basic intelligence and education,
2) experience and 3) learning agility.
Jennifer Jin explained that the four
dimensions of agility are mental,
change, result and people agility.
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cording to him, “The main purpose
of employer branding is to attract,
recruit and retain better quality candidates by spending less time and
money.” In searching for candidates,
Emile encourages companies to use
innovative channels and not only rely
on job boards which target the 7%
who are active job seekers when the
type of people wanted fall within the
48% who are passive seekers.
“Active seekers” will accept any job
that’s better than their current one,
and are less demanding in finding
the optimal match. “Passive seekers”
will value an optimal match between
themselves and their new employer.
Conference moderator and China
Economic Review writer John Bishop
asked a clincher of a question, one that
hounds HR practitioners and CEOs
alike: “How do you identify the potential leaders in the organization?” The
panellists all agreed that leadership
is a capability not a position. There
are some people who lead but do not
want the visibility. For Cindy Jensen
of Boldmoves China, leaders have the
emotional quotient that can communicate the vision. There are quantitative ways to assess and measure the
EQ, which can be defined in several
ways, so she warned against using a
blanket approach. Instead, understand
the “competency profile of various
roles within an organization”.

they don’t want to force people to do
something.”
Each company would have their
organizational structure defined
by boxes linked by lines. Benedicte
Hersen feels that the most difficult
thing is to define how to take care of
the blanks not covered by the boxes.
There are people who don’t fit in the
box so there are gaps within and outside the boxes. Leaders pro-actively
identify and find solutions to get

Align human capital investments with
business strategy.
For Chris Rowe, “A leader is someone
who is able to influence somebody to
do something that without this influence, it could not have been done.
This is totally different from a manager who makes you feel you have to
do something. These are two different
competencies. Some leaders are not
at ease with being managers because
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those gaps filled. It’s not really a part
of their list of responsibilities but they
take care of it knowing it’s pivotal to
the company.
If there is something wrong, one must
seek to influence the situation, suggests Rowe. “We can sit in our circle
of concern and say the HR Director

or the manager is not doing it. While
you are in this mindset, nothing will
happen. Or you can sit in your circle
of influence and say I think this is
wrong and ask, ‘How can I influence
this?’ You just have to find a connection somewhere.”
In 2007, the Harvard Business School
published Beyond HR: The New Science
of Human Capital by John Boudreau
and Peter Ramstad. The book’s objective is “to elevate the quality and rigor of
decisions about human capital in an organization” and to provide a framework
“that connects human capital to organizational effectiveness and strategic business success.” In 2008, when the global
crisis punched enterprise right in the
gut, it became clear how crucial it is for
companies to eye potential and invest in
talent in order to come out stronger and
more agile than competitors.
Now more than ever, taking HR beyond should not be mere lip service
but a strategic must-do.

Dialogue

East meets West
Education
Dialogue with Mr. Don Rogers,
Principal of Tianjin TEDA Maple Leaf International School

Could you tell us about your
career background?
I have a bachelor’s and master’s degree
in music and administration from the
University of British Columbia. I have
worked in Canada for 30 years: 23
years teaching music, 1 year as a viceprincipal and 6 years as a principal
for a Pre-K to 12 community school. I
came to China 8 months ago.
What made you choose Maple Leaf
International School in Tianjin?
I had heard about the Maple Leaf program and its goals and I was referred
by a couple of colleagues who had
been working for Maple Leaf. So I decided to look more into becoming an
administrator for Maple Leaf and now
I’m very proud to be here.
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Tell us about Maple Leaf International School.
Maple Leaf Schools started in 1995
in Dalian with 1 school, 14 students.
It has since grown to 17 schools with
over 8,000 students. One Maple Leaf
School will be opened every year.
Each school provides education
services to all students regardless of
race, colour or nationality. The idea
is to promote standards of excellence
and challenge each student for future
studies abroad as well as in China’s
finest universities. Maple Leaf is
unique in that it provides education
to Chinese nationals. The program
combines British Columbia curriculum with the Dogwood certificate
and also graduation with full Chinese
accreditation. At the TEDA location,
we have about 500 students currently

enrolled. They come from Taiwan,
Korea, Singapore, Canada, the United
States and all over China. However,
we cater mostly to Chinese nationals.
Could you describe the international
curriculum taught at Maple Leaf?
We follow the Province of British
Columbia curriculum which requires
strict adherance to learning outcomes,
teaching methods and assessment.
Students will receive the BC Dogwood (2004) diploma acknowledging
full graduation. ESL and CSL are also

cornerstones of the curriculum as all
courses are delivered in English with the
exception of Mandarin and Chinese
geography, political science and history. The school is inspected annually by
an external team appointed by the BC
Ministry of Education on all facets of
its operation.
What is the most challenging aspect
about being the principal of an international school in China?
The most challenging part is communication, as I am not fluent in Mandarin
Chinese, so it requires the assistance of
translators in order to exchange ideas.
What assessments do you use to
evaluate students?
Formative and summative assessments
are used to determine the achievement
of students as well as to guide and to
improve the instructional practice. The
students must also write provincial
examinations in several core subjects.
In addition, rubrics for describing
learning and work habits are being
jointly developed by the staff and
students for continuous assessment.
We are constantly trying to improve
the learning environment so students
receive the best quality education.
What programs are available for
non-native speakers of English and
Chinese?
For non-English speakers we begin

English courses starting at kindergarten and continuing through grade 9,
at which point students are assessed
based on English proficiency as to
whether or not they can continue to
the British Columbia 10-12 program.
For non-Chinese speakers, we have
created a Chinese as a Second Language (CSL) program. Our goal is to
combine the best of the East with the
best of the West so that students can
acquire both languages.
What makes a good international
school? What should parents consider when deciding which school
their children should attend?
An exceptional international school
has a vision for the future. At Maple
Leaf, we are trying to produce students that meet a mandate that can
place them in cities around the world
for study and possible employment.
Currently 90% of Maple Leaf graduates are now studying at over 100
post-secondary institutions around
the world. This is as a result of our
focus upon globalization. Parents
should consider costs, quality and
standard of education. Maple Leaf
Schools believe quality counts so we
are looking for quality teachers, programs, facilities and students.
What makes an international school
in China different from schools in
other countries?

In China, there is a strong accountability
by the education bureaus and governmental agencies that monitor international schools very carefully. The strength
of Maple Leaf International School is
partly due to the vigilance and communication with our Chinese partners.
What are Maple Leaf’s plans for the
future?
We plan on doubling the number of
students enrolled for next year and
also plan on building a few more
schools for the kindergarten to 9th
grade students. In 5 years, we plan on
expanding to 1,200 students enrolled.
Are there any additional thoughts you
would like to share with our readers
and the business community?
TEDA and Tianjin is enjoying an ambitious and positive growth. The area
has so much potential in terms of
what it can provide for the economy
of China and the world, as well as
for employment for Chinese and
foreign students. As we go forward
into the next 5 to 10 years, culture
will begin to awaken more in TEDA
and Tianjin. This will result in more
opportunities for students and postgraduates. The area has many of the
foundations in place and it’s one of
the most exciting areas to be living in
China as well as the world.
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EUROPEAN CHAMBER IN TIANJIN
Become a Member of the European Chamber’s Working Groups, platforms to meet, exchange
LQIRUPDWLRQDQGGLVFXVVVSHFLÀFKRUL]RQWDODQGYHUWLFDOLVVXHVZLWKOHDGHUVLQ\RXULQGXVWU\
Human Resource Working Group
Chairperson: Michelle Feng, HR Director,
Gamesa Wind
Previous activities:
ƒ+55HWHQWLRQ
ƒ1HZ/DERU&RQWUDFW/DZ
ƒ(IIHFWLYH/HDGHUVKLS
ƒ%DVLF0DQDJHPHQW7RROV
ƒ+RZWR+DQGOH3UHVVXUH
ƒ7DOHQW0DQDJHPHQWWKURXJK
Economic Crisis
ƒ/D\RII/HJDO,VVXH
ƒ&RUH7DOHQW5HFUXLWPHQWDQG5HWHQWLRQXQGHU1HZ6LWXDWLRQ

Finance & Taxation Working Group
&KDLUSHUVRQ .HOYLQ /HH 'LUHFWRU &KLQD7D[ 
Business Advisory Services, Tax Services,
PricewaterhouseCoopers

Previous activities:
ƒ1HZ&,7/DZ
ƒ%DQN/RDQ1HJRWLDWLRQ
ƒ7UDQVIHU3ULFLQJ
ƒ+LWHFK&HUWL¿FDWHXQGHUQHZ&,7
ƒ)LQDQFLDO 2SHUDWLRQDO5LVN&RQWURO
ƒ+HGJLQJLQ&KLQD

New Publication:
The Position Paper is published each year and represents the overall view
RI(XURSHDQ&RPSDQLHVGRLQJEXVLQHVVLQ&KLQD,WGHWDLOVWKHNH\FRQFHUQV
DQGUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVRIHDFKRIWKH:RUNLQJ*URXSVLQUHJDUGWR:72
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQLVVXHVWUDGHLVVXHVEH\RQG&KLQD V:72FRPPLWPHQWV
UHJXODWRU\LVVXHVDQGEURDGHUSROLF\UHODWHGLVVXHV7KH3RVLWLRQ3DSHULV
presented to the Chinese government and EU authorities each year with the
aim of improving the investment climate in China.

Price:
Members: RMB300
1RQPHPEHUV50%
The Position Paper is
also available
LQ&'520IRUPDW

Event Review
May 9th, 2009 - A relaxing afternoon spent at Songjiang Country Club to celebrate Europe Day!
More than 50 member families from European Chamber Tianjin Chapter, German Chamber and French Chamber enjoyed a relaxing
afternoon at Tianjin Songjiang Country Club to celebrate the formation of the European Union 59 years ago. The social event offered
networking for adults, education for kids, and a pleasant time for all.

Hi, Nice to meet you!

Hey, give me a kiss!

Pass it to me!

This tomato is ripe.

Room15A17, Suite 17, Magnetic Plaza, BinShui Xi Dao, Nankai District, Tianjin 300381.
Tel: +86 22 2374 1122 Fax: +86 22 2374 1122
Email: tianjin@euccc.com.cn www.europeanchamber.com.cn
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Recent Events
O㺐ἰG䜸䞝P

㥐Y㵜G㟨㜵㠸㠄䟀Gᵐ㺐

1. 2nd Operating Committee
Date: 12 May 2009 14:00 – 16:00
Venue: VIP Lounge, Fenglin Hotel
Content:
> International Golf Tournament 2009
> Selection of the Vice Chairman (Sports, Service)
> Promotion of the Tianjin Korean International School

2. Business Resources in Tianjin Road Show
Presentation
Date: 12 May 2009 16:00 – 18:00 (2 hours)
Venue: Banquet Hall, 1F, Fenglin Hotel
Content:
1) Ecomomic and Business Exchange Activity of Embassy (Public Relations) as well as Guidelines for Business Resources
2) Response to major accidents
Update tax policy and the strategy of our enterprises (Tax Agency)
3) Consultation for special cases of business

3. Lecture: Practice Your Chinese!
(for top management of Korean enterprises)
> Class begins on 15 May, twice a week (Wednesday, Saturday)
!9HQXH&XOWXUH&HQWHURI¿FH
> Time: 18:30 – 20:30

4. Korean enterprise fair: Starting a Business in
Tianjin
Date: 15 May 2009 11:30 – 13:00
Attendance: Manufaturing enterprises who started their business
in Tianjin
Venue: Korean Restaurant, Fenglin Hotel
Content:
1) Head suggestions from businesses for overcoming the global
crisis
2) Exchanged opinions on the development of China’s domestic
market
 /LVWHQHGWRWKHGLI¿FXOWLHVDQGVXJJHVWLRQVIURP.RUHDQ
import/export companies in China

㷐㫸㫴㜡Gὤ㛹ᷱ㜵㫴㠄G㍐䟀䞐┍O㉬⇌PGᵐ㺐G㙼⇨

XUG㥐Y㵜G㟨㜵㠸㠄䟀Gᵐ㺐
㢰GG㐐GaGYWW`≸GW\㠈GXY㢰GO䞈PGX[aWWG¥GX]aWWG
㣙GG㋀GaG䗁⫰䝬䊈GỴ⽼㷡
⇨GG㟝GaG
>GYWW`Gạ㥐Ḝ䘸䟀Gᶨ
>G⺸ḰG⺴䟀㣙G㉔㢸GᶨGO㷨㡕⺸ḰSG㉐⽸㏘G⺸ḰP
>G㷐㫸䚐ạạ㥐䚍ẄG㻈㫸Ḵ⥜

YUG 㷐㫸㫴㜡G ὤ㛹ᷱ㜵㫴㠄G ㍐䟀䞐┍O㉬⇌PG ᵐ㺐G
㙼⇨
㛬GG㥐aGYWW`≸\㠈XY㢰O䞈PGGX]aWW¥GX_aWWGOY㐐ᴸP
㛨♈㉐aG䗁⫰䝬䊈GX㽩G㜤䟀㷡
⇨GG㟝G
XPG㇠ḴOḩḴPGᷱ㥐䋩ㇵ䞐┍GⵃGὤ㛹㫴㠄㛹ⱨ㙼⇨GOᵉ⓸䝬Gḩ
㇠㵬㇠ḴP
YPG㨰㟈G㇠ᶨ㇠ḔG㢅Gⵝ㙼GO㢨㟝ⴰGⷉⱨ䝅⥙ḴPG
㺐ἰG㦤㉬㥉㵹Gⷴ䞈㝴G㟤⫠ὤ㛹㢌G㢅O䚐㣠㜤Gạ㉬ḴPG
ZPGὤ㛹ᷱ㜵G㚔⦐㇠䚡G㣄ⱬGOὴ⒉䜸Gⵉ㇠SGạ㩅G䀜㉘䐹P

ZUG䚐ạὤ㛹GḔ㠸GḴ⫠㣄Gc㐘㤸HG㩅ạ㛨eᵉ㧀G㙼⇨
> ᵐ㉘㢰㐐aG\㠈X]㢰⺴䉤G⬘㨰Y䟀㐘㐐O㍌U䋔㟈㢰P
> 㣙GGGG㋀aG㇠ⱨạGⱬ䞈㉰䉤
> ᵉ㢌㐐ᴸaGG㝘䟸X_aZW¥YWaZW

[UG㷐㫸㫸㻐G㟤⫠Gὤ㛹Ḱ㢌Gᴸ䟀Gᵐ㺐
㢰GGGG㐐aGW`≸GW\㠈GX\㢰GGXXaZWG¥GXZaWW
㵬㉑ㇵaG㷐㫸㫸㻐ὤ㛹G㥐㦤㛹㷨G䖐G_¥XW⮹
㣙GGGG㋀aG䗁⫰䝬䊈G䚐㐑
䟀㢌⇨㟝a
1) 䜸Gᷱ㥐㠸ὤG䇴ᵐ⪰G㠸䚐G㛹᷸䋩䛙G㷡㼜
2) G㩅ạ⇨㍌㐐㣙Gᵐ㷍㜄G䚐G㢌ᷠGẄ䞌
3)G㩅ạ㫸㻐㟤⫠ὤ㛹㢌Gᷱ㜵㚔⦐GⵃGᶨ㢌㇠䚡G㷡㼜G☥
G

Address: 1F, Fenglin Hotel, No. 6 Binshui West Road, Nankai District, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 2395 7991~3, +86 22 2395 7991 (24-hour Hotline) Fax: +86 22 2395 7990
Http: www.tjkorcham.net E-mail: hanshanghui@hanmail.net
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AmCham-China Tianjin Chapter
Event Review
Tianjin Chapter Wine Tasting and Networking Dinner
Date: 14 May 18:00-20:30, Thursday

Venue: C’est La Vie French Restaurant & Lounge Bar
AmCham-China, Tianjin Chapter’s Wine Tasting and Networking Dinner featured a
selection of superb red and white wines provided by Teresa Wine Shop, and a special dinner offered by C’est La Vie. All attendees had a great time catching up with old
friends and making new ones.
30 Years of Experience Successfully Growing Businesses in China
AmCham-China, Tianjin Chapter Monthly Get-Together
Date: 26 May 15:30 - 20:30, Tuesday

Venue: TEDA International Club Tianjin (in Downtown)
AmCham-China, Tianjin Chapter and ACA Publishing Ltd. held an informative and topical seminar on the key
elements to making your business in China successful. On hand to share their experiences and advice were
two speakers who came to China 30 years ago and have made their mark. The speakers have been featured
in a newly published book by ACA entitled “My Thirty Years in China”, a compilation of true-life stories by
Westerners who arrived early and established successful enterprises.

Upcoming Events
Tax Planning and Restructuring Your Business
Date: 11 June, 15:00 - 20:00, Thursday
Speakers:
Richard Hoffman, Senior Associate, Dezan Shira & Associates
Jessica Hou, Associate, Dezan Shira & Associates
Venue: Meeting room, 7F, Xiqing Economic Development Area Administrative Committee, No.8, 7th Xinghua Branch Road, Xiqing Economic Development Area, Tianjin
⋹Ꮦ㽓䴦ᓔথऎ݈ढϗᬃ䏃ো㽓䴦ᓔথऎㅵྨӮὐሖӮ䆂ᅸ
Registration:
This event is free for those who register in advance. Only 25 seats available. If you have any inquiries, please send an e-mail to
amandahe@amchamchina.org or call AmCham – China, Tianjin Chapter office at +86 22 2318 5072. Deadline for registration is
noon, Tuesday, June 9.

US Embassy Briefing & American Citizen Service (ACS) Hour
Date: 26 June, 15:30-20:30, Tuesday
Speakers:
Laura Stone -- Chief of the Domestic Economics and Finance Unit at the US Embassy in Beijing, as well as Chief of the Tianjin
Unit.
Roger Luo – U.S. Embassy in Beijing
Alfonso Cortes – U.S. Embassy in Beijing
Venue: Purple Bar, 2F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
No. 66 Xinkai Road, Hedong District, Tianjin 300011 China
⋹Ꮦ⊇ϰऎᮄᓔ䏃ো⋹䆮БロϪ䜦ᑫ

AmCham – China, Tianjin Chapter Annual Independence Day Celebration
Date: 4 July 2009 (Saturday)
Venue: Italian Concession

Room 2918, 29F The Exchange Tower 2,189 Nanjing Lu,Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2318 5075 Fax: +86 22 2318 5074
Website: www.amchamchina.org
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Rm. 5006 Xinhe Dasha, 14, Sanyuanli, Shunyuan St
Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100027
Tel: + 86 (0)10 64650320
Fax: +86 (0)10 64652080
beijing@bencham.org
www.bencham.org

The Benelux Chamber of Commerce in China strengthens the business, government and community
ties between Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg (Benelux) and China. By representing large,
PHGLXPDQGVPDOOVL]HG%HQHOX[FRPSDQLHVZLWKRI¿FHVLQ%HLMLQJDQG6KDQJKDLZHSURYLGHDZLGH
range of services to ensure our members' success in China.
ABOUT BENCHAM
The Benelux Chamber of Commerce
in China, BenCham, was created in
2001 with the merger of the Dutch
Business Association and the Belgian
Luxembourg Business Association. To
UHÀHFW LWV HYHU LQFUHDVLQJ FRUSRUDWH 
social responsibilities, the organization changed its name in March 2006
to Benelux Chamber of Commerce in
China.
The Chamber has two chapters, one
in Beijing and one in Shanghai. It is
the prime platform for business people
from the Benelux to meet each other.
BenCham has approximately 300
members and is growing fast. Members are large, medium and smallsized companies as well as individuals
with an active interest in developing
two-way trade and friendship between
the Benelux countries and China.
The Benelux Chamber of Commerce
LVDQLQGHSHQGHQWQRQSUR¿WRUJDQL]Dtion managed by a full-time secretariat
under the supervision of a Board of
Directors. Its activities are funded by
membership subscription, sponsorships and fees of Chamber events.
For more information please contact
Jessie Hexspoor, Communication
Manager, at jhexspoor@bencham.org.

UPCOMING EVENTS
• 5 June 2009
60(:RUNVKRS2SWLPL]HWKHHI¿FLHQF\RI\RXURUJDQL]DWLRQDQGH[SDQVLRQ
• 16 June 2009 Airbus Company Visit
• 18 June 2009 Joint event with Danish Chamber
• 23 June 2009 <RXQJ3URIHVVLRQDOV(YHQW±+RZWR¿QGWKHULJKWMRE
For more information check: www.bencham.org
To register for our events, please send an email to events-bj@bencham.org or
register on our website.

PAST EVENTS
1.Young Professional event - Elevator speech
26 May 2009

2. BenCham goes Green event - Energy transition
20 May 2009

3. Networking in TEDA
19 May 2009

5

%HQ&KDP%HLMLQJ$QQXDO*HQHUDO0HHWLQJ
14 May 2009

5. European Networking
13 May 2009

6. Product and food safety in China
12 May 2009

7. Investment in 2nd and 3rd tier cities

5

7 May 2009

OFFICE BENCHAM BEIJING
MISSION
To strengthen the business, government and community ties between the
Benelux countries and China by providing a dynamic networking platform
to its members.

BenCham team

Rm. 5006 Xinhe Dasha,
Sanyuanli No.14, Shunyuan Street,
Chaoyang District,
Beijing, 100027
Tel: + 86 (0)10 6465 0320 / 0985
Fax: +86 (0)10 6465 2080
beijing@bencham.org
www.bencham.org

⡒㈊㬱⧐䂕㤙㯔䊕ㅷ
㧞䊕㏐㾂㤙⼦㾦⼮⫔㻤㬳
䇫䎟⢁㕌ᷛ
Tel: + 86 (0)10 6465 0320 / 0985
Fax: +86 (0)10 6465 2080
beijing@bencham.org
www.bencham.org

NEW CORPORATE
MEMBERS

YEARLY SPONSORS
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JOINING THE CHAMBER
The CICC is a free and elective
association incorporated in the
People’s Republic of China. It is
made up of Italian and foreign entrepreneurs and economic organizations. Membership is granted to
Italian and foreign entities, incorporated in China or not, and Italian
and foreign individuals, resident in
China or not.
The 2009 Membership campaign is
still open, and joining as a Supporting Member is now more convenient
than ever:
Ŷ2QHrotational banner published
on the home page of the CICC website for the entire association period;
Ŷ  2QH LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG FRQWDFWV
RU RQH DVVLVWDQFH VHUYLFH free of
charge;

The CICC provides multiple services: Information and Contacts; Assistance; Communication and Advertising; Logistics Assistance (including
RI¿FH GHVNUHQWDO 
Check the many other benefits as
well as the services we provide on
our website:
www.cameraitacina.com

PUBLICATIONS
Ɣ Il Quaderno: the CICC’s quarterly
monographic review, written both in
English and Italian language, with a
Chinese presentation. Each issue
DQDO\VHVVHYHUDODVSHFWVRIDVSHFL¿F
industry sector, highlighting the industry
H[SHUWV¶RSLQLRQVDERXWLWVPDMRULVVXHV
and problems, and pointing out possiEOHVROXWLRQV ODVWLVVXH7RXULVP 

interviews with sector dealers, market
research and in-depth analyses of
products and scenarios involving Italy
atop Chinese kitchen tables, iFood
promotes developing the Chinese palate to further appreciate our cuisine.
7KHQH[WLVVXHRIL)RRGVWDUWVZLWKDQ
introduction on Italian breakfast, focusing on two Italian delicacies: coffee
and chocolate. Download the latest
issues of iFood from CICC’s website:
www.cameraitacina.com

EVENT REVIEW

ƔThe Economic Bulletin of PRC:
Un mondo di pasta

Ŷ7ZRMembership Cards;

27 April 2009, @ Piazza Italia, Beijing

Ŷ 7ZR FRSLHV RI WKH  Membership Directory.

BENEFITS
The CICC works in order to offer to
its Members a wide range of benH¿WV7KDQNVWRVSHFLDODQGH[FOXVLYH
agreements with institutions and companies, the new benefits for 2009
include the opportunity of having
discounted rates to fly Lufthansa/
Swiss Air, KLM/Air France from China
to Europe; special insurance package provided by Generali China Life
,QVXUDQFH&R/WGDQGVLPSOL¿FDWLRQ
of the procedure necessary to obtain
a Business Entry Visa for your Chinese employees or Chinese partners.

the semi-annual publication informs
about economic issues of national and
international interest, governmental policies and directives, giving a macroecoQRPLFDQDO\VLVRIWKHSDVWVL[PRQWKV
in order to give a prospective about the
Chinese markets’ future trends.

Ɣ iFood: our electronic magazine
DERXW WKH VWDWH RI WKH ,WDOLDQ IRRG 
beverage sector in China. Through

Un mondo di pasta is an important event
entirely dedicated to one of the most famous Italian products in the world, pasta.
2UJDQL]HGE\WKHMRLQHIIRUWVRIWKH,WDOLDQ
Embassy, the Italian Institute of Culture
and the China-Italy Chamber of Commerce, the event is a great opportunity to
follow the course of this fundamental food
from its origins to its current prevalence
worldwide.
The title, which translates to “a world
of pasta”, acknowledges the shared
tradition with Chinese cuisine, which
has been around as long as the Italian
one – thousands of years. The paths of
these two different and ancient cultures
can be traced through the development
of their takes on pasta.

)RUDQ\LQIRUPDWLRQRUUHTXHVWSOHDVHYLVLWRXUZHEVLWHZZZFDPHUDLWDFLQDFRPRUFRQWDFWRXURI¿FHV
Beijing
Unit 2607, Full Tower, 9, Dong San Huan
Zhong Lu Chaoyang District, 100020,
Beijing China
Tel: 0086-10-85910545 Fax:
0086-10-85910546
info@cameraitacina.com
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Shanghai
Unit 3605-3606A, The Center,
989 Changle Road 200031
Shanghai, China
Tel: 0086-21-54075181 Fax:
0086-21-54075182
infoshanghai@cameraitacina.com

Guangzhou
Room 1401, International Financial Place,
No.8 Huaxia Road,
Pearl River New City 510425
Tel: 0086-20-85160147 Fax:
0086-20-85160149
infoguangdong@cameraitacina.com

Shenzhen
Room 220, 2/F, Int`l Chamber of Commerce Tower,3rd Fuhua Road, Futian
District, 518048 Shenzhen, China
Tel. 0086-755-88311675
Fax: 0086-755-88312127
infoshenzhen@cameraitacina.com

Chamber Report

Radisson SAS Hotel Beijing 6A, East Beisanhuan Road
Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100028
Tel: +86 10 6467 2252 Fax: +86 10 6467 7130
Website: www.dccc.com.cn
E-mail: mail@dccc.com.cn
The Danish Chamber of Commerce provides a foundation for Danes to meet in China along with providing an international network.
Danish Chamber educates its members about present challenges when doing business in China and seeks mutual development between Denmark and China as well as to boost the business of our members.
The objectives of the Danish Chamber of Commerce in China (DCCC) are to advance, study and protect trade, investment, commercial
and other relations between Denmark and China. The DCCC will seek to meet its objectives by:
Ɣ(QJDJLQJ&KLQHVHDQG'DQLVKJRYHUQPHQWVDQGRWKHUDXWKRULWLHVLQDGLDORJXHRQOHJLVODWLYHDQGRWKHUPHDVXUHVDIIHFWLQJWUDGH
between Denmark and China;
Ɣ2UJDQL]LQJUHJXODUPHPEHUDFWLYLWLHVVXFKDVOHFWXUHVVHPLQDUVZRUNVKRSVDQGIDLUVDVZHOODVVRFLDOHYHQWV
Ɣ3URYLGLQJLQIRUPDWLRQDQGDGYLFHWR'DQLVKFRPSDQLHVDQGRUJDQL]DWLRQVFRQVLGHULQJDSUHVHQFHLQ&KLQD
Ɣ%URDGHQLQJWKHXQGHUVWDQGLQJLQ'HQPDUNRI&KLQDDQGRIWKHH[LVWLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUHQKDQFLQJFRPPHUFLDOUHODWLRQVEHWZHHQ
China and Denmark.

Dear members and friends of the DCCC,
It’s time for the annual summer party for the Danish community in Beijing, so please put on your sunglasses, shorts and flipflops and get
ready for fun and BBQ at the Royal Danish Embassy.
Sign up before 1 June at philipkyhl@dccc.com.cn or online at www.dccc.com.cn
If you want to receive invitations to the events and news from the DCCC please send a request to mail@dccc.com.cn.
Best regards,
DCCC

Irish Network China: 2009 a Year of Partying, Sport, Charity
7KH,ULVK1HWZRUNKDVEHHQEXV\LQWKH¿UVWTXDUWHURIPL[ing business with pleasure. The Irish Ball remains the most talked
about (and fastest-selling) event on Beijing’s social calendar every
\HDUWLFNHWVIRUWKLV\HDU¶VHYHQWWLPHGWRFHOHEUDWH6W3DWULFN¶V
Day, were sold out a month in advance. Much credit goes to INC
chairperson and catering professional, Catherine Toolan. The
profits from the ball were split between Beijing Gaelic Football
Club (GAA) and Jinde Charities.

An INC man on a mission, Joe Loftus is raising funds for low income Chinese cataract patients. Several INC friends will run the
Great Wall Marathon this summer to raise funds for Joe’s generous cause. With a push from INC committee members Colin
Saunders and Fiona McCormack, three of Beijing’s ever-multiplyLQJ,ULVKSXEVKDYHSXWFRPSHWLWLRQDVLGHWRRUJDQL]HIXQGUDLVLQJ
events such as a race night to ensure Joe and his runners can
pay for plenty of cataract operations.

Right through spring the Irish Network China has been supporting the record success of the Beijing GAA – both the men’s and
women’s teams beat the Beijing Bombers Australian Rules Football Club in recent experimental games in the Chinese capital
– through cash for equipment and pitch rental. Ireland’s most
popular sport, Gaelic football is the progenitor of newer codes like
Australian Rules. The sport has drawn an enthusiastic following in
Beijing, particularly among the city’s female sports enthusiasts.
Key INC members are also helping local needs, by supplying
teachers for the weekly voluntary English language programme at
Chaoyang Library. Beijing media and local government have both
paid tribute to the project, which is headed up by INC community
RXWUHDFKRI¿FHU0DUN*RGIUH\DQG,1&PHPEHU.DWK\*LOUR\

7KH,1&RUJDQL]HVDQLQIRUPDOVRFLDOHYHQLQJRQWKH
last Thursday of every month at one of Beijing’s Irish
pubs. For details of this and other INC events see
www.irishnetworkchina.com
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Job Postings

International organizations based in Tianjin have the
following open positions: )ᏴசోਪႊᑈຮጲሆཽᏋ*
Purchasing Manager )ݧ৪ளಯ*
Code: PM0906

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

JOB DESCRIPTION:
• Develop and implement sourcing activities for specific sourcing group
categories
• Prepare fact-based negotiation and select supplier
• Develop and manage relationships and/or partnerships with suppliers
and track their performance
• Evaluate and renew contract, and review payment process
• Implement contract and ensure contract compliance
• Analyze short-term sourcing tactics and long-term sourcing strategy

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

• Responsible for other related statistics job involving cash flow
• Achieve other jobs which are assigned by manager

Proficient in purchasing and purchasing cost control
5 years or more purchasing management experience
Good interpersonal and negotiation skills
Excellent organization, coordination and communication
Good command of Mandarin and English

Marketing Manager )ှޝளಯ*

• At least 3 years of work experience in a similar position
• University degree in accounting or related field
3UR¿FLHQWLQDFFRXQWLQJODZVDQGUXOHV
• Good command of English and Mandarin
• Good command of Yong You accounting software
• Team player, honest, outgoing and can work well under high pressure

Sales
Manager )ሾ၉ளಯ*
Code: SM0906
JOB DESCRIPTION:
• Participate in the strategy, marketing guidelines and policies of
company business
• Lead sales team to achieve the revenue goal
• Be responsible for the sales daily management
• Maintain and expand relationships with key customers
• Check sales proposals, presentations and contracts, negotiate and
conclude the contract with clients

Code: MM0905

JOB DESCRIPTION:

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

• Develop strategy for growth and expansion in China and Europe, and
negotiate deals with international partners
• Analysis of market trends and evaluation of evolving opportunities
• Evaluate and explore strategic opportunities
• Coordinate monthly closing and budget control
• Work with Product and Sales teams to identify targeted marketing
plans that promote the product portfolio in conjunction with other
strategies
'HYHORSPDUNHWLQJVSHFL¿FDWLRQVIRUWKHSURGXFWSRUWIROLR
• Advise on the correct competitive price positioning of products to
account for the technical merits and weaknesses of competitor
products

• Bachelor’s degree or above, major in marketing, business administration, etc.
• Ability to meet multiple objectives in an entrepreneurial environment with little
supervision
• Excellent negotiation experience and communication skills
• Prior experience working in a high-growth or startup technology company
preferred
• Minimum 3 years sales management experience, sales training experience is
preferred
• Exceptional interpersonal skills and ability to develop strong working
relationships inside and outside
• Superior customer service skills and follow-through abilities
• Good verbal and written English

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

Commercial
Director )ᇗᔐପ*
Code: CD0906

• Ability to meet multiple objectives in an entrepreneurial environment with little
supervision
• Extensive negotiation experience, including comfort with legal aspects
of negotiations
• Prior experience working in a high-growth or startup technology
company preferred
• Proven track record with high standards of professionalism
• Exceptional interpersonal skills and ability to develop strong working
relationships inside and outside
• Creative, resourceful, detail-oriented, highly organized

Accounting Manager)ᓍ્ଐ*
Code: AM0905

JOB DESCRIPTION:
• Identify, develop and maintain a wide range of relationships and
networks with key officers and relevant authorities in the municipality
in order to facilitate success
• Develop the marketing and promotional strategy, and play a key role in
driving the company's commercial success in Greater China area
• Drive, lead and support key deal negotiations ensuring they stay aligned
with the business objectives
• Develop and lead related functions as businesses expand in China

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

• At least 8 years experience related to commercial and sales market
• Experience working in China, over 5 years in same position
• Prepare, examine and analyze accounting records, financial statements • Previous experience in Capital Goods or Assets
• Strong ability to manage 100-500 people
and other financial reports
&RQYHUVDWLRQDOLQ(QJOLVKDQGÀXHQWLQ&KLQHVH
• Assess accuracy, completeness and conformance to reporting and
• Energetic, dynamic and outgoing
procedural standards
• Highly reliable and able to treat company's information with strict
• Compute taxes owed and prepare tax returns, ensuring compliance with
FRQ¿GHQWLDOLW\
payment, reporting and other tax requirements
• Insightful understanding of the principles of administration in the municipality
• Responsible for cash/bank journals and reports
• Establish tables of accounts, and assign entries to proper accounts
• Reconcile statement of account in transit

JOB DESCRIPTION:

If you are interested in any of these positions,
please send your resume and mention Code No. to HR@boxinren.com
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Business Chinese Lesson

Market Research(part 2)
Performing a Market Survey
Volume 18
Market Investigator (MI): Excuse me, I’m doing a market survey for a new business. I’d like to ask you a few questions if you don’t mind.
㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒  ᷛⰵ⤜㡑᷍⫓㦦䄜㻣  ᱄㸳䊻㸋  䄜コ㾣⮋  䔗㬱⧂⮘⥊  ᷍䄋㬨  㛄
VKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\XiQGXuETӿGӽUӽR\t[LjZԁ]jLZqL\uMLƗ[ƯQGLjQ]XzVKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\jRVKuQӿ
⤜ㆊ䅃  ⭥⿑᷍㸳㼌  㸫㛄  ゙㸫㳃  ᱄
E~MLq\uGHKXjZԁ[LӽQJZqQQӿMӿJqZqQWt
3DVVHUE\ 3 7KDW¶V¿QHDVNDZD\
⺞㔘㦬  ᷛ㾱  ᷍㸫➪  ᱄
JXzOUpQ[tQJZqQED
MI: This business will be ‘fast food’, so the questions will be related to that.
㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒䎃コ⮋ㅌ  ⷄ᱑㌍⤮  ᱒᷍㰚䄵  㸫㳃Ⱍ䈌㌍⤮䇱  ᱄
VKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\XiQ]KqMLƗGLjQMLƗQJJӽRNXjLFƗQVXԁ\ӿZqQWtGǀX\ԃNXjLFƗQ\ԁXJXƗQ
P: Okay.
⺞㔘㦬ᷛ⼤⭥
JXzOUpQKӽRGH
MI: Which drink do you prefer: Coca Cola, Pepsi or fruit juice?
㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒㛄㻓  㚥䐷  㧎䅜㑰  ㋪㋻㋪㎷  ➺㬣㋪㎷  〓⺜䐎  ᷠ
VKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\XiQQӿ[ӿKXƗQQӽ]KԁQJUXӽQ\ӿQOLjRNČNԁXNČOqEӽLVKuNČOqKXzJXԁ]KƯ"
P: I’d rather have a Pepsi.
⺞㔘㦬ᷛ㸳ⷝ➏  ⼩➺㬣㋪㎷᱄
JXzOUpQZԁJqQJjLKƝEӽLVKuNČOq
MI: Would that preference be a deciding factor in which restaurant you choose?
㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒䎃㠌➏  㬨⤜㬨  㛄䁂䋒  ⤮  ⭥㉗Ⰹ䅓㯹  ᷠ
VKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\XiQ]KqJqSLƗQjLVKuE~VKuQӿ[XӽQ]pFƗQJXӽQGHMXpGuQJ\ƯQV"
P: Not usually.
⺞㔘㦬ᷛ䄜⟄  ⤜㬨᱄
JXzOUpQ\uEƗQE~VKu
MI: Are you concerned about the fat content of food?
㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒㛄㬨⤜㬨䊻⽖  㬔㹐  ㏐⭥䐍ⳟ⼍㑠  ᷠ
VKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\XiQQӿVKuE~VKu]jLKǌVKtZOӿGH]KӿIiQJKiQOLjQJ"
P: I'm not concerned, but I know that my sister is.
⺞㔘㦬ᷛ㸳⭚⤜䊻⽖  ᷍⭌  㸳䐋⭡  㸳ㆄㆄ  ⼽䊻⽖᱄
JXzOUpQZԁGjRE~]jLKǌGjQZԁ]KƯGjRZԁMLČMLČKČQ]jLKǌ
MI: Is speed of delivery a factor when you choose a fast food restaurant?
㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒㛄䁂䋒㌍⤮⮋  㬒᷍㬔㠘㳂⹊㯺Ⱙ  㬨䄜㋝㔨  䅓㯹㕑ᷠ
VKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\XiQQӿ[XӽQ]HNXjLFƗQGLjQVKtVKtSӿQWtJzQJVGVKu\tJqNӽROԋ\ƯQVPD"
3'H¿QLWHO\,JRWRDIDVWIRRGSODFHEHFDXVH,GRQ¶WZDQWWRZDLW,OLNHWRJHWP\IRRGDQGJHWRQZLWKP\EXVLQHVV
⺞㔘㦬ᷛ㋰Ⰹ  ⭥᱄㸳㦆  ㌍⤮⮋㈮䅓㸋  ⤜㼌⭩  ᱄㸳㻓⧵㶋
JXzOUpQNČQGuQJGHZԁTNXjLFƗQGLjQML\ƯQZpLE[LӽQJGČQJZԁ[ӿKXƗQFKƯZiQ
Ⰼ㹘  キ㿙䔗㬣  ᱄
GǀQJ[ƯMu[]XzVKu
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MI: Do you usually buy a set meal, or order items separately?
㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒㛄㵉⧄  㬨㕓㲸⤮  㬨  ⭆Ⱑ䁂䋒  ゙䂚  㬔㠘㚹ᷠ
VKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\XiQQӿWǀQJFKiQJVKuPӽLWjRFƗQKiLVKuGƗQG~[XӽQ]pMӿ\jQJVKtSӿQQH"
P: I usually go for a set meal.
⺞㔘㦬ᷛ㸳㵉⧄㕓㲸⤮᱄
JXzOUpQZԁWǀQJFKiQJPӽLWjRFƗQ
MI: Thank you very much for your cooperation.
㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒ⱁ㾜㛄⭥⼰䔘  ᱄
VKuFKӽQJGLjRFKi\XiQGXǀ[LqQӿGHKp]Xz
P: No problem, you are welcome.
⺞㔘㦬ᷛ㗜㻖᷍⤜⡹㋮㡙  ᱄
JXzOUpQPpLJXƗQ[ƯE~EuNqTu

  㬱⧂⮘⥊䊒

VK̭FK̤QJGL̥RFḲ\X̣Q

market investigator
  ⰵ⤜㡑᷍⫓㦦䄜㻣

  䁂䋒

[X̤Q]̧

  ⤮

F̢QJX̤Q

choose
restaurant

  ㉗Ⰹ䅓㯹

MX̧G̭QJ\̪QV̵

a deciding factor

Excuse me

  䄜⟄

\̭E̢Q

generally

  㸋

Z̩L

for

  䊻⽖

]̥LK̲

to be concerned about

  㾣⮋

[̪QGL̥Q

new business

  㬔㹐

VK̫Z̵

food

  㬱⧂⮘⥊

VK̭FK̤QJGL̥RFḲ

market research

  䐍ⳟ⼍㑠

]K̬ỊQJḲQOL̥QJ

fat content

  䄋㬨

\̥RVK̭

if

  ⤜䊻⽖

E̳]̥LK̲

don’t care

  ⤜ㆊ䅃

E̳ML̩\̭GH

don’t mind

  ⭌

G̥Q

but

  㼌

[L̤QJ

would like to

  䐋⭡

]K̪G̥R

know

  㸫㛄

Z̩QQ̬

ask you

  ㆄㆄ

ML̨ML̨

sister

  ゙㸫㳃

M̬J̩Z̩QW̫

a few questions

  ㌍⤮⮋

NX̥LF̢QGL̥Q

fast food restaurant

  ⺞㔘㦬

JX̱O̵U̧Q

passerby

  㳂⹊㯺Ⱙ

W̫J̱QJV̵G̵

speed of delivery

  㾱

[̫QJ

WKDW¶V¿QH

  ㋝㔨

N̤RO̹

consider

  㸫➪

Z̩QED

ask away

  ㋰Ⰹ

N̨QG̭QJ

GH¿QLWHO\

  ㅌ

ML̢QJ

will

  㦆

T̵

go to…

  ㌍⤮

NX̥LF̢Q

fast food

  䅓㸋

\̪QZ̧L

because

  㰚䄵

VX̰\̬

so

  ⤜㼌⭩

E̵[L̤QJG̨QJ

don’t want to wait

  䇱

\̰XJX̢Q

related to

  ⧵㶋Ⰼ㹘

FK̪ẒQG̮QJ[̪

get one’s food

  㻓

[̬KX̢Q

prefer

  キ㿙䔗㬣

M̭[̵]X̱VK̭

get on with one’s business

  㚥䐷

Q̤]K̰QJ

which

  㵉⧄

W̮QJFḲQJ

usually

  㧎䅜㑰

UX̤Q\̬QOL̥Rsoft drink

  㲸⤮

W̥RF̢Q

a set meal

  ㋪㋻㋪㎷

N̨N̰XN̨O̩

Coca Cola

  㬨

ḲLVK̭

or

  ➺㬣㋪㎷

E̤LVK̭N̨O̩

Pepsi

  ⭆Ⱑ䁂䋒

G̢QG̳[X̤Q]̧

choose separately

  ⺜䐎

JX̰]K̪

fruit juice

  ゙䂚

ML\DQJ

a few items

  ⷝ➏

J̩QJ̥L

I’d rather…

  ⼰䔘

Ķ]X̱

cooperation

  㠌➏

SL̢Q̥L

preference

  ⤜⡹㋮㡙

E̳ḘN̩Ṱ

you are welcome

  㬨⤜㬨

VK̭E̳VK̭

whether or not

GX̭E̵T̬G̤ṲR\̫[L̥

If you meet any problems in
learning Chinese, please send
us an email at
bizclass@businesstianjin.com
We’ll do our best to help you.
See you next month.
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Real Estate

Italian design and architecture
firm leaves mark on Tianjin

A

Michael Hart,
Managing Director,
Jones Lang LaSalle
7LDQMLQRI¿FH

58

s Tianjin continues to grow and
develop, it attracts domestic and
foreign firms who in turn help the
city continue to grow and thrive.
This virtuous cycle has been underway for
some time, but has certainly picked up pace
over the past several years. One case in point is
that of Progetto CMR, an Italian based archiWHFWXUDO¿UP3URJHWWRZDV¿UVWDWWUDFWHGWRWKH
city by a series of international competitions
which convinced them to stay and set up a permanent base. Today the work they are doing
DURXQGWKHPXQLFLSDOLW\PHDQVWKLV,WDOLDQ¿UP
is daily cooperating with local design institutes,
government institutions and various private developers and end users, and they are now more
familiar with a number of outlying districts and
long-term plans for the city than many Tianjin
residents are themselves. A review of their
work shows how broad property development
in Tianjin is today and what impact even forHLJQ¿UPVDUHKDYLQJRQWKHIDFHRIWKHFLW\

where they subsequently set up an operative
RI¿FH,QWHUHVWLQJO\VRPHRIWKHLULGHDVIURP
their first work in those design competitions
were eventually incorporated into the final
plans for those areas.
,QWKH\VWDUWHGFRRSHUDWLQJZLWK7LDQMLQ
University, located in Nankai district, where
WKH\GHVLJQHGWKH$GPLQLVWUDWLRQ%XLOGLQJDQG
WKHQRWHDFKLQJEXLOGLQJ$WSUHVHQW3URgetto is also working on the interior design of
EXLOGLQJQRWKHODWHVWDQGODUJHVWDGGLWLRQ
to the campus.

Progetto, which is based in Milan, is the only
integrated Italian design firm, which means
they cover not only architecture, space planning
and interior design, but also have the capacity
to handle mechanical and engineering, health
and safety, and industrial design work as well
as cover large urban planning exercises.

,Q  WKH\ DOVR VWDUWHG ZRUNLQJ ZLWK WKH
Union Group, which has since become a repeat customer. Progetto designed Sixth AvHQXHDVTPPL[HGXVHGHYHORSPHQW
with apartments as well as integrated retail
and office uses, and is currently working on
the concept design of Union Plaza, another
VTPPL[HGXVHFRPSOH[ULJKWLQWKH
city center, at the moment still waiting for
government approval. Today clients include
local institutions such as the Tianjin Sports
%XUHDX DQG WKH +H[L 'LVWULFW &RQVWUXFWLRQ
Committee, as well as a number of active developers including Hi Tech Real Estate, OverVHDV )DLWK (VWDWH 5HQDL *OREDO9LOOD %'
Land, and the Songjiang Group.

The latter is what brought them to Tianjin in
WKH¿UVWSODFH%DFNLQWKH\SDUWLFLSDWHG
in three international design competitions for
TEDA’s central business district, for the Great
Canal Economic and Cultural Zone (the area
today known as TEDA town, located in the
Hongqiao), and for the Haihe River Square
and Heping Pedestrian Road. This very first
experience with the Tianjin market convinced
them of the opportunities here in the city,

,Q3URJHWWRZRQWKHLQWHUQDWLRQDOFRPpetition for the design of the new Tianjin
Urban Planning Museum – which truth be
told was actually commissioned to be used as
an Italian Exhibition Centre. They have ever
since been steadily cooperating with the Haihe
Economic Development Office, for whom
they provided consultancies on the interior
and landscape design of various areas within
Tianjin’s Italian Concession.
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Urban Planning Exhibition Hall

Tianjin University Administration Building

7RGD\WKH¿UPKDVRYHUVWDIIVSUHDGEHWZHHQ7LDQMLQ
DQG%HLMLQJDQGPRUHWKDQLQ,WDO\7KH7LDQMLQRSeration is two-thirds local, meaning the firm is bringing
LQH[SDWULDWHVWREXLOGWKH¿UP¶VFXOWXUHDQGOHDGWHDPV
EXWLWDOVRUHOLHVKHDYLO\RQORFDOWDOHQWZKREHQH¿WIURP
ZRUNLQJIRUD(XURSHDQVSHFLDOW\¿UP7KHFRPSDQ\DOVR
cooperates with other foreign firms and local design institutes and is the only Italian partner of HOK’s European
Architects Network, a global network of some of the bestNQRZQDUFKLWHFWXUDO¿UPV
1RWFRXQWLQJ7LDQMLQ8QLYHUVLW\%XLOGLQJQR8QLRQ
3OD]DDQGWKHZRUNLQWKH,WDOLDQ&RQFHVVLRQWKH¿UP¶V
projects currently under development in Tianjin include
DVTPUHVLGHQWLDOFRPSOH[DQGDVTPUHWDLO
FHQWHULQWKH0HLMLDQJDUHDERWKGHYHORSHGE\%'/DQG
3URJHWWRKDVDOVRFRPSOHWHGSURMHFWVLQ%HLMLQJ6KDQJKDL
Shenzhen, Hangzhou, Guangzhou, Chongqing, Ningbo,
and Xian, showing that Tianjin can be not only a good
ORFDWLRQIRUDIRUHLJQGHVLJQ¿UPEXWDOVRDEDVHWKH\FDQ
use to expand across China.
,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHLUKHDGTXDUWHUVLQ0LODQDQGWKHLURI¿FHLQ
7LDQMLQWKH\DOVRKDYHORFDWLRQVLQ5RPH$WKHQV%DUFHORQDDQG%HLMLQJ
A few comments and outlook from Mr. Massimo
Bagnasco, one of the Partners at Progetto.
Can you compare design skills and talent in
China with that in Europe?
The main difference between local and Italian staff can
probably be summed up as “pragmatism vs. purism”.
Due to our educational background – which often privileges theory upon practice and includes an in-depth
analysis of classic models as a universal reference for
an architect’s work – Europeans often take a “purist”,
more rigorous approach to architecture, whereby certain
principles and standards are to be respected to guarantee
WKHTXDOLW\RIWKH¿QDOSURGXFW&RQYHUVHO\&KLQHVHGHsigners have a more pragmatic approach; they are more
flexible and willing to experiment combining different
styles and elements to meet client’s demands. A combination of the two is often the perfect formula to obtain
the customer’s final approval while preserving quality
and originality.

Tianjin Sports Lottery

What are the long term plans for Progetto in
Tianjin and in China?
7LDQMLQZDVRQHRIRXUYHU\¿UVW³ODQGLQJSODFHV´KHUHLQ
China, and as Italians we have a special attachment to the
city, thanks to the presence of the former Italian ConcesVLRQ:HKDYHEHHQSUHVHQWLQWKLVPDUNHWIRU¿YH\HDUV
already and plan to stay for many more to come, strengthening our ties with local authorities as well as private developers to contribute to the development of the city.
Simultaneously, we are increasingly operating in other
¿UVWDQGVHFRQGWLHU&KLQHVHFLWLHVFRRSHUDWLQJZLWKORFDOGHVLJQLQVWLWXWHVDQGRWKHUIRUHLJQ¿UPVWRFRQVROLGDWH
our presence in the country (and possibly setting up other
branches in the not-too-distant future).
What is your view on Tianjin’s long-term prospects?
Tianjin’s local market at times can be a challenge but is
mostly an opportunity, especially after the central governPHQW¶VIRFXVRQWKH%LQKDL$UHDZKLFKLVERXQGWREHQHILW
the municipality as a whole. The city is rapidly changing
face and we are more than willing to contribute to this development, especially as concerns the requalification of the
former Italian Concession area, which is bound to become
a new center of attraction for locals and foreigners alike.
Any final thoughts you would like to share?
Apart from our work as design consultants, we have always
been focusing on the culture of design, which we strive to
promote through our participation as speakers in international symposia and events, through an exchange program
with Tianjin University, and through the publication of
books. In the Chinese market we published Work Wide
:RUGV  LQFRRSHUDWLRQZLWK7RQJML8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
DQG'HVLJQRQD+XPDQ6FDOH  ZLWK7LDQMLQ8QLYHUsity Press. “Design on a Human Scale” is our motto and our
guiding principle; it is a new concept of design that places
Man at the centre of all planning and design activities. In
fact, we believe that design must originate from the wellbeing of the individual as a function of the activities performed, and must aim at improving the quality of the surrounding environment; only then can our duty as architects
be totally fulfilled. Sustainability, innovation, and quality
are the cardinal points of Progetto CMR’s design approach.
About Jones Lang LaSalle
Jones Lang LaSalle (NYSE:JLL) is a professional services
¿UPVSHFLDOL]LQJLQUHDOHVWDWH7KH¿UPRIIHUVLQWHJUDWHG
VHUYLFHV GHOLYHUHG E\ H[SHUW WHDPV ZRUOGZLGH WR FOLHQWV
VHHNLQJLQFUHDVHGYDOXHE\RZQLQJRFFXS\LQJRULQYHVWLQJ
LQUHDOHVWDWH
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PHOTO ALBUM

The Annual Italian Tourism Festival was held in New Italian Street in Hebei District on 1 May. All kinds of activities and
exhibitions attracted passersby.
A newlywed couple decided up a Han Dynasty wedding ceremony whose origins can be traced back
two thousand years.

Composed of Law Daiyau, Jonathan Lee, Emil Chau and Chang
Chenyue, Super Band held its Tianjin Concert at Tianjin
Olympic Sport Centre Stadium on 15 May.
To commemorate World Earth Day on 22 April, Tianjin Youth
Activity Center and Hongqiao District Children's Palace coorganized a themed activity on 19 April. Nearly a hundred
children shared their understanding of Earth Day.
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PHOTO ALBUM

On the first anniversary of the Sichuan Earthquake, and Children’s Day, China Foundation
for Poverty Alleviation called for people from all
walks of life to donate study and living goods for
3 million students in the disaster area.
Tianjin Language Training and Examination Center welcomed a special group of visitors lead by Mr. Wei Jiaxiang,
Vice-minister of Malaysian Ministry of Education, on 6
May. For the first time, they took the National Mandarin
Level Evaluation Exam and Spoken Chinese Level Exam
for non-native Chinese speakers.

Aeromart Tianjin 2009, a high-profile international aviation
and space exhibition, opened at the Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Centre on 21 April. The
exhibition served as a high-end platform for enterprises to
exchange and set up potential partnerships.
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June

Local Events in June 2009 ʇʇʇ

7

1
8

2
9

3
10

4
11

5
12

6
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Ź%XVLQHVV(YHQWV
Date

Event

Location

Organizer

June 3-5

2009 China (Tianjin) International Community Public Security Technology and
Products Expo

Tianjin International Exhibition Centre

Tianjin Public Security Bureau
Tel: +86 22 2801 2993

June 7-8

Global Green Business Summit

Renaissance Tianjin TEDA Hotel &
Convention Centre, Tianjin.

BusinessWeek, China Enterprise
Confederation, Tianjin Municipal
People's Government CPPCC
Tianjin Committee

June 10-12

The 3rd China International Private Equity
Forum

Tianjin International Exhibition Centre

International Financing Services
Co., Ltd. Tel: +86 22 2311 4416

June 11
15:00 -20:00

Tax Planning and Restructuring Your
Business

Meeting room, 7F, Xiqing Economic
Development Area Administrative
Committee, No.8, 7th Xinghua Branch
Road, Xiqing Economic Development
Area, Tianjin

AmCham China Tianjin Chapter
Tel: +86 22 2318 5072 See P46

June 24-25

Tianjin Medicines & Health Products
Trade Fair

Tianjin International Exhibition Centre

June 26
15:30-20:30

Purple Bar, 2F,
86(PEDVV\%ULH¿QJ $PHULFDQ&LWL]HQ Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
Service (ACS) Hour
No. 66 Xinkai Road, Hedong District,
Tianjin

June 27-29

The 7th China Vocational Education
Equipment & Technology Show

AmCham China Tianjin Chapter
Tel: +86 22 2318 5072 See P46

Tianjin International Exhibition Centre

Ź/HLVXUH(YHQWV
Date
June 4
12noon

Event

Location

TICC Monthly Lunch

Hanks Sports Bar & Grill

TICC

The 4th International Goodwill Golf
Tournament

Aroma Golf Club
(Dagang District)

Tianjin Koream Chamber
Contact: Zhou Hongmei, Deputy Director
Tel: +86 22 2395 7991/3

June 13
Arrive at 11:30,
Tee-up at 12:00

Organizer
E-mail: ticc_09@hotmail.com

Ź6SHFLDO'D\V
Máng Zhòng (Grain in ear);

International
Children's Day

June 5

June 11

China Population Day

June 17

June 20

World Refugee Day

June 21

June 1

International Environment Day
World Day to Combat
'HVHUWL¿FDWLRQDQG'URXJKW
Xià Zhì (the Summer Solstice );
Father's Day

June 23
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International Olympic Day
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June 26

International Day Against Drug Abuse

Lifestyle Listings

Western Food
Broadies Tavern
5 Bar Street,
Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8837 0933

La Seine Café

Trueman Coffee

Charm Sea Restaurant

7-9, Area B, Magnetic Plaza.
Ling Bin Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2385 5018
Hrs: 10:30 - 21:00

Building C, Zi Lai Garden,
Shuangfeng Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 8741 1811

Huang He Dao, Nankai District
(Beside DaTong Mansion, opposite
to Huanghe Cinema)
Tel: +86 22 2763 8878

㧜㚪㋈⳩㸾
⤠㕅⭹㹘⤮㈧➪
㚰㋋㤙㬒⫛➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂%㤙
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘ⴈ㤊ㅷ⼦ 
Mediterranean Restaurant
212 Wei di Dao, Tong Lou, Hexi District
Buffalo
South Entrance No.5, TEDA
Football Field, 5th Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 2666

Tel: +86 22 2351 9102
Hrs: 10:30 - 21:00

⭹䐱⼄⢀㹘⤮㳝
㯏㝄㬐㹘⤮㳝
⼴㹘㤙䙂㔆㸈⭭⭡⼦
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙⭻㹆⫔ㅷ
㲊⫐䔄㤓⧂㹆⼦㗦㚰⥁ Pan Shan Grill & Wine
Café@66

1F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin,
No. 66 Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888

2F Main Building,
Sheraton Tianjin Hotel
Zijinshan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388 ext.1820
Hrs: 18:00 - 23:00

⨟㗦㋈⳩
㚰㋋㤙㯌ⴆ⭡䓰㎕⿉䊑&䔚⭸㩭 峩㑇Ⰼ⼄⫔㈧⮋
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙⼴⭡
⼴䇑䊛㾒ⰵ㘇⫔㵉⫔㻤㝵 
The Spot Cafe
Opposite to Tianyun Hotel, Diantai
Dao, Nan Fu Fang Street,
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2783 7764

㈼⮄㋈⳩
⼮㠞㤙㚰ⶂⳠ⫔ㅷ⮈㲉⭡㳍䈏⫔
㈧⮋ⰵ㘇

Asian Food
Alibaba Indian Restaurant &
Bar
2F, Sports Hotel,

㝭㩞㠰㲲㈧➨Ⳡ
90 Wei Jin Nan Lu, Nankai District
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘㳍㆓㻓㎕⭨⫔㈧⮋ Tel: +86 22 2391 6368
䑘㔆ⱟ㔆 ➃㏐➮➮䇂Ⱙ⤮㳝㈧➪
㚰㋋㤙㸡㆓㚰㔘⼦㳆䈞䐱㾥
㳆䈞⢗㔆
C'est La Vie French Restaurant Parrot Restaurant & Bar

DINING

㋈⳩
⼴Ⰼ㤙㾣㋋㔘⼦㳍㆓㳍⧰㏗姰
㬡ク㈧⮋䄜⥄

Third Floor, Bldg D, Shang Gu
Tian Ta Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2341 9808

88 Huanghai Lu, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6620 1663
Hrs: 10:00 - 24:00

㧞㎷㸗ⳉ⺛⤮㳝
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖ㅷ
'䔚⥄

Gino Restaurant

垱垥㹘⤮㳝㈧➪
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙⼄㔘
⼦

231 Machang Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2352 6530

ゟ㝖䅃㬞㾾㻱⤮㳝
⼴㹘㤙㕎⧂⭡⼦

Glass House
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City Resort
and Spa, 8 Zhujiang Da Dao,
Zhouliang Zhuang, Baodi, District
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234

⼛㋬㯚䊬Ⱀ㈧➪
㳍㆓㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖ㅷ
%䔚䄜⥄
Harvest Book & Coffee
101 Gate 3, Building 27, Jiuhuali
Garden, No.191 Yingshui Dao,
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2373 3461

⺟㸍㯚㲹㋈⳩
㚰㋋㤙䇎㯏⭡⼦㈤⿋㏐⼦㔆㗦

Kiessling Western Restaurant
33 Zhejiang Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 0330

㡑㬠㑷㹘⤮㳝
⼮㠞㤙䎄ㅎ㔘⼦

2F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin,
No. 66 Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888

䐱⺛䍟
⼴Ⰼ㤙㾣㋋㔘⼦㳍㆓㳍⧰㏗姰
㬡ク㈧⮋ⱟ⥄

Cuiheng Village
Huasheng Branch: 2F Block C,
Huasheng Plaza, 146 Weidi Dao,
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8823 8986

⫅⽁䪸
⿋㬃⮋ᷛ⼴㹘㤙㸈⭭⭡⼦⿋㬃
⺄⧂&䔚⥄
Ding Tai Fung

ChangJiang Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 27421177

18 Binshui Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2813 8138
Hrs: 11:30-14:30, 17:30-21:50

➺ㅩ䊑
⼮㠞㤙⧅ㅎ⭡

Ⰷ㲊ⴂ
⼴㹘㤙⢗㯏⭡⼦

Bai Jiao Yuan

Pizza Hill
Building B,Magnetic Plaza
Lingbin Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2385 5025

B.J. Top-class Hongkong BFT
Restaurant

52F, Xinda Plaza, Jiefangbei Lu,
Heping District
㳍㆓ク㻓㎕⡩㧙⤮䅜䇱㻿⹌㯟
Tel: +86 22 5829 9698
㚰㋋㤙㒉⢗㔘➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂%㤙 Hrs: 11:00 – 14:00 17:00 – 21:00

Spectrum All-Day Dining
7F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin,189
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext. 3570
Hrs: 11:30-14:30/18:00-21:30

㯏㈈⨙Ⳡ
⤫㹘⤮㳝
㳍㆓⡇䠇㤙䐽㑝䓐䑊ㅎ⫔⭡⼦
㈊㆓㾣⧨㋎䊤㈧⮋ ⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋㡀⥄
Hank's Sports Bar & Grill
1F, Bldg B, Shang Gu, Tian Ta Dao, SPR Coffee
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2341 7997

China Station

Fountain Lounge
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City Resort
and Spa, 8 Zhujiang Da Dao,
Zhouliang Zhuang, Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234

⡭㦋⥉䊑
㳍㆓⡇䠇㤙䐽㑝䓐䑊ㅎ⫔⭡⼦
㼄ⶼ⡽ⴈ㲢㈧㔆
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘㾦⫐⺄⧂⥄ ㈊㆓㾣⧨㋎䊤㈧⮋

Golden Elephant Thai
Bawarchi Indian Restaurant
Restaurant
69 Building B, Shang Gu，
Tian Ta Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2341 2786

➦㶀儘䇂Ⱙ⤮㳝
㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟㔘㩰㩭䄖ㅷ
㹘㤙%䔚⼦

78 Guangdong Lu,
Hexi District,
(Behind Yonghe Dou Jiang Fang)
Tel: +86 22 2328 7801

㆑㼔䊘㲊⺛⤮㳝
㳍㆓㬱⼴㹘㤙⺄Ⰼ㔘⼦

1F, B Building, Olympic Stadium
Business Centre, Binshui Xi Dao,
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2385 5329

635㋈⳩
㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂%㤙
⥄

T.G.I. Friday's
7- 2 Fu Kang Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2300 5555
Hrs: 10:00 - 02:00

㾨㠻㹆⤮㳝
㚰㋋㤙ⶕ㋖㔘⼦䋗⼦
The Pizza Box
Fu Kang Hua Yuan, Jin Sha Li
Wang Ding Di, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2367 1318

⡩㧙㼄㹘⤮㳝
㚰㋋㤙㶖Ⰶ⭭㋖⿉䊑
Chinese
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French
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German

HongKong

Indian

International

Italian

Japanese

Korean

Thai

Lifestyle Listings

Gou Bu Li

Saigon Court

322 Heping Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2303 1118

173 Chengdu Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2335 9173
Hrs: 10:00 – 14:00 17:00 – 22:00

⹘⤜㏎
⼮㠞㤙⼮㠞㔘⼦ ⹒䊘ⳉ㬞䊞㚰⤮㳝
⼮㠞㤙⧪Ⱍ⭡⼦

Han Luo Yuan
Sake n Sushi Bar
1F, Golden Crown Building,
11F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
86, 1st Avenve, TEDA
⼌㔿䊘
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388 ext. 2730
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆑⫔㻤⥄ Hrs: 11:30 - 23:00
20 Nanjing Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2302 9888

2F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin,
No. 66 Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888

⪏㩶
⼴Ⰼ㤙㾣㋋㔘⼦㳍㆓㳍⧰㏗姰
㬡ク㈧⮋ⱟ⥄
Meshiya Hashiba
7F, Isetan, Modern City, 108,
Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2718 8385

㬺㯟➪
㋋ⳃ㤙⭻䄜⫔ㅷ㳍㆓⢖⼄ズ㦶㈧
⮋⥄
Seitaro
No.46, Floor 1, Qixiang Tai Road,
Kaisa Palace, Heping District
Tel: (+86) 22 2835 5588
Hrs: 11:00 - 22:00

⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘㈧➪ㅷ

Tian Jiao Yuan: 208 Machang Dao, Feli's Bar
Hexi District
12 Zhangde Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2312 4526
Tel: +86 22 2335 7799
Hrs: 18:00-03:00
Tiyuan Bei: 8 Tiyuan Bei Dao,
⼮㠞㤙䍤⭣⭡⼦
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2395 2000
Fountain Lounge Bar

䊢㸉㻫】⺙⧨
㳍ㅟ䊑⮋ᷛ⼴㹘㤙㕎⧂⭡⼦
㳆䊛⡒⮋ᷛ⼴㹘㤙㳆䊛⡒⭡⼦

Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City Resort
and Spa, 8 Zhujiang Da Dao,
Zhouliang Zhuang, Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234

YY Beer House

⡭㦋⥉䊑㈧➪
㳍㆓⡇䠇㤙䐽㑝䓐䑊ㅎ⫔⭡⼦
㈊㆓㾣⧨㋎䊤㈧⮋

Italian Restaurant & Bar

3 Ao Men Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2339 9634
Hrs: 10:30-02:00

䊢䊑㲊⤮㳝
⼮㠞㤙➥㗦㔘⼦᷉⺛カ⫔㻤⽔᷊ 53F, Xinda Plaza, Jiefangbei Lu,

㤆㲌㎪㦶⡟㑰㏎
⼮㠞㤙㡙㼔㲉㔘㋎㧗⹍⼦⥄ Babi Club

Bars

Heping District
Tel: +86 22 5829 9698
Hrs: 21:00 – 02:00

䊧Ⰶ➺コ䅃⫔㏜㹘⤮㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘㾦⫐⺄⧂⥄

Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2335 0909
Hrs: 10:00 - 22:00

83 Qiongzhou Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8381 6006

8 Hong Qi Nan Lu, Nankai District
Tel: + 86 22 2395 6666

873 Dagu Nan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2833 5588

9F, Isetan, Block C, Modern Town,
108, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2711 9898

Tel: +86 22 2334 3388 ext. 1845
Hrs: 17:00 - 01:00

Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext.3561
Hrs: 11:30-14:00/17:30-22:00

Tel: +86 22 2837 0888

Regimen

5F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin,
189 Nanjing Lu, Heping District

㣦⧂Ⳛ㸾
㚰㈊㔘⼦㻷⫛⧨䄢㬧⭅㔆
Pengtiange

➦䢦㉄㎷⤠
JV'S Bar
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘㻓㎕⭨⫔㈧⮋ 㳍㆓㬱⼴㹘㤙㤎䐾⭡⼦ 1F, Main Building,

Sheraton Tianjin Hotel
Sorabol
Zijinshan Lu, Hexi District
Baby Face

㧙㎎⤏ⱜ
JV'S㈧➪
㞕㳍ⷔ
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㻷⫛⧨&㤙䄢 ⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘㳍㆓㻓㎕⭨⫔㈧⮋
㚰㋋㤙⽍㡍㚰㔘⼦ ⼴㹘㤙⫔㚰㔘⼦
㳍㆓㦶⡉㪈䊛㚻  㬧⭅㔆 䑘㔆䄜㔆
Pleasant House
Ten Yo Japanese Restaurant
Le Nest Club
Bingo Club
Room 103-104, Building 16,
Feng Hu Li, Baidi Lu, Nankai district (Re-branding to Benkay
117 Changde Dao, Heping District 103 Qiongzhou Dao, Hexi District
Japanese Dining)
Tel: +86 22 8381 6666
Tel: +86 22 2746 1203
Tel: +86 22 2311 1133
5F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, 189 Nanjing ⼮㠞㤙⧄⭣⭡⼦ ㎗㳍⢗䊛㚻 ㎷⧓㈧➪
⮄Ⳟ䊓
Lu, Heping District
⼴㹘㤙㤎䐾⭡⼦
㚰㋋㤙➸⭭㔘ⴈ⽟㏐⼦㔆


㬳 Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext. 3558
Chat’s Bar
Fax: +86 22 8319 2266
0D\ÀRZHU%DU
1F Hyatt Regency Tianjin Hotel,
Hrs: 11:30-14:00/17:30-22:00
Quanjude Roast Duck
219 Jiefang Bei Lu, Heping District Junction of Qixiangtai Lu & Zi Jin
㳍፰㦶⡟㑰㏎⤮㳝
Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2331 8888
Restaurant
᷉ⷝ㘜㸋䟮င㦶⡟㑰㏎⤮㳝᷊
Tel: +86 22 5859 9898
㑥㳍㎩㈧➪
Junction of Youyi Lu and YongAn
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋ ⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦㋎䊤㈧⮋ Hrs: 19:00-02:00
Dao, Hexi District
㹆⥄ ⥄
㹆䊣⿉㈧➪
Tel: +86 22 8328 1666
⼴㹘㤙㡙㼔㲉㔘䈌䓰㆑㩞㔘ㅜ㋻
Hrs: 11am-2pm, 5pm-9pm
Tao Li Chinese Restaurant
㦌㈼⭣㋟䁝⮋
Coco
6F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, 189 Nanjing Bar Street, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Mizu Bar
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼮䇡➓⭡ㅜ㋻
51-52 and 65-66 Bldg E, Shang
Gu,
Tianta Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2341 6767

䄤⼮
㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖ㅷ(䔚


Rengaya
Friendship Department Store,
19 Huanghai Lu, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2532 4574

佌㆑➼&RFR㈧➪

㲳㏏䐱⤮㳝
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
㒚⥄

Wan Li Chinese Restaurant
2F Renaissance Tianjin TEDA
Hotel. 29 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6621 8888 ext. 6750

㶓㏗㿚䐱⤮㳝
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙⭻ⱟ⫔ㅷ⼦

YEZA Korean Restaurant
㑗㶀コ
㋋ⳃ㤙⼄㔘⼦䇲䅋㘜Ⱍ⼦⭸㩭 C-47 Shang Gu, Tian Ta Dao,
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2374 1738

䄍コ⼌⤮㳝
㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖䐱㾥&
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Kushi

Yue Wei Xian Hotpot
Restaurant

Lifestyle Listings

Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext. 3555
Hrs: 17:30-01:00

㗡㆓㈧➪
㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋㹆⥄
New York Bar
4F Bolian Building, 155 Weijin Lu,
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2353 0136

⤊㑋㹘⤮㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙㸡㆓㔘⼦⤊㑋⫔㻤⥄

㗼㲨㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙⫔㚰㔘㻣㶀Ⳡ⽄⿋⫔㻤

Golden Ocean Hotel

Tian Bao International Hotel

338 Nanjing Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2746 6666

The Tavern Pub

㆑䋔⫔㈧⮋
㚰㋋㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦

368 Jingmen Da Dao,
Baoshui District
Tel: +86 22 2576 1588

3F, Bldg B, Shanggu,
Tian Ta Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 138 2111 0901

⭻㈦㋮䍜
㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖ㅷ%䔚
⥄

Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
86 1st Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388
㳍㆓⢖⼄ズ㦶㈧⮋
㋋ⳃ㤙⭻䄜⫔ㅷ⼦

Top
Rainbow Restaurant & Pub
12 Yanhe Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2355 9898
Hrs: 19:00-02:00

⤫⽈㹘⤮㳝 ㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙䁹⼴㔘⼦
Pepper

3F, near Children’s Hospital,
Tonglou, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2334 7777

㚰㋋㤙㯏㩰⹌䊑Ⰼ㗦㩰㩭䄖㤙% 㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖ㅷ⼦$
䔚⥄ 㤙
Richmond Bar

8 Bar

23 Luoyang Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2311 3397

78 Jianshe Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 5988

NIGHTLIFE

Purple Bar
2F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin,
No. 66 Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888

㠰➪
⼴Ⰼ㤙㾣㋋㔘⼦㳍㆓㳍⧰㏗姰
㬡ク㈧⮋ⱟ⥄

Scarlet
3F Bolian Building, 155 Weijin Lu,
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2355 6223

⼦㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙ㅉ㪉⭡⼦


Hotels
Baiyun Hotel
12 Fada Street, Nanhai Lu, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6620 8888

Best Western Byronn Hotel

㳍㆓㋶ⶼ➸䊧㈧⮋
㋶ⶼ㹐㒘ゴ⹅㤙㹘ⱟ⭡⼦

Bar Street, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2837 0575

Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai
㯝㌂㲹㈧➪
55 Zhongxin Avenue, Airport
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘㈧➪ㅷ㚻 Industrial Park
Seven Club
291 Shaoxing Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2333 1777

-1F, Somerset Olympic Tower,
Chengdu Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2337 7177

㹕㲧䅕㎷㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙⧪Ⱍ⭡➣㑷㠆㋬⫔㻤
䄜⥄

Sugar Club
Henghua Building, Xiawafang,
Dagu Nan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 5831 8888
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8 Zhujiang Da Dao, Zhouliang
Zhuang, Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234

135 Anshan Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8331 1818

㳍㔸㧑ク㆛⢖⫔㈧⮋
⼮㠞㤙➑㩞⭡⼦
TEDA International Club
(Tianjin)

Apartments

㈊㆓㾣⧨㋎䊤㈧⮋
㳍㆓⡇䠇㤙䐽㑝䓐䑊ㅎ⫔⭡⼦ Astor Apartment

219 Jiefang Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 1234

㳍㆓㋎䊤㈧⮋
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦
Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
66 Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888

㳍㆓㳍⧰㏗姰㬡ク㈧⮋
⼴Ⰼ㤙㾣㋋㔘⼦

33 Tai Er Zhuang Lu,
Heping District

㏜㯔⭣⹌䊃
⼮㠞㤙㲉ⱚ䓐㔘⼦
Crystal Palace Hotel
Apartment
28 Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2835 6666

㯏㈈⹍Ⳛ⮋⹌䊃
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦
Sheraton Apartment

Renaissance Tianjin Hotel
㳍㆓⢖ㅎ㶓㏗㈧⮋
⼮㠞㤙ㅉ㪉㔘⼦

Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388

㻓㎕⭨⹌䊃
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘
Somerset Olympic Tower

Renaissance Tianjin TEDA
Hotel & Convention Centre

126 Chengdu Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2335 5888

29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA

㳍㆓㬃ㅾ➣㑷㠆㋬⫔㻤ⴟ㹒⹌䊃
⼮㠞㤙⧪Ⱍ⭡⼦

㯏㈈⹍Ⳛ⮋
Tel: +86 22 6621 8888
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦ 㳍㆓㶓㏗㲊⫐㈧⮋ゑ。䅊䐱㾥
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙⭻ⱟ⫔ㅷ
Golden Crown Hotel
⼦
㆑⫔㈧⮋
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦


㳍㆓㧑㶆㈧⮋
㲢㤙㾣ⶼ䄜⼦㔘⼦

Tianlun Rega Jinbin Hotel

TEDA International Hotel &
Club
㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦ 8, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2532 6000
㲊⫐⺛カ㈧⮋嫀。
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City
㋋ⳃ㤙⭻ⱟ⫔ㅷ⼦
Resort and Spa

Tel: +86 22 5867 8888

18 Nanjing Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2303 8866

2527, Yihao Lu, Xin Gang,
Tanggu District
Tel: +86 22 2578 0001

189 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888

㳍㆓⢖⼄㬆⺃ズ㦶㈧⮋
㋶ⶼ㹐㒘ゴ⹅㤙䐱㾥⫔⭡⼦

Tel: +86 22 2835 6666

Tianjin Ruiwan Hotel

7 Fukang Lu, Nankai District
ズ㦶Ⳛ⮋
⼴⡒㤙䐱㩞㔘⼦ Tel: +86 22 5869 5555
㳍㆓㲊⫐⺛カ。
㚰㋋㤙ⶕ㋖㔘⼦
Hotel Nikko Tianjin

105 Jianshe Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2302 6888

Seven㈧➪
Crystal Palace Hotel
⼴㹘㤙㩽㾬⭡⼦ 28 Youyi Lu, Hexi District
SITONG Bar

288 Zhongshan Lu, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2628 8888

➸䊧㈧⮋
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙㚰⼄㔘ⳃ⫐
ㅷ⼦ Hyatt Regency Tianjin

Tianjin
90 Xi’er Dao, Airport Industrial Park
㔳㬡ゲ㦬
Tel: +86 22 8486 0000
⼮㠞㤙㸡㆓㔘⼦
Global free reservation telephone:
⤊㑋⫔㻤㧞㔆 0800 0013 1779

Scooters

Phoenix Shopping Mall A,
Haihe Dong Lu, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2627 8888

Top酒吧
⼴㹘㤙䙂㔆ⱚ㵐䄞䊛㝵㔆 㳍㆓⼄⼴ズ㦶㈧⮋
⼴⡒㤙⼄⼴Ⰼ㔘ⴐ㩭㗔⺄⧂$㤙
1969 Music Bar
Building A, 37 Shang Gu, Tianta Lu, Holiday Inn Tianjin Hotel

3F, Building B, Shang Gu, East
Nankai District
Gate of Water Park, Nankai District Tel: +86 22 2395 1969
Tel: +86 22 2341 5238
1969 䅕㎷㈧➪

㏐㬠㕛㹘⤮㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙㕆䂕⭡⼦

Holiday Inn Tianjin Riverside

㳍㆓㳍⡄⺛カ㈧⮋
⡄㯑㤙㈊㗦⫔⭡⼦

TEDA International Club
(Tianjin)

Sheraton Tianjin Hotel

7 Fu Kang Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 5869 5555

Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388

㳍㆓㲊⫐⺛カ。⹌䊃
㚰㋋㤙ⶕ㋖㔘⼦

㻓㎕⭨⫔㈧⮋
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘




Lifestyle Listings

Tianjin Centre Residences
219, Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 5868 2888

㳍㆓䐱㾥⹌䊃
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
Tianjin International Building
75 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 6666

Tianjin Korean Society
1F Fenglin Hotel
6 Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2395 6600
㳍㆓⼌⺛㦬。
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡⼦
ⴄ㑷⢗㔆

Education

⺛カ⫔㻤
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦



Chambers
European Chamber
Tianjin Chapter

SERVICES

Room15A17, Suite 17, Magnetic
Plaza, Binshui Xi Dao,
Nankai District,
Tel: +86 22 2374 1122
Tianjin@euccc.com.cn

䐱⺛㝘㗬㩭。㳍㆓。
㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂
䔚$㬳

German Business Circle Tianjin
Deutscher Unternehmerkreis
Tianjin, DUT
2I¿FH+XDNH&HQWHU
3 Kaihua Dao,
Huayuan Industrial Area
Tel:+86 22 8371 7855
Fax:+86 22 8371 7859
㳍㆓⭣⺛㦬㑋䅋。
㳍㆓㬱⿋䊘⥛䄖㤙㋋⿋⭡⼦⿋㋧
⪕䄖䐱㾥㬳
German Chamber of
&RPPHUFH7LDQMLQ2I¿FH
3 Yuliang Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2301 1709

Room 2918, 29F The Exchange
Tower 2,189 Nanjing Lu,
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2318 5075
www.amchamchina.org

㗡⺛㩭。㳍㆓。
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆓〄⺄⧂%䔚
㬳

Tianjin Japanese Association
Rm 607, International Building
75 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2313 2522
www.tjja.net

㳍㆓㦶⡟㦬。
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤㬳
Tianjin Korean Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
1F Fenglin Hotel
6 BinShui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2395 7991

German Language Centre,
Tianjin Foreign Studies
University
Bldg. 3, Tianjin Foreign Studies
University, 117 Machang Dao,
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2326 5642
Fax: +86 22 2326 5644
Email: kurse@goethe-slz.tj.cn
Website: www.goethe-slz.tj.cn

㳍㆓㶃⺛䈐䁈䊛ⷉ⭣䈐䁵䐱㾥
⼴㹘㤙㕎⧂⭡⼦㳍㆓㶃⺛䈐䁈
䊛㕎⧂⭡㾄㤙⼦㔆
International School of Tianjin
Weishan Lu, Shuanggang,
Jinnan District
Tel: +86 22 2859 2001
Fax: +86 22 2859 2007
www.istianjin.org

㳍㆓㈎イ㋋ⳃ㤙⺛カ䁈㾄㳍㆓㾄
㆓㚰㋋ⳃ㤙㯌ⶼ㸃㩞㔘
Teda International School
72 3rd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6622 6158
Fax: +86 22 6200 1818
www.tedainternationalschool.net

Tianjin International School
1 Meiyuan Lu, Huayuan Industrial
Area, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 8371 0900
Fax: +86 22 8371 0400
www.tiseagles.com
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The Executive
Centre

Tianjin Rego International
School
38 Huandao Dong Lu,
Meijiangnan Residential Zone
Tel: +86 22 8816 1180
Fax: +86 22 8816 1190
www.regoschool.org

㳍㆓㧑㆑⺛カ䁈㾄
⼴㹘㤙㗘ㅎ㚰㈴䓂㤙⭛Ⰼ㔘⼦
Tianjin TEDA Maple Leaf
International School
71, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6622 6888
Fax: +86 22 6622 6288
www.mapleleaf.net.cn

㻓㎕⭨ㅂ㪎㗡㦾䐱㾥
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘㻓㎕⭨Ⳛ⮋㚻

Outdoor Clubs
Able Outdoor

29F, The Exchange Tower 2,
189 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2318 5000
Fax: +86 22 2318 5001

2IÀFH)DFLOLWLHV

1F, A4, Magnetic Plaza,
Binshuixi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2385 5007

㳍㆓㦌㚽⿈㶃㉄㎷⤠
㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡㬒⫛➣⧨㩭䄖⺄
⧂$䄜㔆
Tianjin Freetrek Outdoor Sports Club
1038 Jintang Lu,Tanggu District
Tel: +86 22 2582 9366
www.freetrek.net

Tianjin Samyong O.A
Selling, maintaining and leasing
digital duplicator, laser printer,
㳍㆓䓵䇪㾱⿈㶃㉄㎷⤠
laser facsimile apparatus,
㲢㤙㆓㲢⹌㔘⼦
E-Board, projector, scanner, etc.

㳍㆓㬱㧞㒛⮈䓴ゝ㭖䇱㻿⹌㯟
SXUFKDVLQJDQGOHDVLQJRI¿FH
IDFLOLWLHVLQTXLU\RI¿FH
㌂ⶊ₆₆GῂⰺGG㧚╖Gⶎ㦮
Tel: +86 22 8379 0237

Gyms

Tennis Courts
Tianjin People’s Stadium
Tennis Court
Junction of Guizhou Lu and
Chengdu Dao, Heping District

㦬㘒㳆䈞㶙㤓⧂
⼮㠞㤙⺔䐾㔘䈌⧪Ⱍ⭡ㅜ㋻

Haosha Fitness & Beauty Center
4F, Xin An Plaza, Nankai District Tianjin Tennis Center
9 Fukang Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 8734 0399
(Opposite Nankai University)
⼧㩔ㅂ䈌㗡㉄㎷⤠
㚰㋋㤙㾣➓⺄⧂㔆 Tel: +86 22 2359 1964

Holiday Inn Binhai Hotel
Fitness Center
15F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
86, 1st Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388 ext. 2960
Hrs: 06:00 - 22:00

㳍㆓⢖⼄ズ㦶㈧⮋ㅂ㪎䐱㾥
㳍㆓⢖⼄ズ㦶㈧⮋⥄
GLO Fitness & Health Club
6F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin
189 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext. 3290

ㅂ㋖䐱㾥
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
⥄
㳍㆓⺛カ䁈㾄
㚰㋋㤙⿋䊘⥛䄖㤙㗘䊘㔘䄜⼦ 

㳍㆓㲊⫐ⴄ䄗⺛カ䁈㾄
㳍㆓⼌⺛㩭。
㳍㆓㬱㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙⭻㧞⫔ㅷ
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡⼦
⼦
ⴄ㑷⢗㔆
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㳍㆓⭣㬣㩭㹒䐱㾥
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆓〄⺄⧂䔚
⥄

㲊⫐⺛カ䁈㾄
⭣⺛㩭。㳍㆓。
㋋ⳃ㤙⭻㧞⫔ㅷ⼦
㚰㋋㤙䈞㑛㔘⼦
The American Chamber of
Commerce, Greater Tianjin
Branch



㳍㆓㬱㶙㤓䐱㾥
㚰㋋㤙ⶕ㋖㔘⼦

Yoga
Hotel Nikko Tianjin Yoga
6F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin,
189 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 Ext.3290
Hrs: 06:00-23:00

㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋内儍
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
⥄
Yunshui Yoga Club
2nd Floor, Flat 8, Yang Guang
Apartment, Shuishang Dong Lu,
Nankai District

Powerhouse GYM
1F Jinhuang Building
20 Nanjin Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2302 2008
Hrs: 07:00 - 22:00 (Mon - Fri)
Hrs: 09:00 - 22:00 (Sat)
Hrs: 10:00 - 22:00 (Sun)

䊧㯏内儍。
㚰㋋㤙㯏㩰Ⰼ㔘䂕⺃⹌䊃⪒㔆

⡇㑇⼡ㅂ㪎㉄㎷⤠
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆑⫔㻤⥄

Green base, Guangang Senlin
Park, Dagang District
Tel: +86 22 6328 5000

Tianjin Olympic Center Stadium,
Entrance of Area C,
90 Weijin Nan Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2338 2008

➃㔿㕎 㳍㆓ ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
㳍㆓㬱⫔ⶼ㤙ⶼ㩎㑷⹌䊑㔭⿐
〚⭹⪇

➣㳆䐱㾥⮋㚰㋋㤙㸡㆓㚰㔘⼦
➣㑷㠆㋬⧂&㤙㧌㋻

Sheraton Hotel Fitness Center

Fortune Lake Golf Club

ZijinShan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388 ext. 2228
Hrs: 06:00 - 24:00

Golf Clubs
Aroma (Tianjin) Golf Club

Tuanbo Town, Jinghai County
Tel: +86 22 6850 5299

㳍㆓㯪ㅎ㵦⤕⽟ⷀⱜⴓ㤓。
㈓⼄㻹㵦⤕䎓

Lifestyle Listings

Regal Rivera Golf Club

Tianjin Urban Planning
Museum

Crystal Palace Supermarket

The junction of Bo’ai Dao & Bei’an
Dao, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2445 6501
Hours: 09:00-16:30 (closed on
Monday)

⭼㈑ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
⡇䠇㤙㈊㆓㾣⧨䑊ㅎ㚰㔘⼦

Tianjin International Hot Spring 㳍㆓㬱⺇⿏䍚㎡
⼴⡒㤙⤊➏⭡⼮⡒➓⭡ㅜ㋻
Golf Club

International Department Store
㯏㈈⹍⧍㬱
211 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦ Tel: +86 22 2781 3339
⺛カ㩭⧂
E-Mart Supercenter
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
Magnetic City Store

Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Isetan

South of GuanZhuang Village,
Huaming Town, Dongli district
Tel: +86 22 2489 0391

䄸㕓⭤⧍㬱㬒⫛➣⧨⮋
⢗㯏㹘⭡䈌㒉⢗㔘ㅜ㋻

108 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2722 1111
Hrs: 10:00 - 21:00

1168 Jintang Lu, Tanggu District
Tel: +86 22 5982 1234
Hrs: 08:00 - 22:00

㳍㆓䄢㬧⭅䇱㻿⹌㯟
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦

1 Zhujiang Nan Lum Jingjin New
City, Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 2966 9266

Exhibition Centers

㳍㆓⺛カ㸣㦋ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
Tianjin International Exhibition
Ⰼ㏗㤙⿋㘘䎓⺂䓐⫆㚰 Center

Tel: +86 22 5869 1234

Department Stores

㳍㆓⺛カ。䍚䐱㾥
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦

㲢㤙㆓㲢⹌㔘⼦
㿄㩭䄖⺄⧂㚻

Heping Supermarket

㳍㆓⿋㚪ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙㚰⼄㔘⼦

Tianjin Binhai International
Convention & Exhibition
Center

1F Longbin Yuan, 5 Shui Shang
Gong Yuan Xi Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2394 7926

㗡㗡➺〖
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦

Yangliuqing Golf Club

5th Avenue, TEDA, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 6530 2888

⼮㠞⧍㬱
㚰㋋㤙㯏㩰⹌䊑㹘㔘㒛⢖䊑
⼦㔆⭸㩭

Hisense Supermarket

162 Heping Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8558 6688

Tianjin Warner International
Golf Club
1 Nanhai Lu, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2532 6009

Yijing Lu, Yangliuqing,
Xiqing District
Tel: +86 22 2792 2792

䂏㒙㤁ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
㹘㤁㤙䂏㒙㤁䎓䄜㈎㔘㑃ㅜ㣦⡒

Museums
Folklore Museum

SERVICES

32 Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2801 2988

28 Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2835 6888

80 Ancient Culture Street,
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2727 5062
Hrs: 09:00-17:30

㳍㆓⢖⼄⺛カ。䍚䐱㾥
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙⭻㹆⫔ㅷ

Theatres & Cinemas
Jinyi International Cinema
3F, Area B, 8 Magnetic Capital,
Binshui Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2385 5062
Every Tuesday Half Price

-1F, Hisense Plaza,
188 Jiefang Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2373 1998

⼄㾦⧍㬱
ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦⼄㾦⺄⧂䄜⥄

Hong Kong Supermarket

-1F, International Building,
㆑䄾⺛カ⮈䇑⧨
75 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏⭡➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂
㘒㯸⤊㹐
⼦%㤙㔆 㼄ⶼ⧍㬱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤⥄
㚰㋋㤙㸥⿐ㅷ⼦
Tianjin Grand Theatre
Isetan Supermarket
Natural History Museum
Crossing of Youyi Lu & Binshui
206 Machang Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2335 8031
Hrs: 09:00-16:30

䓵㦜⤊㹐
⼴㹘㤙㕎⧂⭡⼦
Tianjin Science & Technology
Museum
94 Longchang Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2832 0315
Hrs: 09:00-16:30（closed on
Monday）

-1F, Isetan Department Store,
108 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2722 1111
㳍㆓⫔㉈䊛
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘䈌⢗㯏⭡ㅜ㋻ Hrs: 09:00-21:00

Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2777 8571

Wanda Warner International
Cinema
2F, E Block, Wanda Business
Square, 168 Heping Lu, Heping
District
Tel: +86 22 2722 6619
Every Wednesday Half Price

㳍㆓⤊㹐
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦

Supermarkets

Carrefour
Long Cheng Store
138 Dong Ma Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2726 9696

Hongqi Bei Lu, 75 Xiqing Lu,
Hongqiao District
Tel: +86 22 2732 8888
Hrs: 06:00 - 22:00

Building 2, 11 Hongda Jie, TEDA

㬒⫛⧍㬱
㋋ⳃ㤙⽋⫐ㅷ⼦⼦㔆⭸㩭

Yangliuqing Museum

Wal-Mart
コ㎷ⶄ
Junction of Huachang Da Jie and
㒛⧨⮋ᷛ㚰㋋㤙Ⰼ㕎㔘⼦ Xinkai Lu, Hedong District

47 Guyi Jie, Yang liu qing,
Xiqing District
Tel: +86 22 2739 1617
Hrs: 09:00-16:30

He Dong Store
160 Zhang Gui Zhuang Lu,
Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2412 2020

䂏㒙㤁⤊㹐
㹘㤁㤙䂏㒙㤁䄣ㅷ⼦

⼴Ⰼ⮋ᷛ⼴Ⰼ㤙䍦⺔䓐㔘⼦
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Hai Guang Si Store
302 Nanjing Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2721 0850

⼄⺃㯣⮋ᷛ㚰㋋㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
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Parkson
➺㬃
⼮㠞㤙⼮㠞㔘⼦

Robbinz
128 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2701 1266
Hrs: 10:00-22:00

㎷⢗➺〖
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
The Exchange
189 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 1818
Hrs: 08:30 - 21:00

㆓〄⺄⧂
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
Tianjin Friendship Department
Store

䄢㬧⭅⧍㬱
21 Youyi Lu, Hexi District
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦䄢㬧⭅䄜⥄ Tel: +86 22 2813 5588
㳍㆓䇲䅋㩭㻤
METRO Supermarket
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦

㕔⭣㔂⧍㬱
㳍㆓㋧ゝ
㶓⫐⿋㚪⺛カ䇑⧨
⼴㹘㤙㔂⥞㔘⼦ ⼮㠞㤙⼮㠞㔘⼦㶓⫐㩭䄖⺄⧂ ⽍㣦㤙㹘㤁⭡⼦⽍㡍⡒㔘
(䔚⥄
Times Grocery Store
Tianjin Museum
31 Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 5879 3000
(closed Monday)

Maison Mode
No. 211 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2781 0123
Hrs: 10:00-21:30

Tel: +86 22 2433 2599

㸷ⱜ㕋⧍㬱
⼴Ⰼ㤙⿋⥞⫔ㅷ⼮㾣㋋㔘ㅜ㋻
66 Fu An Da Jie, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8558 6766

⼮㠞㤙ⶄ➓⫔ㅷ⼦


Lifestyle Listings

66 Nanjing Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2313 3228

㋎㿞㗦➺〖
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
Xin’an Shopping Mall
138 Dongma Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2701 1266

㾣➓⹛㹐⺄⧂
㚰㋋㤙Ⰼ㕎㔘⼦

Travel Agencies

The Stars Travel
Tianjin’s travel agency specializing
in tourism for foreigner.
Tel: +86 1310 210 7700
E-mail: info@thestarstravel.com

Tianjin Comfort Travel Co., Ltd
7F, United Building A, 51 Youyi Lu,
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2837 1875

China Bus Travel
We provide
CAR/BUS Rental
Services in
Tianjin & Beijing with reasonable
rates.

⤔⼄䅙㾱➣⧨䐈㾱
⢗㯏㹘⭡➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂⼦㔆
China Construction Bank,
Tianjin Branch
19-1 Nanjing Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2340 1616

䐱⺛ㅉ㪉䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
To make a reservation or enquiry, ⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦䋗⼦
please send an email to
Citibank
info@chinabustravel.com
18F, The Exchange,
or call to +86 135 0207 0987

2 Zhengzhou Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2316 1795

㳍㆓䐱㾦⺛カ㔤㾱㪈䇱㻿⹌㯟
⼮㠞㤙䐄䐾⭡⼦
Tianjin China International
Travel Service
22 Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2810 9123

㳍㆓䐱⺛⺛カ㔤㾱㪈
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦

Car Dealers
Tianjin Tianbao Auto Sales &
Service Co., Ltd
70 Huanhe bei Lu, Tianjin Airport
Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 8827 7777

㳍㆓㳍⡇㡜⧖㼛㬼ⴟ㹒䇱㻿⹌㯟
㋶ⶼ㹐㒘㤙⽟⡒㔘⼦
Tianjin Star

ƒImport and Export shipments
ƒPick up/deliver shipments and
documents
ƒInland container transportation
ƒCustoms clearance
ƒInspection and quarantine
declaration
ƒWarehousing in bonded zones

Banks
Agricultural Development
Bank, Tianjin Branch
120 Jiefangbei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 0801

䐱⺛㝊䄖䅙㾱㳍㆓㬱㾱
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦

1 Ocean Shipping Plaza,
Haihe Dong Lu, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 5858 8888

㼄ⶼ㩰⼄〄ⴂ䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
⼴⡒㤙⼄⼴Ⰼ㔘䊗䂔⺄⧂⼦
For projects or inquiries, please send

email to info@tianjinprint.com
Standard Chartered
20F, The Exchange,
189 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 1360

&ODVVLÀHGDG

Accounting
We provide full accounting
services, including Company
registrations & Accounting control
Please, send an e-mail to
service@tianjinaccounting.com

now accepts
FODVVL¿HGDGV

Event Planning

InterMediaChina, please send an
BNP
11F, 189 Nanjing Lu, The Exchange, email to
gm@intermediachina.com
Heping District
Tel: (+86) 22 2318 7000

㳍㆓䐏㾨
㋶ⶼ㹐㒘㤙⽟⡒㔘⼦

China Bohai Bank

㳍㆓⡄㬒ㅾ䐱㾥
㳍㆓㋶ⶼ㹐㒘ゴ⹅㤙㡜⧖䊑䐱㔘
⼦

We offer a variety of services beyond
print, including design, prepress,
¿QLVKLQJELQGLQJDQGLQVHUWLQJ

The Australia China
Alumni Association
LVDQRWIRUSUR¿W
organization which
Bank of East Asia (BEA)
InterMediaChina is
connects alumni
47, Bldg G, Luoma Garden
Tianjin’s Premiere
of Australian
Youyi North Road, Hexi District
Event Planning
Universities who are currently living in
Tel: (+86) 22 2332 1662
Company. We will
China both with each other and back
Fax: (+86) 22 2332 3165
pinpoint the features that can
to their Universities. Did you study at
Ⰼ䁨䅙㾱䇱㻿⹌㯟
make your event a success and
an Australian University? The Australia
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋⡒㔘㔿㕎⿉䊑⼦*㔆 ensure that your target audience
China Alumni Assoc. holds monthly
is reached through our superb
events in Beijing and Shanghai and
Bank of China, Tianjin Branch advertising and promotion.
is now seeking volunteers in Tianjin
80 Jiefangbei Lu, Heping District
We also take care of the following:
to help organize networking events.
Tel: +86 22 2710 2001
• Budgeting
Please contact:
䐱⺛䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
• Selecting and reserving the event site
info@AustChinaAlumni.org and
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦
• Transportation and parking
register online at
To set up an event with
www.AustChinaAlumni.org

ⳉ⺛➮㏉䅙㾱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆓〄⺄⧂⥄

59 Autopark Middle Road,
Airport Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 2435 9911

Printing Material

Logistics

28 Huanhe bei Lu, Tianjin Airport
Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 8490 9090

Porsche Center Tianjin

For projects or inquiries, please
send email to
gm@promotianjin.com

We are a 24-HOURS
professional PRINTING service
provider. We provide the highest
189 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
level of service by employing the
Tel: +86 22 8319 1988 ext. 73812
most advanced equipment, superior
⿉㡍䅙㾱
customer service, and excellent
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆓〄⺄⧂⥄ quality control systems, to ensure that
Our company can provide a full
our customers receive the highest
range of LOGISTICS SERVICES:
quality products and services.
HSBC, Tianjin Branch

For details, please send e-mail to 䋝⫓䅙㾱
㳍㆓㋖⿵㔤㾱㪈䇱㻿䋑㦯⹌㯟
service@logisticstianjin.com
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆓〄⺄⧂⥄
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋⡒㔘⼦⼰䐻⫔㻤
$䔚⥄
Tianjin CITIC International
Travel Co., Ltd

IXUQLVKLQJV¿HOGV2XUFOLHQWV
are organizations of all sizes
throughout China and abroad.

201-205 Machang Dao,
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 5831 6666

⤔⼄䅙㾱
㳍㆓㬱⼴㹘㤙㕎⧂⭡⼦
Magnetic Branch
Building 1, Magnetic Area,
Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 5839 1358



Promotional Products
PROMOTIANJIN is a traditional
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
agency serving major
FRUSRUDWLRQVDQGQRQSUR¿W
agencies since 1998. Based
in Tianjin, we've been actively
VHUYLQJDFFRXQWVLQ¿QDQFLDO
services, health care, media,
QRQSUR¿WDGYHUWLVLQJFXOWXUDO
affairs and home and industrial

To include your
FREE advertising,
please write to
FODVVL¿HG#EXVLQHVVWLDQMLQFRP

before 15 June 2009
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SERVICES

Triumphal Arch Department
Store

A&LArts & Leisure
Science & Techology

The Ice Ages: what impression
have they left on Earth?
How do ice ages originate?
Science gives a variety of explanations for the
significant decrease in temperature that would
be required to trigger an ice age. There could
possibly have been cooling as a result of huge
meteorite strikes that sent clouds of dust into
the atmosphere so that the Sun’s rays could
not reach Earth’s surface. Fluctuations in the
Sun’s activity could also have led to the change
between colder and warmer periods. Another
theory suggests that continental drift might
have influenced the ocean currents and thus
had an effect on the climate. A shift of the angle
of inclination of Earth relative to the Sun or an
altered orbit of Earth around the Sun have also
both been debated as other possible causes.
How do glaciers originate and move?
For glaciers to form there must first be considerable precipitation at low temperatures. If this
occurs over long periods of time, enormous
amounts of snow and ice pile up and they exert
pressure on Earth’s surface. Just like under skis or
sled runners, the pressure leads to a film of water
forming, on which the glaciers can “flow”. The
speed of flow depends on the mass of the ice and
consequently on the precipitation that feeds the
glacier. The greatest surge ever measured was that
of the Kutiah glacier in the Himalayas, which in
1953 moved about 12km in just three months.
Could there ever be another ice age?
Yes, there could. Furthermore, it is not clear
whether the ice epoch is currently at an end or

72
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whether we are in fact living in an intervening
period, what is known as “interglacial”. Such
warm periods as ours occurred again and again
between the cold spells in the past. Even though
at the moment all the talk is of man-made global
warming, much of what we know points to the
fact that we are still in the ice epoch. From 7,500
until 5,000 years ago, it was markedly warmer
that it is today. Subsequently, it has become ever
cooler on the long-term average, although always
with fluctuations. In antiquity, for instance, Hannibal could only cross the Alps because they were
largely ice-free. In the 17th century during the socalled “little ice age”, average temperatures were
well over 1°C colder than they are today.
How far did the ice masses spread?
During the biggest spread in the Pleistocene,
around 32% of the land surface worldwide was
covered with ice. Today it is still 10% covered,
concentrated in the polar regions and in the
high mountains. The ice was able to spread
more in the northern hemisphere than in the
southern hemisphere. Broad stretches of North
America, northern Europe, reaching as far
as England, the Netherlands, Germany and
Poland, as well as northern Asia and the areas
around the high mountains (the Himalayas,
Rocky Mountains, and Alps) were buried under
glaciers that were miles thick in parts. In the
southern hemisphere, it was mainly the Antarctic ice sheet that spread, along with glaciers in
the Andes and Patagonia in South America as
well as glaciers in New Zealand and Australia.

Some researchers believe that in the long
term, temperatures will drop again, and that
in 80,000 years’ time the Earth could become
extensively glaciated once more.
What are glacial valleys?
Ice age glacial valleys form the basis of river networks in northern central Europe. They formed
at the edge of glaciers as the meltwaters emerged
there, collected, and were finally diverted away.
Today, the German rivers Elbe and Spree, for example, flow in glacial valleys. No glacial valleys
formed in North America and Asia, as here the
north-south incline meant the existence of river
valleys (such as the Mississippi and the Volga),
which already did the job of carrying away the
water.
What is the difference between glacial ice
and normal ice?
The difference lies in the air content. Ice cubes
in the freezer compartment form simply by
freezing, so that a lot of air is also trapped with
the water. Glacial ice, on the other hand, forms
from snow that is pressed down over long periods, and thaws and re-freezes again and again. If
this process is repeated often enough and more
and more snow is added, then firn (containing
50% air) will form. This form of ice gradually
increases in density and in the course of thousands of years firn becomes the typically blue or
greenish glistening glacial ice that has just 2%
air content.
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CHINA CEO:
Voices of experience from 20 International
Business Leaders
By Juan Antonio Fernandez & Laurie Ann Underwood

About the Author:
Juan Antonio Fernandez is a Professor at China Europe International Business School (CEIBS)
in Shanghai. He is frequently invited to give presentations to leading multinationals on how to
manage business enterprises in China.
Laurie Ann Underwood has worked as a journalist and business editor in greater China since
1989. Her articles covering business, politics, entertainment and social issues have appeared in
Asiaweek and Business China. She is now Director of Communications and Publications for AmCham Shanghai.

Language: English
Format: Paperback: 250 pages
Price: 300 RMB (including delivery)

About the book:
China is a “must win” market for nearly any business with international ambitions. But executives
WDNLQJXSPDQDJHPHQWSRVLWLRQVLQ&KLQDRIWHQ¿QGWKHPVHOYHVLQDSURIRXQGO\FRQIXVLQJDQG
chaotic business environment marked by fast change, contradictions and extreme competition.
Who best to advise on cracking the world’s fastest-growing and highest-potential market than
those already succeeding there? This is the philosophy behind the book China CEO: Voices of
experience from 20 International Business Leaders. Based on interviews with 20 top executives
DQGHLJKWH[SHULHQFHGFRQVXOWDQWVEDVHGLQ&KLQDWKHERRNLVSDFNHGZLWK¿UVWKDQGIURQWOLQH
advice from veterans of the China market. Hear directly from the top executives heading up the
China operations of Bayer, British Petroleum, Coca-Cola, General Electric, General Motors, Philips, Microsoft, Siemens, Sony and Unilever, plus expert China-based consultants at
The Boston Consulting Group, Korn/Ferry International, McKinsey & Company, and many
more.
,Q&KLQD&(2HDFKFKDSWHUJLYHVVSHFL¿FDGYLFHRQKRZWRPDQDJH&KLQHVHHPSOR\HHVZRUN
with Chinese business partners, communicate with headquarters, face competitors, battle intellectual property rights infringers, win-over Chinese consumers, negotiate with the Chinese government, and adapt yourself (and your family) to life in China.

If you want to purchase this book, please send an email to BOOKS@INTERMEDIACHINA.COM, we will deliver the book to your door.

Quotations of the month
Always bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed is more important than ____ Abraham Lincoln
any one thing.

TKHPDQRIYLUWXHPDNHVWKHGLI³FXOW\WREHRYHUFRPHKLV³UVWEXVLQHVV____ Confucius
and success only a subsequent consideration.

Equal opportunity means everyone will have a fair chance at being incompetent. ____ Laurence J. Peter
A SRVLWLYHDWWLWXGHPD\QRWVROYHDOO\RXUSUREOHPVEXWLWZLOODQQR\HQRXJK____ Herm Albright
people to make it worth the effort.
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Chef’s Table
Vietnamese Sushi

Fusions and delight at the Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
After living in China for the past 13 years, the Radisson’s French chef Yvan Collet is creating a new
menu of French-Asian fusion cuisine.
Allow yourself this treat. Visit the elegant, cozy environment of the All-Day Dining Restaurant at the
Radisson, the perfect set to enjoy an exotic meal and exquisite wines. Chef Collet will welcome you
with the promise of wonders never before tasted.
Today’s feature is one of Chef Collet’s creations, Vietnamese Sushi. Never heard of it? Neither have we,
but it’s guaranteed to be a deliciously well-spent time.
The dish offers a combination of Vietnamese spring rolls and Japanese sushi. Easy to prepare, it is the
ideal solution for a romantic dinner or the sensation at a cocktail party.
Ingredients
• Avocado, 200gr • Cucumber, 150gr • Green peas, 30gr • Iceberg lettuce, 40gr • Marinated artichokes, 200gr • Mayonnaise, 70gr
• Raw salmon, 250gr • Red onion, 50gr • Rice paper sheet,10 pieces • Saffron rice, 350gr • Sesame, 20gr • Wasabi, 20gr

Preparation
• Cook rice with saffron for an additional aroma.
• Prepare the vegetables mixture with iceberg lettuce, avocado, red onion, green peas, cucumber, marinated
artichokes, mayonnaise, sesame and wasabi.
• Soak the rice paper in water for a few minutes.
)ROGRQHÀDSRQWRS
• Put 5 slices of raw salmon on the rice paper.
• Cover it with lettuce and the rice.
• Above the rice put watercress to add freshness to the roll.
• Lay the mixture of vegetables on top.
• Season with salt and black pepper.
0DNHDERWWRPÀDSFDUHIXOO\UROOLWDQGYRLOjUHDG\WRVHUYH9LHWQDPHVH6XVKL

Time of preparation: 15 to 20 minutes
Drinks: Vodka, white wine and sake.
Chef’s Tips: 1) Use 2 rice papers. 2) Don’t use a bamboo placemat.
3) All the ingredients can be found at Isetan’s supermarket.
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of Oriental delicacies
Fusion food at the Radisson – Where nouvelle cuisine’s sophistication meets the secrets

Weekend getaways with TICC
Tianjin International Community Center (TICC) once again organized a wonderful event for Tianjin’s expatriates: a trip to the
Yangyaguan Section of the Great Wall.
%XVLQHVV7LDQMLQ¶VHGLWRUMRLQHGWKHJURXSRIWKDWJODGO\ZHQWRQWKHH[FXUVLRQ)RUPRVWRIWKHPLWZDVWKH¿UVWWLPHH[SHULHQFLQJWKHIXOOVFDOHRIWKH&KLQHVHJUDQGLRVLW\,QWLPLGDWLQJDW¿UVW0LJXHO*RQoDOYHVGHVFULEHGLWDV³LQFUHGLEOHKDUGZRUNWR
UHDFKWRWKHWRSEXWHYHU\VWHSZHWRRNZDVDFWXDOO\DVWHSFORVHUWRWKHVLJQL¿FDQFHRIWKHDPD]LQJ&KLQHVHDFFRPSOLVKPHQWV
and sense of struggle. Combined with the breathtaking landscapes and the familiarity amongst the group, I can honestly say it
was a perfect day. The least of words to describe it is rewarding.”
2UJDQL]HU$QQH=DNDULDQZDVSDUWLFXODUO\VDWLV¿HGZLWKWKHVXFFHVVRIWKHWULSDOUHDG\SODQQLQJDIHZRWKHUHYHQWVRIWKHNLQG
Meeting new people with TICC
and delighting in some of
China’s most beautiful
sceneries is the ideal
UHFLSHIRUDJRRGWLPH

Upcoming events
21 August – TICC Family BBQ
Website: tianjin.weebly.com
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Ancient Cultural Street
– a taste of Old Tianjin
By Regina Gonçalves

S

ituated in the heart of Nankai District, the Ancient
Cultural Street is one of Tianjin’s most fascinating
beauties.

For every foreigner that comes to Tianjin, one of the first
thoughts that pop through our minds is “Where is that China
I pictured?” Tianjin is one of the country’s most important
developing business and commercial centers. Naturally, the
architectural features of the city are, at first sight, modern
and sometimes overwhelming. For the curious eye, however,
Tianjin is much more. An abundance of European-designed
houses and state-of-the-art buildings accompany a few wellconserved traditional Chinese constructions. The Ancient
Cultural Street is one of these places.

Located on the west bank of Haihe River, Tianjin’s Ancient
Cultural Street was formally opened in 1986, part of the
urban renewal the city has been experiencing for the last
decades. The 700m stretch offers visitors a sincere feeling
of traditional China.
When you arrive at the south gate of the Cultural Street
you will see a decorated archway with the words Jin Men
Gu Li – Old Tianjin Neighborhood. The north gate states
Gu Shang Yi Yuan – Art Gallery of Gushan. Presenting
itself as an array of classic Chinese architecture from the
Qing Dynasty, this shopping street offers more than mere
souvenirs.
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The Cultural Street is also home to one
of the oldest buildings in Tianjin, the
Yuhuang Cabinet, the only one dating from the Ming Dynasty. To enjoy
a view of the entire street, visit the 2nd
floor of the Cabinet.
Built in the early 1910’s, the Tong Qingli building is a marvel to cross-culture
architecture enthusiasts.
Tianjin snack stands span the street just
in front of Tianhou Temple. Goubuli,
tea soup, Erduo Yan fried cakes and
many other delicacies will surely be
on the menu. As everything else in the
street, food is prepared as a form of art.
Just stop by the candy designer’s stand
for a snack shaped like your Chinese
zodiac sign.
China is known for its joyful and
crowded festivals. For those who are
lucky to visit the country and the city
during springtime, the 23rd day of the
third lunar month is a rather special
occasion. The Huanghui Fair promises
typical Chinese performances and decorations: lion dances, stilt walking, land
boats, dragon lanterns and fireworks.

The main intention behind the construction of this exquisite area was to
recreate the image and the ambience of
an ancient Chinese city. The streets are
filled with numerous stands and small
shops dealing in some of China’s bestpreserved traditions and folk crafts –
clay figures, calligraphy and painting,
jade, porcelain, traditional Manchu
clothing, paper-cutting, antiques and
more. Built to please tourists’ eyes,
specialty stores can also be found here,
such as the famous Clay Figure Zhang,
Kites Wei and Yangliu Qing paintings.
Peking Opera performances are continuously broadcast through the streets,
taking us to places we have only read
about in books. Etchings in blue-gray
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bricks and paintings in every window
mimic those of classic Chinese literature, most notably from The Dreams of
a Red Mansion.
The street is highlighted by Tianhou
Palace, commonly known as the Queen
of Heaven Temple, the heart of Cultural
Street. Originally constructed in the
14th century, this Mazu Temple is one
of only three in the world. It remains a
superb piece of introspection, a tribute
to the Goddess of the Sea. The temple
is now the Folk Custom Museum of
Tianjin, allowing visitors to admire
true relics and folk arts from long ago.
It is a display of harmonic coexistence
between far eastern religion and art.

Whether admiring the roof tiles or the
Mazu Temple, shopping for Chinese
relics or just some of the city’s most
famed snacks, a wonderful time is
guaranteed. Re-creating a China from
long ago, the Ancient Cultural Street is
a taste of old Tianjin.

